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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The Background of This Stu j

Lake Michigan College is typicd1 of many community college4

which have recently experienced an increased student population com-
si

bined with a necessity to expand its educational curriculum to accomo-

date
Ak

. , ..,
the wide ran abilities, needs and interests denianded by the .,

\ v

--f----
community in which it is situated. It is expected to serve high school

graduates who are interested in a university or vocational preparation,

to serve'those who need re-training for changing job requirements, and

to serve those attending for per§onal improvement in almost every area

of learning. The problems which arise .in meeting such diverse areas
O

are further compounded with the advent of the- "open door" policy which

permits the admission of nearly every applicant,' regardless of prior

academi6 preparation.

It is the very diversity of this student population which presents

a special challenge to the instructional staff who are required to provide

Jr o this wide range of abilitiesneeds-and-interests. Comparatiiely few

instructors presently teaching in the community college have. received

1
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any formal preparation to enable them to deal with the heterogeneous

student body they encounter; Lake Michigan College 'is no exception.'

There also appears to be infreqUent attention given.to the development

of specific fundamental prindiples which Might apply to teaching methods

within specific content areas. A lack-of special training is especially

evident as it concerns teaching reading to the adult student, that is,

those persons above the hikh school level. In general, the - available,
kts

reading instruction relies on diagnosis, prescriptive evaluations, and

,practical applications of remedial teaching techniques designed for the

pre-college student with the major emphasis in grades one through

There is little, if any, instruction relating specifically to.adults

rolled in the community collegFNor is there adequate information con-
,

cerning the dynamics of systematic reading center management and:
,

curriculum techniques applicable to the community college student.

In spite of the massive amount of money, time, and effort which

have been expended for the teaching of reading in pre.,college grades,

the majority of students, who are entering the community" college continue

to encountr many difficulties which prevent them from engaging in

fluent, meaningful reading. Since efficient adult reading skills are

vital to the success of each student in a community college, it becomes

imperative that basic principles be established specifically for the

adult student. Once such principles are .determined, it becomes neces-

sary to apply them through a reading center in which reading is taught

exclusively.
t11
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It was because of a lack of specific, basic principles upon,

___,----which, the programs for the, older student can be formulated through a
.

delivery system known as the reading Center, that the writer has devel -.
-, i. .

loped suclffundamental principles. These princhiles andlmee--,..,
-.1

been successfully applied at Lake Michigan College through a systema-,

tically organized, individualized, .self-instrUctional reading center. In
.. .

I , , .

addition, a method for training instructors in reading.center manage
.

.
.

ment techniques ha§ alsct been constructed co-enable:other reading in
I/ struetors to continue such a system.,, ---------

1 , --..-----

. This study will be, concerned with an examination of the basic
.7, .

v.
principles-upon which this reading curriculum is founded within a:read- 'T

1

ing 'center. It will also present tli:: system itself, including the, valida-

i
.

. i.tion data which attests to its effectiveness.
1

It will conclude with "a-study
. ,.

., . t

* ,

..of a proposed training program for future reading center-Managers in a

community college.
..! .

C Statement of the Problem

The prolkem with which this study is concerned issformed of -

three conmient parts:

1. What are the basic principles upon which the teach-

ing of reading to the adult student are founded?

How can these basic principles most effectively-be
e-

presented to community college students?

-How will instructors be trained in the rrianagembnt

12,
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of a reading center which is based upon such

principles and which utilizes an organized

systems' approach ?

P.

The answers to these questions will allow other community

college reading centers to develop a reading program with a similar

delivery system and,to replicate an instructor's training proce;s with
..,:

the ultimate goal of improving the reading of the adult student within the

community college milieu.

ti

NThe .purposes of the Study
. .

In its broadest terms the purpose Of this study iS to demonstrate, .

the effctiveness of a community college reading center founded upon the

Principles of.a Perceptual and a Skill Learning Environment in such a

manner that it could be replicated., As 4-applied purpoSe this study
:"

4
Presents a systematic rnethodof,org ization 'for the training of Adult

students influent, efficient, adult reading sk including a system to

-train ins6uctors in the management techniques o community college
.

reading center. A narrower additional purpose is to present the success

of these principles and of the system of reading center inanagement

which the wiiter has developed during his years of professional rading

experience.

The Need fOr the -Study
a

As a building requires a solid foundation upon which it is built

to prevent its eventual collapse, so a reading center program needs a
. t
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foundation-built upon basic principles which deal specifically with the

adult, community college student. Although there is a vast amount of

information about the teaching of reading at the pre- college level, there

is a near vacuum in the literature in regard to the community college

level. Such information which is available too often relates to the

various uses of different types of equipment, or discuSses parochial

ideas about small segments of the total program, rather than applying

itself to basic principles. There has been.a serious need for an empiri-

cal study of such principles which directly effect reading and the adult

student. Once such princilles have been established, There is then a

need to investigate a type of delivery system for channeling these prin-

ciples to the students in an upward spiraling progression of tasks. It

then becomes necessary to determine. how instructors will be trained in

reading center management techniques which are based upon such prin-

iples and stffh-daivery-system.

In the performance of the writer's professional activities, cer-

tain practices have been observed whidh appear to.be characteristic.of

the operations of reading centers and their programs at various educa-

tional-levels. These observations als9 indicate a need for a more highly

defined'and systematically organized reading program. The'se practices

are summarized below:

's
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1. The methods of teaching are evidently based upon

a conglomeration of instructions learned from

courses, seminars, and commercial publishers.

There is a--lack of unity within a well articulated

system founded upon defined, researched, and

current student-centered learning theories.

2. The extensive hardware and software used in read-
t."

ing centers appears to' have been procured as the `,

money became available with-little long-range

planning based upon an adequately defined and man=

aged reading center systemS.

3. Although there is, an,effort to provide programmed,

self-instructional materials for the student, there

is also an apparent lack of adequate management

control which can be uniformly followed by the in-

structor, by the paraprofessional, and by the Student.

Concern has also been expressed to the writer by administra-

tors', by instructors, and by paraprofessionals regarding the need for a

training method which embodies a system's approach inculcated into 'a

well {defined reading center management program. This Study has been

initiated and designed to fulfill these needs.

15
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-The Limits of This Study

This study is limited to a delineation of those thebries which

apply to the teaching and learning of the adult student at a community

college, which have developed from disassociated research and which

have been proven .successful through practical application.

The Principles of Reading as Applied to the Adult Student

The teaching of reading -is customarily considered as an ono-

lytical process, especially as it refers to the teaching of reading to the

young child as he initially learns to .decode the printed page. Such anal-

isis takes the words -apart as it breaks down the total work into letters

and the hounds each represents, followed by a detailed study of the

functions based upon his experience. However, the adult reader does

not utilize analysis in his reading. At this leYel the process becomes

one of a synthesis of the words, phrases, and senten e-eyes

het

low across the .page, and, during whfch, meaning As interpreted by

experience is achieved: At .this mature level reading is a perceptual

.process involving both the physical act of seeing and the derivation of

meaning from that perceived. It is concluded that as the adult reader's

reading process is essentially different from that of the chil there-
,

fore, the training techniques must of necessity be quite different.

The training of:the adult reader begins with instruction at the

skill level at which the student is orierating upon his entry into the

system. It then advances him progressively upWard through a spiral of

16
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increasingly complex skills until his .potential is reached. This skill

learriing process involves the simulation of efficient, perceptual skills

through the medium of special audio-visual machines which increases

hiS reading speed. The objective of his training is to obtain meaning in

context, rather than in separate words. Once this skill becomes a

habit, he is able to transfearquired-ski:11s-to-all-of-his_read-

ing material; dependent only upon his abilities, needs-and interests.

A. reading center whichiprovides,such an environment must be

able to meet wide range of abilities, needs,and interests. Thiss.divaer-

sity is efflciently met through the use of self - instructional, self- paced,

self-correctable reading programs utilizing audio-visual modes of in-
,

struction. Such techniques and materials assures that the reading cen-

ter, remains studerit,centered rather than teacher oriented. ;Such an

atmosphere is motivationally conducive to the student because he does

not become locked into some unsuccessful learning situation, but he is

continually aware of his own success and progress.

A central requirement for a reading center which adequately

provides for the individual differences of its diyerse student popula-

tion requires a highly organized system of instruction. It must be a

system which assures that the student and the instructor are clearly

aware of the means available for the attainment of the student's goalb.

In such a situation the instructor then acts as a manager of a' skill learn-

ing system in which the "student trains himself, utilizing the programs

provided by the instructor for his benefit, rather than as the total

17
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director of each learning activity. In such a -student-centered environ-
_

ment, the instructor then has sufficient time for individual conferences

with those needing special help.

The adult student shoutyl -receive the type of instruction which

will enable him to read fluently, efficiently, and with meaning. The

achievement of such an objective requires that a community college

reading center and its programs should be founded upon those particular

basic principles of reading instruction which are designed to meet the

special instructional modes of tie adult student.

The objectiVe of this study, which appears in Chapter Ii, is

the investigation of the principles governing the reading act. Chapter III

presents a successful implementation of such principles. Chapter IV dii-

cusses a tested means for the training of reading, center instructors in

managementechniques. The long term goal contained in: Chapter Y ,

should involve replications of these prograinS and these principles by
.

other community colleges including the. training of inMrtictors.

Definition of Terms
3

Adjunct Program: A series of step-by-step learning units taking a

student through published materials.. The student learns and responds

until mastery is achieved.
4

Analytical-Method: Learning by dividing the whole into smaller parts
:r

and studying them in,detail.

Behavioral Objectives: See Performance Objectives.

X18
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CI: See Comprehension Improvement Formula.

Comprehension: The power of the mind to understand what is communi-

cated.

Comprehension Improvement Formula (CI): A method for computing the

pefcentage of reading improvement as given below:

Comprehension Rate of final essay.
Minus. CR of the 1st essay = .CI%
divided by CR -of 1st essay

Comprehension Rate Formula (CR): A method for computing the ability

to comprehend reading material at a specific speed of reading as given

below:

Comprehension % Vocabulary %
score score f

X WPM =
divided by 2_

CR: See Comprehension Rate Formula (CR),

Fluent Reading: "The successful visual and mental manipulation of syn...

tax in meaningful word groups for improved comprehension performed

at rate.14-

Linear Program: A series of step-by:step learning units from which

the student learns..and responds until material is achieved. Usually a
k

self- contained, individualized, learning, program.

Module: A self-instructional, system utilizing Adjupct Programing which

teaches a subject in small, self-instructional parts until mastery is

achieved by the student.

Modular System: An organ 'd series of learning units utilizing Modules.

19
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A.: The Optimum eading Achievement reading program.

A. L:: The Optimum-Reading- Achievement -Level. --A fornityla-used

in the 0. R. A. reading program. Formula: CR -50 WPM at Essay 10.

Perception: A. physical sensation as interpreted in the light of experience.

In reading, the message transmitted by the visual sense to the brain at

which tine the mental faculties form an idea.

Peiformance Objective: \\what the learner is expected to do, or perform,
\ ..

and the criterion upon which the performance will be judged at the con-

I /'elusion of the instruction.
1 ....-

I 'Principle of a Peiceptual Environment: A process in which a student is
i

.

provided special perdeptual training utilizing a simulated visual/audio

.%, -mode.
9

Principle of a Skill Learning Environment: A process of training thro Ugh

which the .student practices to become f luent in perceptual and ccimpre-

hensicin skills of reading.

nReading:To scan written symbols such as letters, words and,se tepees
I

4
and throUgh`the mental faculties to interpret-them agmeariingfiil idea's.

Reading-at-rate: "The ability (habit) of seeing meaning in context rathbr
1

than in individual wor!ds one at a time. "
, .

Reading Pacer: A machine that tracks a person through reading mater-

ial in1 a mechanical manner at various reading speeds.
-"-

ReadingProcess: The use of physieaka)4 menta capacities to develop

vocabulary skills, labguage structure skills for comprehension,' and

flexible reading rate skills. "3

20



Reading Projector: "A.special 35 mm filmstrip projector . . . that pro-

jects words and images on a stationary horizontal band of light at any

desired reading rate in the form of from one to five fixations per line. "4

RX Program: A* special reading program that teaches phonic skills

through a.visual/audio 'presentation.

Signal Detection Theory: Once a correct response is completed, it is

remembered as a successful action andis duplicatedin the future.

Simulation: "The creitibn of an artificial environment most- closely

representing reality as a training technique. "6

Skill: "The internalization of a habit, i. e.; the ability to perfoiln pri-

thartlyaon, subconscious level without conscious analysis. "6
_

Student-centered: A methOd of teaching which, is designed and operated

to -suit the convenience and needs of the students:

Systems Approach:' A Method for organizing an orderly and.uniform
, .

training of students in .a reading center, or an educational classroom.

Tachistiscope: A special 35mm film projector designed to flash an
(r.

image on a screen at a predetermined *speed.

Teacher-oriented: A method of teaching whichi is organized primarily

for the convenience of the teacher, and' in which the tea"cherdonlinates

the instructional tasks.

Transfer: Providing a planned practice f6r a studefit to use his newly

acquired reading skills with a wide variety of reading materials .which

re not a part of any formal reading prograMmed materials.
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Word Attack Skills: The basic skills normally required in reading such

as: phonics, word endings, word parts, prefixes, suffixes, word order,

etc.

WPM: Words per minute.

r

Ct
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction

When the writer started teaching in a community college read-

ing center in 1971, one of the first concerns was whether or not reading

at the community college level was based upon the same or different

-principles than those used in grades one through twelve. Reading in-
z

structiomin the pre-college grades is largely concerned with basic word

attack' kilLc such as4phonics, "word parts,1 word order, configuration -

and comprehension skills. The college
.,students had been reading for .

;twelve years; and it seemed reasonable to use a different technique, .

rather than repeating .rnethods that had proven to be less Than effectiire.

A search was made for specific principles of reading applicable

to a community college reading center. The publications consulted in-,
eluded those of the International Reading Association from their earliest

, a
journals to the present, and reference texts written by reading specialists.

Little informhtion was available in reference to fundamental principles

specifically related to thecommunity college reading program. Most of

the data concerned technology, teaching craftsmanship, and suggestions

- 4.for t e use of materials and audio-visual equipment. This type t f infer-
115

24
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mation might well be termed as the accidentals incidental to teaching,

rather than dealing with the basic principles which were the objective

of the search, That is, there was little infOrmation which would' ek--.

plain the fundamental differences between the teaching of reading to,
*4

children as eompare,d to the teaching of reading to the adult stUdent:
.A,

Nor had the numerous graduate'reading cowses which the

writer had taken provided adequate guidance in this matter. Such 1

courses had been concerned with testing; Clinical diagnosis of reading *,

problems and remediation instruction as they applied to grades one

through twelve, with the major emphasis give] to grades .one through

six. An investigation of 200 universities indicated no listingof gtaik-..

,ate courses specifically addressed to either the principles upon which

community college, reading programs should be baSed, to °practices

of reading cip nter management.

It was concluded that there is no specific body of kncokledge

which may be consulted relating to the ftindarnental principles upon

which a community college reading center may be based. Statement's

are' available which refer to a difference between teaching children. and
4

,adults, but these are general in nature and are not supported with Con=

.:* ,cret6 principles upon which'the curriculum might be designed. .It
,

l'
4

tt .

. was encumbant, upon the writer to extrapolate such basic principles front
'4

4

widely diyerse research studies, covering a wide range of educational

levels.

During a three year period it has been demonstrated to the

25
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writer that thtere are different principles and techniques which can be
a

successfully used to train the community college student in fluent, et-
,

ficient,. adult readiAg skills. These principles and tecimiqueg will be

examined next wider the following topics:l

The Principle ot the Perceptual Environment

The Relationship of Perception, tOmprehension

and Linguistics.,

The Principle of a Skill Learning-Environment

Reading of the Child and the Adult
a.

Reading at -Rate

Tran fet,OLSkiils

SystemS Approach
N.":

The: Principle of the Perceptual Envir"onrnent

o

,

The student who enters the community college reading center/ A'

has been reading for twelve years, or more. Such studentS are often
. .

. .:, z, I, . - ,: " . I ,
inefficient and read in a laborious manner with onlysuperficial'under-,

4.p

standing of the subject matter. It is the Obje'ctive of.4-the reading center, ,

to provide a !wavily saturated pOrdeptual envitonment through which. the .. ,
'.,,

, .

Studdnts will develop efficient, fluent, adult reading skills presepted,in:.'

such a way as to take into account their individual differences.

Perception is.that physicars9nsation as interpreted in 'the light

of experience. In the readingact the.-MeSsage is transmitted by means

of the visual.sense and progressestliro,Ugh theneural pathwayS in the
.
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brain, at.which time the 'Mental faeulties,form an idea. Understanding

is achieved as the reader attaches meaning to the word,' or as he re--
,lates it his-own idea..

The Principle of the Percer, al Environinent involves a pro-

cess in which a student who already possesses the basic, skills of read-

ingis provided advanced perceptual training, utilizing a- simulated visual
a

mode. Such training iFprovided through a technique which involves

simulation of the reading act through an accelerated process. Through
7.

such training the student will improve his perceptual cognition and will

sharpen the accuracy of his mental faculties. It is by means of this

process that the student will develop efficient, fluent, adult reading_

skills-.

dersta ding of the Principle. of ,the Perceptual Environ-

meta as it applies -olhe adult student involves answering the following

. ,questions: ct

How does perception'and its use-as-a training technique

relate to. the reading act,,of the adult reader?

2. How does' he .relationship of perception, compre-
\

compre-

hension, and4inguisti s affect the training in the
,

reading act of the adult reader ?
.\\

I

Percentfon as Related to the Reading Act

The role that perception plays in the teaching of reading be-

comes clearer with a brief examination of its role in early reading in-

27 t
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v.

struction. Once the infant has become aware of the relationship of

symbols in the-o,Uter world to, symbols of ideas he has within himself,

he then learns to associate these iymboli to oral and written language.

When learning tel read the child is taught that certain "squiggles". on

paper represent certain ideas. Print letters are associated with
7

sounds, which are then combined into words, which then become- sym-

bols of ideas. Smith and Dechant explain that words'of theMselves mean
.

""nothing. 1 Therefore, the student must be trained to relate a, meaning

to each word. As he learns to do this, he is then taught to extend those

skills he already has sand apply them to increasingly difficult words in

an upward spiral of difficulty. During, the early stages, this process is.

slow. However, through regular and extensive practice it accelerates,

Asa reader's exp-ifieiiceiticrea-ses;--his-interpretitiotro

words (ideas) changes, especially as the context of the reading matter

becomes more complex. As perception and Comprehension are congru-

ent skills, there is a.continuing need for perceptual training which will

improve both his understanding and his fluency. Powers and Felger

havp conducted much experimental work relating to the need and feasi-

bility of perceptual training beyond the primary grades. They refer to .

Smith's model of reading fluency as follows:

Smith further argues that reading o. identify words and
reading to comprehend idecs are proceasegyith-similar
aspects but quite. different outcomes, and that it is pos-
sible, once the student has learned the essential decoding/
encoding skills in grades one through three, to read for
comprehension without actually verbalizing or mentally
identifying individual, wordi: This possibility exists'when
instruction is geareg to the visual perceptual skill develop-
ment of the student.

28
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Evidentally, the_bewhiskered cliche_"learn.-to -readi -then read -to
,

learn" has confused the issue to such an extent that many believe once

the reader has had his initial perceptual, trairiing.in the primary grades,

he no longer requires such skill training. Powers and Felger have

demonstrated the usefulness and validity of advanced pert ptual training

through the use of specially constructed films and machines which are

effective when used by the adult student. 3

The act of reading is dependent upon.perception which itself.in-

volves the use of the mental' faculties. Perceptual training will Improve

the facility of such mental operations, especially when such training is

performed in an accelerated process. Powers and Felger's studies

have proven the accuracy of this process and report on Singer's findings:

posite of speed (rate) and power (comprehension) and
underlying each component is a multiplicity of related
and measurable factors. Disabilities in reading should,
he concluded, be attacked from the rate of comprehen-
sion concept.4

Singer is one of the major reading, specialists who suggests the

use of speed as a part of comprehension instruction, even for those en-

countering/1countering reading problems. Powers and Felger put this theory into

actual practice in their controlled studies which demonstrated its

validity. This Powers and Felger concept contrasts with the standard

procedure in the reaching of reading which depends upon repetition of an

analytical, slow method until the remedial student learns. The writer

uses,,the speeded perceptual training method for all students with a larger

29
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measure of success than when the slower, analytical method is utilized.

The degree of difficulty of the reading material and the amount of speed,
requireS careful adjustment to provide for individual differences.- 'The

use of this accelerated perceptual training increases the ability of the
dik

student to use his mental faculties to his highest potential.

The'Relationship of Perception, Comprehension and Linguistics

The student entering a community college reading center en-
.

counters subject matter which is more advanced than in prior classes.

lie is also expected to read and study awide range of complex materials

on his own. This means that spedial emphasis must be provided for the

comprehension phase of the perceptive act. Improvement in comprehen-

sion is equated With vocabulary improvement. The_basic_component-of

Written matter is the word itself. Therefore, the reader must be able

to process the words with understanding, if meaning is to be gained from

the ideas conveyed by the written material. Singer refers to this as

follows: ". . . general reading, is a composite of speed (rate) and power

(comprehension) . . . "6 Therefore, as vocabulary knowledge is vital

to understanding, accelerated perceptual training will fulfill two objec-

tives concurrently: (1) training the student to, grasp ideas quickly, and

(2) enriching and quickening his mental. faculties.

The concept of equating vocabulary with comprehension is

comparatively new. Literiture in the field of reading has traditionally

discussed comprehension in such terms as identifying inferences, main

30
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ideas, supporting ideas, and subordinate ideas, to name a fetv. The

usefulness of such a classification is questioned because such compart-

mentalization ignores the interdependent nature of such skills. Another

reason it is being abandoned is because the definitions for such skills

vary from one authority to another. However$, those who da agree as to

this type of a classification system recommend that such individual typei,

of comprehension are more properly taught by the subject area teachers

in relation to an application within a specfic discipline, rather than in

the reading center curricultim.

Powers and Singer equate comprehension with vocabulary

knowledge.1' 8 Powers also explains that in his attempts to construct a

comprehension'test he became involved in the level of difficulty of the

vocabulary and not with the different-types of comprehension. He con-
.

eluded that the only true measure of comprehension should be the vocab-

ulary within the material. 9 The writer adheres to this notion and, there-

'fore, considers the teaching of comprehension skills as a matter of

vocabulary instruction.

The problem then Arises 2S to the type of vocabulary to be used

in the training program. Powers suggests that the most frequently

used words are those which-occur in all subject areas such as green,

the, below, above, down, therefore; etc. 10 He suggests that these be

combined with common phrases utilizing tachilstiscopic training at a

high rate of speed to effect automatic recognition. It is also advisable
7

to teach the uses of prefixes, suffixes, words in context, and sophisticated.,
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words to enable the student,,to unlock the meaning of many words in dif-

ferent subject areas.. The teaching of vocabulary should be a part (of the

u perceptual training and should be included in the accelerated perceptual

training techniques using audio - visual materials.

In considering the use of speed; it is necessary to understand

that thereas a distinct difference between the terms "speed reading"

and "reading-at-rate". "Speed. reading" refers to-physiological track-

ing as it is confined largely to the number of words-per-mi4te at which

the reader processes the words. Powers considers the term "reading-
11'

at-rate" as including the total process of perdeption. "Reading-at-rate"

refers to the ability of the perceiver. (reader) to look at a page and grasp.

the meaning without pronouncing every word. The ability to peform this

skill requires intensive training-to enable the student to become the

fluent and efficient adult reader within certain liitations such as his

abilities, his needs and his interests:

An interest in the part linguistics playS in the teaching of read-
/

ing has been increasing. The way in which linguistics is involved in the

reading act may be understood. by examining how a child might be taught

the sentence: "He is home. !' Teaching the child to perceive the meaning

of the symbol's "he" and "hcme" is chiefly the task of teaching words

that label concrete objects which, all things considered, is relatively

simple. The words "he" and "home" can be taught by demonstration or

pictures, but not the word "is". It is believed that the child comes to

associate the concept of such a word as "is" through his experience with
S
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Most reading specialists recommend, that more,attention be

given to the place of linguistics for the beginning reader, but not for

the majority of adult readers who alreddy have established language

patterns. Smith discusses this matter, which he iefers to as verbal-

izing,_as ollaws

. . . it is possible, once the student has learned the
essential decoding/encodirig skills in 'grades one
through three, to read fori comprehension without
actually-verbalizing or mentally identifyirig individual
words. 12

Another reason for not using linguistics in the community college read-

ing center is because it defeats' the purpose,of percePtrial training. The

purpose of perceptual training is to enable the adult student to accelerate

his perceptual process. A Study of linguistic language patterns requires

a slow, analytical process which "puts a heavy burden on memory and

attentional systems . . . "13 If a study of language patterns is'of benefit,

then it should be included in the curriculum of another subject area,

rather than in a perceptually orientated reading center. The entire

thrust of the reading 'center is to eliminate extensive analysis and yerbal-

ization. As Powers and Felger have demonstrated, verbalizatioti-and
.r

analysis can be quickly eliminated by intensive, simulated perceptual

training involving the use of specially constructed films and machines

using the reading-at-rate technique;14

It may be concluded that through the use of intensive perceptual '

training, the community, college student will advance his reading fluency.
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It is throiigh such perceptual training that the student will also improye

his comprehension of reading materials. Such comprehension improve-
.

ment will also be effected throUgh a study of advanced vocabulariprin-

ciples common to a wide variety of subject areas.
ti

The Principle of the Skilf Learning Environment

The students who enter a community college reading center

have passed through the initial phases of reading instruction. Certain

students have had a low academic record in earlier.years and have a

very low proficiency in reading skills. Others have received either

average or above average grades, but recognize that reading is taking

an inordinate amount of their time. Others are doctors, dentists, law-

yers, policemen and business executives'who have experienced difficulty

in reading their professional.journals, reports-and correspondences.

These adults have been taught reading through an analytical method of,

teaching phonics, Word parts, configuration, word order andicither

allied word attack skills. As necessary as thii method.may be for the

beginning reader, it is a slow process. s,

Despite all of the prior -instruction college students have re-

ceived, many still experience difficulties. They are not smooth, ef-

ficient readers with a sound understanding' of what they read. Power's

states: "If you use more analysis, it's like throwing an anchor to a

drowning man. n15 That is, if they are given more of the same,' they,
will not be helped. In addition, having experiended a certain amount of
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failure while being bmothered with analysiS, a\number of them have a

low morale and an expectation of continued fai.lure, itiis for such reasons

that the community college reading center should use a system that

omits-analysis-as-a-major procedur e.

The term "Skill Learning" is used because the definitions of the

two words from which it is ford* embody the principles underlying the

training act. !'Skill" is generally understood to refer to a fluency in the

execution of a learned physical or mental task. "Learning" is generally

undertood as referring to that process of acquisition, or of modification,

of existing knowledge, skills, or habits through practice. Skill Learn-

ing, therefore, refers to the student in the reading center who knows how

to read, but requires a process of training through which he will become

fluent'in bothAhe.physical act of perception and in the use of his mental

faculties. That is, through the training tasks presented; he is acquiring

the ability to modify his reading skills through practice.

The Skill Learning Principle involves a process in which a stu-

.dent, who already possesses the basic skillsorreading, begins his train-
,

ing at the level at which he reads successfully and practices such skills

under controlled conditions using intensive perceptual training. As the

student becomes fluent at his entry level and the skills, become a suc-

cessful habit, the speed and difficulty level of the material is increased.

Whenever a student's performance indicates a need for training in skills

in which he is not proficient, he is provided such training. When nec-

essary, the forgotten skill is re-taught. Then it is followed by extensive

35.
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practice until the skill becomes a habit. The skill training proceeds in

an upward spiral of difficulty until he has achieved that potential which

is consistent with his own abilities, needs4nd interests.

The reading. literature does not contain information abotit a

system of instruction which fulfills the objectives implied by the Prin-

ciple of a Skill Learning Environment and which ,could be replicated ina,
. .Jcommunity college reading center. Since it has not been treated in tne

literature on reading theory, and because of its importance to reading

instruction at the college level, this principle will now be examined at

length.

An understanding of the Principle of a Skill Learning Environ-

ment as it applies to the adult student involves answers to the frillowing

questions:

1. How does the reading act differ in relation to

the child and the adult?

2.. How does reading-at-rate effect reading instruction ?,

3. How is a transfer of new 'Skills affected?

The Reading of the Child and the Adult

Reading is initially taught using an analytical method which pro-

vides instruction in the basic word attack skills such as phonics, con -

figuration, word parts, word order, sentence construction and compre-

hension. As an example, to teach the word "man", first the sound and

shape of each letter would be taught beginning with "m, " the sound of
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"a, " and concluding with the final consonant "n. " The word itself and its

components would then be studied in relationship to other words and

their-parts.--Words wo_uld_be studied as parts of sentences, paragraphs

and, finally, complete stories. Such operations require. many practice

exercises. Although. this is a highly simplified condensation of an invol-

ved process, it demonstrates the extensive analysis involved. It is gen-

erally assumed that by the end of the third grade these basic word attack

skills are thastered. The teaching of reading in grades four through six

involves further refinements and applications of the basic skills, still

using an analytiCal method. Formal reading instruction generally ends

at the sixth grade. Any further remedial teaching which might be needed

also 1:tilizes analysis.

However, the college student is not learnihg initial reading

skills. He is refining and advancing those he has. =Nor does the adult

reader utilize analysis as he reads. Gray comments about this as follows:

. . our eyes move rapidly along the lines, taking in
-whole phrases at- a single glance,. We are scarcely
aware that we are identifying individual words by their
,general configuration and by using context clues to ar-
rive at meaning.. As we perceiv,e words in sentences
and paragraphs, we fuse their meaning into a stream
of related ideas.

Once 'a person has learned to read and has practiced this skill over a

number of years,- he no longer needs to analyze each word or phrase.

Reading becomes a flowing process As our eyes proceed along each line

and page. Karline amplifies this 14 stating that instead of separating

each reading skill or subskill ". . . they over - lap and merge. "11
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It may be concluded that the achilt student who enters the cm-
_

munity college reading center has passed the stage in his reading develop-

ment in which analysis is a useful-and necessary skill. A further use of

the-analyticaLpethod would slow doWn hie reading process. The students

should be instructed in such a way that their existing s -IN are-rein/or.

ced and advanced skills are practiced in order for him to read:in.a.flow-

ing, fluent, meaningful manner. The type of learning suggested as an

alternative is explained by Singer:

Perhaps these SubsystemsAord recognition skill may.
be developed more effectively by alternating instruction
from accuracy to speed of response. For example after
an individual has been taught by an analytical method to
arrive :at an accurate recognition of a word le. can be
given -practice in a variety of ways for perceiving the
word accurately and quickly.18

This indicates that once the orginal word recognition skills have been in-
.

itially learned, the adult reader will benefit with an alternate system

a

which uses a combination of skill and speed. Powers Suggests that these,;

advanced reading skills should utilize audio-visual training rather than

analysis.19

The process of skill learning is explained by Maltz as follows:

Skill learning of any kipd is accomplished by trial and
error, mentally correcting aim after an error, until
a 'successful' motion, movement or performance has
been achieved. After that, further learning, and con-
tinued success, is accomplished by forgetting the past
errors, and rememberin&the successful response, so ,
that it can be 'imitated'. 4°

This explanation points up the feasibility of having instruction begin at a

level at which the student can succeed. Then, through extended practice,
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he establishes a suCcesspatternikom which.he can then enter a higher.

level_of'work and be %Ole to succeed at that level: The requirement that

he "correct his aim" after an error is provided lay a combination pf self-

correction mechanisms and instructor-student conferences to insure im-

mediate feedback.

The techniq ir_thanced by the practical application n-of

the signal detection theory which Maltz explains in this manner:..

Once, however, a correct or 'successful' response, his
been accomplished-- it is f.remembered' 'for future use.
The automatic mechanism then duplicates this success-
ful respOnse on 'future trials. It has 'learned'- how to
respond successfully. It 'remembers' its successes,
forgets its failures, and repeats the successful action
without any further conscious 'thought' - as a habit.21

a

Application of this printiple requires the student to practice his reading

extensively. As he achieves new patterns of success,' he begins to im-

prove his reading ability. By utilizing an increasing expectancy of atpro.-

gressively higher speed in reading, the student then isiver(the challenge

of a higher level of expectancy which increases hig opportunity for suc-
,

cest: In this way two things are accomplished at one

learning -skill p actice iSachieved with success, . and

provided by the high expectancy challenge.

time: (1) the

(2) motivation is

.A further explanation of these theories coincides with what Maltz

refers to as the "tattooing" of successful patterns on the brain.22, In

reading when the student is called upon to read another set of materials,

he gains success by repeating_his forme/ success. That is _,through a
d

habit of success the, student does not have to consciously and slowly think
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Reading- at- Rate
.11P.

An integral part ()\ take skill learning enyirsanmentis the use of
.4

reading-at-rate to improve the total perceptual skills of the student,.
:-.

. . , 4 1
Reading-at-rate means lookine at the page and cgraisping the meaning'with-

-,-, .
'

,

, "IN

.x

-out pronouncing every Ford. Rate,assists the learning prbeess because
, ... ,

r1
once the, individual letteri'are.processed into words,'-then such words are-

'
.1

`r,
A

deliveredsto,an "iconic" storage system as explained further,by 'Geyer:,
dt

.

The interaction's between the rate at which responSes
can be made, the. elements making' up response units,
and the length of times icons` remain in st- age are, seen
as the major factors governing sReed o tiding and
eye-m6vement characteristics.-2.3

. `. This icon is available for approxTh ately one
second and it' is, this storage system which' makes
possible a smooth process and, probablyiieading
by phrases. 24

t. 1

To read efficiently, the adult speeds up the perception of the words to-
9

avoid a decay in the icon. The ability to remember What is read in the
,

immediate past will also be' enhanced by reading in a fastk-yhanner.
. ......-

Such acceleration results i a Smoothed, processing. This ability is,im-
. ,

proved as the student starts to read at a rate at which he isS'Uccessfult

40
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and then progressively increases the rate to insure that the input flow is

continuous.. This function becomes more habitual when it is ingrained by

intensive and constant practice. As a learned skill, it improves with

practice to the extent.that the individual's abilities allow.

The part that speed in reading plays is an important factor in

the ability to comprehend. There are, many misconceptions about the, use

of speed in the teaching of. reading, and it is therefore valuable to under-
/

standits function as explained by Smith and'Holmes:

Material which' is'read slowly is much more difficult to
comprehend. . . they are obviously related to the
limitation that information in the four to five items in
short-term memory must be put into long-teim memory
in as ,comprehensive-a chunk as possible, because the
latter can accept only one chunk every three toive
seconds. . . . In other words, unless the reader reads
fast enough, that is around* 200 w. p. m. or More; he is
not going to comprehend what he, is reading simply be-
cause- his memory system will not be able to retain,
organize, and store the fragmentary information in
effiCient way. '25

The pririciples involved .in the above statement has provided one .of the
,

.--

justifications for using the skill learning environment to enhance the

perceptual speed training of the adult reader. One of the chief problems

which concerns a majority of the students is an imperfect memory. This

is not surprising when one considers the time factors involved in the

analytical system, and the taxation the analytical system makes on

memory functions.

Faster reading improves comprehension. This has been demon-

strated to the writer by his own students. As the students double their
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origjnal reading speed, their comprehension scores steadily improve.

Those that increase their speed more than double, also improve their.

comprehension. This increase in spe/ed is obtained only by continued

practice within a program especially planned for such a purpose. Such a

program is provided through the techniques employed in a Skill learning

environment. This theoryiof skill- learning, coupled with perceptual
1,

speed training, has been applied as low as the fourth -grade by Powers

and Fe igen 26 It has been the adaptation of these techniques suggested

by their study which has lead to the application of the skill learninien-

vironment to the community college reading center by the writer.
V

It is important,to understand that the reading-at-rate techniqUe

is not proposed as a panacea. There are students who are not prepared

to read-at-rate when they first enter the reading center. Gagne discusses

the-conditions for 'Success of any learning: "The only thing that must be

assumed is the existence of a student iiirho is capable of learning. This is

the starting point. "27

The reading -at -rate technique has definite entrance requirements.

Some students, who previously have not learned to read because they are

deficient in those basic skills which are learned by analysis, are not pre-

pared for reading-at-rate until such skills have been acquired. Other

students may have apparent physical problems, such as inadequate eye-

sight, or some type of brain damage, which precludes their ability to

benefit from -the perceptual skill learning techniques. For such students
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it i necessary to follow Gagne's caution: ?'One ithpiirtant consideration
.

for the design of effective. instruction is that several alternative ways of

accomplishing the sane function, are available. For,aliy given function,

certain means of interacting with the learner may bp more effective than

others. "28 -As a reading center attracts a wide diversity of students with

an extended range of individual differences, it is imperative that it be

organized to provide alternative learning methods, inclUding the analytical

method.- Reading-at-rate is only helpful for the student who has the

proper credentials of prior learning. When he does not, then the read-

ing center must take him from where he is and provide an opportunity for

him to acquire the proper entrance requiiements in order that he may'

later benefit from the perceptual s:d11.learning environment.

The Transfer of Skills

OndeAlle student has learned new skills which permit him to

read fluently, quickly, and with understanding, it is important that he.

transfer the use of these skills to other materials which he would nor-

many read, especiallyin other subject areas. Powers refers to thiS as

the weaning process as he comments: "The real test of teaching is wean-

_ iniethem off. That's where,the teacher comes in - weaning them away.

That means that if the only practice you give them is the twenty stories

in the book -you're dead. "29 Transfer of new skills is not automatic. It

must be included as a specific an' intregal part of the skill-learning en-

vironment. It is when transfer has not been included as a part of the
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reading program that the newly acquired reading speeds is apt to de-,
crease soon after the termination of the instruction.

Gagne discusses the phenomena of transfer of learning as follows:

The second condition of importance to assure transfer is
the variety of stimulus situations over which the student
is encouraged to generalize his knOwledge. The more .

varied these can be made, the more useful will the learned
capability become. 30

The transfer process should begin when the student has acquired

new- reading habits. It 4s at this stage that the program sh8uld lude a*

large number of other materials such as paperback books, magaz es,.

and newspapers for supplemental reading, including instruction in the

use of textbooks for other classes.

The various principles involved in the Principle of a Skill Learn-

ing.Environmetit maybe summarized as follows:

1. Although the\child learns to read through an analytical

method, the adult reader learns more successfully

without analysis and by utilizing a skill-learning en-

vironment.

2. Skill-learning provides a system throngh which the

adult increases his learning capacity through sequen-

tially planned, extensive practice.

3. .The skills which lead to efficient, fluent adult reading

should include reading-at-rate to enhance the student's

memory and perceptual skills.

4. The transfer of the newly learned abilities is. more
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certainly assured by providing a wide variety of read-

ing materials at odifferentlevels'of complexity for the

student to use in practicing his new`skills. _

A reading program was initiated according to these principles

at Lake. Michigan College 'in order to provide beneficial instruction for
I

the adult readers with their diverse needs, abilities and interests.

The Systems Approach

The Lake Michigan College reading center utilizes a type of

organization termed a systems approach. This term is apparently more

frequently applied to the educational organization utilized by industry,

andit is, therefore, necessary to define' its meaning as it refers to a

reading center.

Webster's Third New International Dictionary provides a defini-

tion of the word system as used herein as: "A complex unity formed of

many diverse parts subject to ,a common plan or serving a common pur-
.

pose . . . forming an organized whole . . . a coherent unification. "

Implied in this definition is the concept of a development through growth

and change. Such growth and change involves an organized, integrated

whole made up of diverse, interrelated and interdependent parts in

obedience to some form of control. One way to,conceptualize this is to

consider how a contractor begins building a house with a blueprint, and

then develops a logical plan to,coOrdinate the various materials and

workmen in an orderly manner to assure that all the parts and all the
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./'
craftsmen cbme together at the/ proper time and in the proper place. As

the contractor systematically engineers a project, so the instructional

designer starts with an identifiable problem, and then logically integrates

the individual components in such a manner as to take the learner from

where he is to where the instructor wants him to be. It is in this man-

her that the reading center manager takes the student through a sequen-

tially planned series of programs which spiral upward at a rate depen-

dent upon the student's individual needs and abilities.

The Systems Approach functions in two ways. in a reading center:

(1) as a methodifor logically organizing the instruction for the benefit of

a diverse studentbody, thereby providing for a student-centered learn-

ing environment which meets his needs, rather than the teacher's needs,

and (2),to provide specially designed reading curriculum for the adult . .

reader.

A community college attracts a wide variety of students with a

diversity of needs, interests and abilities. It serves the smaller per-

centage of students who Intend to transfer to the four year university

and the larger percentage of students whose college career terminates-

with either a two-year Associates Degree, or with a one year certificated

vocational program. It also functions as a continuing educational milieu

for the worker who finds a need to upgrade skills in order to continue

employment in a post-industrial society. In some cases it is also a

place of last resort to'those students who may have found little success

in earlier educational endeavors and who hope Such a college might help
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them obtain an education they either need or want. With the advent of

increased leisure time, many persons also use the community college

for their own persbnal satisfaction or to learn new recreational activities.

Because of the expanded curriculum of the community college, the range

of ages, interests, needs and abilities are extremely diverse. It, there-

fore, becomes necessary for the instructional programs to be bath

varied and highly flexible in their teaching methodi and the types of

courses offered.

In addition to the above reasons, the reading center at Lake

Michigan College has expanded because of numerous demands which were

not originally envisioned. The students themselves have expressed a

-need for a wide variety of courses to assist them in improving those

skills necessary for success in college. Requests have included items

such as methods of studying, the taking of notes in classes, improver

merit of their vocabulary, and the ability to listen more effectively in

the classroom as well as an improvement in their reading skills. In-

structors in other college courses request many short courses to either

remedy specific deficiencies of their students or to provide enrichment

activities in addition to the instruction provided within their own class-

rooms. Various professional and industrial groups within the commun-

ity have requested specific types of advanced learning instruction to fit

their own special needs.

One possible solution for meeting such needs used by some

post-secondary institutions is the opening of the reading center as an
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"open, laboratory" system in which any student could attend when and as

long as the wished on a voluntary basis. However, this is not financially

feasible because the State of Michigan provides state financial aid to the

college only for those students who are registered- in specific courses.

In addition, the locar college Board of Trustees requires that each'in-
\

structor have a definite number of hours Of instructional contact with

the students in courses with a specified minimum number of students.

The systems approach provides the mechanism by which the'se pro-

visions can be met and still encompass some of the features of the

"open labotatory" idea.

To provide for these diVerse needs, interests, and abilities of

the students, it was decided.to develop an individualized, self- instruc-

tional, and highly flexible curriculum. The 'application of this flexible

curriculum was provided by designing a systems approach following the

guidelines 'suggested by Hatless.:

By definition, a system is .a process, that is all per-
tinent factor$ and components are studied. in relation
to all others. The product of a systems analysis is a
functioning body of components which compliment each
other and play individual roles. 31

The design ofthe systems approach was initiated by a task

analysis of the various programs and materials necessary to provide

for the wide range of individual differences of the students. The flow

charts, presented 'and discussed in Chapter III, map the terrain and

provide for the various paths which a student might follow from his

entrance in the center until his exit. Each flow chart consists of a
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series of diagrams joining togethei each activity and material. Such,a

diagram indicates in a step-by-step manner how ihe student might pro-
4.

ceed through the training process. At the end of each major activity

there is a decision paint to provide for alternate paths which the, student

might follow, depending upon his individual ability, needsnd interests,

as suggested by Espich and Williams. 32: The process provides fot the

use of the Systems Approach in order to achieve a program which is a

student-centered, flexible'curriculum operating for the greater benefit

of each student.

Through the use of the flow chartS a clear map emerged for

both the student and the instructional staff. However, difficulties did,

arise from a lack of ability on the part of the center's personnel to

manage the system and its components. Interviews with the instructors

indicates that some of their inability to function smoothly is caused by

their lacking a man2gement training program specifically designed for,

a student-centered reading center. In an effort to overcome this latter

difficulty, it became necessary' to design a training system for the in-

structors.

An investigation of approximately, 200 graduate, universities in

the United States revealed that apparently none of them provide courses

in systems m.nagem' ent procedures for the indiyidualized, student -cen-

tered reading center, especially as it applies to the community college. 33

The courses whicli are available appear to be designed to train teachers
,

as reading specialists to diagnose reading difficulties, to prepire re-
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medial prescriptions, and to perform remedial instruction at the pre-

college levels. The emphasis is restricted, in large part, to the

preparation citteachers in these tasks as,they apply to the t acher-

oriented classroom, or a clinic, rather than as it applies to th

student-centered, self-instructional, individualized reading cente

based upon the' Principles of the Perceptual and Skill Learning environ-

ments, which is the subject of this study.

The Principles of the Perceptual and Skill Learning Environ-

ments appear to be valid principles which may be used for the success-

ful 'training of the adult student in a community college reading center.

A systems approach embodying such principles can be designed to pro-

vide for an orderly, uniform training within a student-centered milieu.

A necessary requirement for replicating such a center does involve a

training program for the personnel of such a center. The organization ,

and rationale of a community college reading center and of a training

program for the instructors will be examined in the balance of this

study.
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CHAPTER M

THE MODEL LEARNING SYSTEM

Introduction

Once the Principles of the Perceptual and Skill Learning En

vironments were determined as the basic principles\upon which the cur-.
.0"

1,;'

riculum of the Lake Michigan C011ege reading center ould be founded,

;it became necessary to implement these principles .an torevise the

program from a teacher-oriented to.,a student-centered ehirironment.

The basic element's of the revised reading curriculum are summarized

below:

In essence reading is a process of comprehension reflected

through flip utilization of vocabulary it the context of the material being

read. The synthesis which this represents requires intensive practice ,

on the part of the reader to put them together and thereby obtain mean-
,.

ingful ideas. The student perfects the needed adult efficiency skills

Within a reading center that provides a highly saturated, perceptual en-

vironment in which the student trains himself to process these words,4t

rate. The function of the reading center is to provide systematic train-.

4

ing in the reading process in a sequentially developed- manner through a

O
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simulation process which demonstrates the needed efficient adult read- .

ing skills. Such a reading center's' curriculum should utilize the

ing \lehrning tfieories:

1. Assessment. Through a diagnostic instrument, which includes the

use of Standardized and criterion referenced tests, the student's
\ . . ,k4

. strengths and weaknesses are revealed. The, training system is.then1
\ i -. I .

built upop\ the strengths of. each student and strives to 411eviate the

weaknesSes of the reading skills for each student. tI.
. , ti

.
2. Motivation. Student motivation is provided through a combination,oft,

...
47?

the instructor's personal counseling combinedwith the utiliiatiOkof the
rx

laboratory environment itself in order that each student may measure

his own success,in each unit of work.,,,

3. "Practice. The student receives extensive perceptual practice in a

11

'+`

. - ,

, sequentially progressive, upward spiral of skills utilizing simulation

films and machiRes: Ls

4. Transfer.. As a final step in the training process, the siUdent prac-
. ,1

tices tranSfering his newly improved skills away from theforinailpro-

grams by utilizing a variety of reading materials 'such as books, maga-

zines, newspapers and textbookii, t
IL 00

The revision of the curriculum and the implemeRtation of the

Systems Approach was begun in' 1971 and evolved-Once that date. The

balance of this chapter will contain a demographic 'review of the Lake

4" 'Michigan College environment, the application Of the Systems Approach,

and a comparison of two reading systems.
f

'
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The Community College -Environment
4 .

The reading center under study is situated at Lake Michigah
.

College which is a two-yeai -community college located in Benton ,liarboi,

Michigan withinra population center of approximately 70, 000 people. It
....

1 /
is established in soilthwestern Michigan bounded by Lake Mich- -igacto

!

the west and the StJ.te of Indiana to the south and is.ninety miles north-
I .

east of Chicago, Illinois., There are over 170 industrial firms in the

immediate area, and it has the largest cash-to-grower fruit market in

the United States. It is supported:by county and state monies. It oper--

ates with an annual budget of approximately $3, 000, 000 and its total

assets at cost are over $14, 000, 000. The college is accredited by the

North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, the

Michigan Commission on College Accreditation and is approved by the

Michigan State Department of Public Instruction.

Lake MichiganCollege is twenty-seven years old and has been

located on a new campus for the past seven years". Its student popula-

tion numbers about 3, 000.' In addition to the day college, it operates an

evening college on campus and at various extensions,in neighboring

cities. The full-time faculty numbers 60 with a part-time faculty of

about 180 persons.

It is, considered a comprehensive community college devoted

to the well-being of the people in the region surrounding it. Its scope

is expressed in the following excerpt from The President's Report-74:
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A two-year institution, LMC achieyes this broad ob-
.. jective through three njain-thrusts, One occu-

pational career programs. Another is'its arts- aid
sciences academic program. The third - and by far
its broadest and most sweeping - is administered by
the College's DiviSion of Continuing EducatiOn and
ComMunity Services. . . . There are five divisions
in the instructional areas: General Studies, Student'
Services,' Comifunity Services, and Library Learn-
ing itesources.1

In the fall of 1974 a Student Profile was administered to the

registered students of the college. 2 The information provided by this

survey provides some generalizations that effects the type of instruction

required for these students.

It is an extremely diverse student body in relation to.abilities,

interests and ages. The students come largely from a while, "blue

collar" group who are breaking away from their family tradition, by at--

tending college and are mainly concerned with vocational traininO. An

indication of this range of interests is apparent from the.,following con-
.

solidated summary of the data obtained from the profile:

The race composition consists of 81.8% who are white, 15.9%

who are black and 2.1% who represent other minorities. A large group

of 61.9% is enrolled in the academic disciplines of Business it.iministra-`

ticin-Secretarial Science, Industrial Technologies, HealtliScie

Social Science, and yocitional. A group of 23.2% is enrolled

vocational areas and 15.9% are undecided. Approximately

that either their mother or father attended two years or

At least 51% are returning to the college and 39.1% are

56

ces,

2% report

re of-college.

nrolled for the
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first time. In planning their future 33.5% believe they-- will- transfer. to

another educational institution, 28.1% plan to either complete an A.D.

degree, or a certificate program, whereas 27.7% are'taking a variety of

individual courses.

This information indicates that a student body of. such diverse

ranges of interests, abilities and needs requires a type of instruction

and facilities that will be carefully adjusted to their educational needs

especially as it relates to the reading curriculum.

The Application of the Systems Approach

The writer's first objectives for the Lake Michigan College

reading center in 1971 were to' improve the instruction and to increase

the number of students served by the center. These objectives were

implemented by changing the center from a teacher-orientated to a

student-centered system. This required major alterations in the or-

ganization and in the reading programs as they then existed

A teacher-orientedcenter generally operates as the teacher

directs the learning activities with the students as a group, usually with

the same materials. In those cases in which the class is divided into

smaller groups, the teacher still dominates the process. A student-

centered classroom provides emphasis upon the individual needs, abili-

ties and interests of the student. The students are responsible for their

own training as they correct their materials and pace themselves depen-

dent upon their own needs. The instructor acts as a manager of the
.°
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learning system and is available for frequent conferences with the

students.

The opening of the center to accommodate more students re-

quired a flexible scheduling method which would remove certain factors

restricting its use. Originally the classes were designed in such a
o

manner that students of about the same ability level took them at the

, same time. It was'4ound that many students did not enroll becase of,.

scheduling conflicts which this rigid system induced. Furthermore, .the ,

physical size of the room'remained small until 1975 and.only twenty

students per hour could be accommodated. By instituting the student-

centered, self-instructional system, it became feasible to offer a variety

of courses which would accommodate many ability levels within a given

class hour. The scheduling flexibility is credited as one of the reasons

that the enrollment figures increased from an annual enrollment .of 160

to 400 students.

A significant number of students dropped the claSses during the

first two weeks of the "Drop and Add" registration period and through=

out the semester. A committee of students of 'varying abilities was

formed to confer with the writer to investigate the reasons fol. this

problem. In the process of the committee's work, interviews with cur-

rently enrolled.and dropped students were conducted. The following

conclusions were reached:

1. Some of the materials utilized books that in themselves

taught the students how to read better. As a,majority of the students
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had serious reading problems, it was unrealistic to expect them to be

able to read a book to learn how to read better. To. eliminate this prob-,
lem, the center no longer uses such materials. Instead, self-instruc-

tional, programmed materials written at an easy reading level com-

bined with an audio-visual presentation are, used.

2. It was determined that the center's name should be changed

from "The Reading Center". Apparently the students during their pre.-

college experience had come to associate such a name with what they °

termed "the dummy room'''. Use of such a room implied to their peers

that they were academically inferior. The name was changed to "The

Advanced Learning Center". This change was evidentally one of the

reasons that the center became more popular. A number of honor

society students soon enrolled in the courses and the center's image be-

came a positive one.

3. It was recognized that although written instructions for the

students are necessary, they should be short and simple. From this

suggestion evolved the Modular System utilizing Adjunct Program tech-

niques which are discussed later in this chapter. In addition, tape re-

cordings are provided for those who experience difficulty in reading

written directions.

4. Frequent complaints were received that the organization of

the center was confusing. The course plans were in the form of an out-...

'lined syllabus which the college administration required. It was decided
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that, although such a syllabus format might be suitable for a "teacher7

oriented" classroom, it did not adequately represent the self-instruc-

tional reading center with its complex, multiple chapels of instruction.

From the inadequacieS of the syllabus came the change to the Flow

Charts and the Systems Approach which are presented later in this

cHapter.

Once the systems approach had been delineated with the flow

charts, it became necessary to provide instructional material to guide,

students through the various programs. The Linear Programmed

method was first considered. It is a self-contained, self -linstructional

teaching instrument. Such a book acts as the instructor; the student

practices and tests himself at regular interval's. The Linear Program

was eliminated for these reasons:
1

1. The cost factor as indicated by Friesen was high: "Conven-

t ional programmes of instruction are expensive. Sometithes, especially

when populations are small in number, too expensive to warranbthe end

result. "3 As many of the projected programs were for a small number

of students, development cost was a serious matter.

2. The Linear Program is a self - contained teaching material.

Such a construction would cause difficulty in the use the many fine

materials already available in the center and OiCtlie'coMinercial market

3. Linear Programs are time-consuming to write. This be-

came an important consideration because extended development time was

not available for the many programs required.

60
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For these reasons it was decided to use an alternate program-

ming technique knoWn as the Adjunct Program and explained by Friesen

as follows:

Give the student the text, and a professor to help him
navigate through.it, and the result is education. He
learns to think for *himself. Once done, we group
people around an average, and say that.those in the
upper 30 to 50% range have been successful and, there-
fore, passed, while those who did not attain such
heights, failed. Wouldn't it be great if we could pro-
gramme the text for the students without having to
programme it ? If we could sort out all the NEED TO
KNOW items'and be certain they were, learned, we
could improve performance levels significantly and
be sure that nothing essential was missed. We would
observe the responses of the students and measure how
much and how well they had learned: We could even
apply a high - level criterion test instead of the averag-
ing concept. 4

The Adpinct Program technique appeared to be the Answer to

the center's needs. . Any existing, or future, programs which were.

teacher-oriented could be converted to the self- instructional mode with

less cost and less time. Ari investigation was then made tq study where

else such a method had been utilized and to determine its effectiveness

in actual use.

The Adjunct Program system has been developed extensively

for College IV of the Grand Valley State College, Allendale,, Michigan.

College IV is in the process of providing an entire four -year college

curriculum based upon the successful application o such a method.

Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma has Also utilized this

method for a number of years, especially in their School of Engineer-

61
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ing. Reports from these two institutions indicated the usefulness of

Adjunct Programs.

The Modular concept teaches small parts of a subject in a

_self-instructional format. Each module is a written booklet consisting

of the following: a performance objective;.the rational for studying the'

materials; the materials to be used; and a series of activities which

guides the student through already published printed materials, tapes,

or films. Students pace themselves through the module and it concludes

with a mastery test. Frequent instructor-student conferences are also

Wilt into the system.

The writer adapted this module application of the Adjunct Pro-

gram to meet the student needs at Lake Michigan College reading center.

Each module is brief, rarely more than two pages in length.5 Modules

are provided for each part of the flow chart system as explained later

in this study.---
Approximately eighty of these serf-instructional modules are

available for use as needed by the students. An Assignment Form is

provided for the student at the intitial instructor- student conference.

As modules are cothpleted, otliers are assigned. For those whose

reading ability is minimalfan audio or a video tape explains the module.

The use of these modules has been accepted by.the studentS, and the

modules successfully enhadce and facilitate the improvement of read-

ing skills.

A few of the modules are longer than the usual two pages be
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cause of the complexity of some of the training programs. A typical

example is that used to adapt Power's Optimum Reading Achievement6

reading and film program from a'teacher-oriented to a student-centered.

approach. As a part of the conversion process the writer wrote a Stu-

dent Record Book7 of twenty-one pages which takes the student through .

the program step-by-step.

Many programs are commercially available; however, not all

of them can be used as originally written. Adaptations of the materials

are made by the modules to meet the specific needs of the students.

Other modules consist entirely of recorded tapes prepared by the writer.

Instrucrons in the use of some programs as well as various machines

are either audio or video taped, Other instructors also send'stlidents

to the center for special remedial and enrichment purposes, sometimes

supplying modules for such purposes.

These various changes had fulfilled the first objectives which

were to improve the instruction and to increase the student population

in the Lake Michigan College reading center. The entire learning at-
O

rnosphere had been improved. No longer was it a teacher-oriented
-*/

clagsroom in which the students were inflexibly grouped according to

ability. Greater scheduling flexibility had.encouraged the students to

take the reading courses because they could choose times to fit their

personal needs. Each student improved his reading through the use of

self-instructional, programmed materials carefully fitted to meet his

individual abilities, needs and interests. A large variety of reading

6.3
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programs were available which utilized a wide range of audio-visual

techniques. The instructor was no longer tied to teaching a large group

at one time but was available for individual conferences as the students

.required assistance.

The systems approach design had also fulfilled Harlass' objec-

tives as the entire instructional method had become a flowing process

iirwhich "all pertinent factors and components are studied in relation

to all others". 8

vi

How the. Instructor Functions in a,Student-Oriented Center

A well defined,_ highly organizes plan of operation insures that

the student individually receives proper training based upon the student's

individual abilities, needs and interests. As each student is`adistinct

individual with his own specific problems, the. systems approach organi-

zation prOvides flexibility by providing many alternative training pro-

grams. Further more, as the center utilizes student tutors and para-

professionals, a highly organized plan provides uniformity of instruction

that follows the basic principles as discussed earlier in Chapter II.

The function of the instructor in a reading center is somewhat

different from that of the instructor in the regular classroom situation.

In the latter, the. instructor gives lectures, leads classroom discussions,

assigns outside work, administers tests and corrects the various papers.

However, in the reading center the instructor functions as an

educational manager of a training process. It is the student who con-
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ducts his own training, utilizing self- instructional materials, correcting

his own work which is performed almost totally within the reading center

itself. The instructor manages the student through a series of sequen-

/
tially developed, skill-building activities. The contact with the-student

is largely on a one-to-one basis as the instructor confers with the student

at specific decision points throughout the training system. This apprOach

`is termed a student-orientated method.

Flow Chart Guides

As a means for providing for the smooth functioning of the

system approach, the reading center utilizes a series of organizational
t

flow charts which are used by the instructor to guide the students through

the training process. The flow charts are deigned to assure that-the

student does not become lost in the center and thereby needlessly follow

a series of improper materials. Built into the flow chart process are

frequent conferences between the instructor and the student during which

motivational counseling and continuing diagnosis'occur. Such confer-

ences also insure that those students who have not learned to study and

follow directions on their own acquire the independence needed in college.

Presented below is a summary of each flow chart and the actual.charts

themselves.

FIGURE 7 - The Starting Process (See chart on page 57)

This chart outlines the, management of the center at the sart of

the semester and indicates the procedS which 0.1l students follow 'until

each is assigned to a specific program.
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In this specific reading center there may' be as many as forty-

two students using the center each hour. The .self-inkructional system

makes it possible for numerous. different types of courses to be taught

each class hour. One complication that occurs is the college Custorivof

having a two week period during which students may register late and

drop or add classes. During this period the student population in the

center is most unstable. HOwever, classes cannot be delayed for two

weeks and eac student must begin his work as soon as he enters.

Upon his initial entry each student is given an orientation about
.,..

' . 2.
the center and the general principles of its function as a self-train

laboratory under the individual guidance of an instructor. This may be

presented personally by, the instructor or.by audio or video tape record-

ings. The student also completes the information sheet, a class schedule,

,signs a student 'contract and a time clock card used to record his atten-

dance. 0

It is extremely important that each student learn to use the
14

equipment within each Learning Console which consists of: a reading

projector-tachistiscope machine, a reading pacer, a dassette tape

player, and an electronic communication ,Systern which is connected to

a central control panelsat the instructor's desk. The function Of the' IN, ,:*
a

machineS, as well as, each assigned program,4s,taughtthrough the'tese

of either an audio Or video cassette taise. Each student also learns where

the various materials are located with a check-off sheet and a map; The

first three hours are utilized by the students to become familial with the,
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center and with the operation of the Machines.

Ja

t

Once a student has become accustomed to the center, he is, ad-

Ministered the Nelson Denny Reading Test, Form C as''ptiblished by

Houghton Mifflin Company in 1973. Since some students are Still enter-

ing the - center at this time, it has been found expedient to administethe

testby audio tape. Once the test has been scored, the studentS
O

signed to an initial,program. EaCh student is first assigned a Words*

and Phrases and 'a Vocabulary program for his first work. This allows,

'them to get to work while newer students are being orientated and tested.,'

Once the population of the center becomes stable, the instructor has a

conference with each stud ht knd explains the test results and discusses

the planned program. (The criterion for the initial assignment is.indi-
t

. cated in Figure 7. )

. I

FIGURE 8 - Program 1 (see chart on page 60).

This program is lesigned for those,studentn whose test scores

fall within the percentile range Of 1 to 15, which have been found, to beta

Ae"

natural cut-off shore for the students enrolled in this center. The skips,
4 4

. taught in this program should haVe been mastered in the elementary

grades, one through six. Approximately 10% to Woof all students

11.coming to the center'require training in-these-skills.

This program assists the studentn:becominq more adepyn at.

4, A least the minimum word attack skills in which he is not:proficient.

mbsicases this training e one month of time. However, in

.
some extremely ,deficient cases, a student May remain in this program
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for a full semester. This program is al o useful for those students who

are learning English ala second langu ge.

Each student in this program starts with a criterion referenced,

oral, individually administered RX t st (see Chapter IV) which tests the

ability to utiliZe phonics. Should a tudent pass this test with 100%

accuracy, he is assigned to Program 2. A variety of materials are

assigned as needed. Students are assigned to approximately three dif-

ferent types° of activities for each class period. These are indicated on

the charts by plus signs betwe n the rectangular activity blocks. Since

these skills are interrelated, /they are performed.concurrently. These.

flow charts also illustrate h the system is organized to-provide a

sequential training which pr vides for individual differences. Provision

is madelor fre'qu'ent instru for conferences which allows the student to

work out of a .program any time he has mastered a'-t least the minimum

skills that will allow him o succeed at the next set of skills. It is the
o

instructor's obligation to see that the student does not become "locked"

into any program,. By t e middle of the semester the student should be-

gin working with the ins ructor in designing his reading program for the

balance of the semeste

This systems approach could be replicated with other materials,.

as this study is not co cerned with a specific published program, but

in explainii.g. how this/ specific reading center is organized.

o-
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FIGURE 9 - Program 2 (see chart on page 63)

This program is designed for th6se students whose test scores

fall within the percentile range of 16 to 60. It provides emphasis upon

Vocabulary development. The student is assigned four types of

' The plus signs on the chart indicate interrelated skillS to be performed

concurrently. As in all of these programs, frequent conferences with

the instructor are required tq ensure that aentinual'diagnosis of the

student'.s progress is available. Those students who progress satis-

factorily through these initial activities are then channeled to Pro-

gram 3B.

Those students who encounter special difficulties may be as-
.

sigma other activities, based on the.judgment. of the instructor. In

such cases the student might be either re-tested and re-evaluated and

then either re- cycled into the program, or assigned to Program 4. Pro-

gram 4 is an especially designed series of skill training activities

created by the writer to take into account individual differences. It is

not represented by a specific flow chart.

The amount of tin"required to complete this program should

,consist of,,approximately fifteen class hours. however, this may vary

depending upon the individual differences of studLts. Asoviith Program

1, this program is also designed to prepare the 'student in those skills

which will assure success in the next higher level program. It also

trains the student in self-instruCtional study methods and habit, not only

applicable to the center but to other college courses as well.
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FIGURE 10 - Program 3 (pee chart, on page 6

The section of this chart designated as Program 3A is design-

ed for those students whose test scores on th reading test falls within

the percentile range of 60 to 99. It is the first program such a student

would enter. It provides training in adult eff"ciency reading skills with

special emphasis given to reading-at-rate.

The first three activities of Progra 3A consist of a 'review of

reading skills combined with an orientation to the 0. R. A. materials

(see Chapter IV) which make up the major p !lion of the program.

Occasionally, a student whose test score fal s within this peicentile

range might perform unsatisfactorily at the onclusion of the prelim-

inary activities in this module. As it is the intention'of the systems

approach to provide for such eventualities, provision is made for

alternate materials to be used when necess lry. Students in this pro-

gram should' complete Program 3A by the middle of the semester.

The flow chart presented in Figure

of tine organizatidnal pattern. It is not inte

level of difficulty.) An indication of possibl

chart by Programs 3D, 3E, or 4. The det

assign is based upon the judgment of the in

sible to readjust the materials to be used a

through the program, and this may be done

conference period. Once a student has co

on the chart, he is assigned to Materials t73
10 is presented as a sample

ded to indicate every specific

levels is indicated in the

rmination of which level to

tructor. It is always pos-

the student progresses

by the instructor during the '

pleted the program indicated

improve his study habits,
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note-taking skills and use of his subject area textbook. At this stage in

his training, the student participates in further training activities based

upon his needs, abilities and interests for the balance of the Semester.

PrOvisions are also proVided for a student who has completed *his train-

ing with an A grade before the semester endS, to terminate his work at .

such time if he so wishes.

Program 3B is the area on the chart at which those students

would begin who are entering this program from Program 2. These

students have been evaluated by the instructor in prior programs_and,

therefore, would be assigned to either Program 3B,* 3D, 3E or'4 based

upon the instructor's judgment. It is estimated that this progr,am should

take approximately fifteen class hours to complete; however, this is de-
; .

pehdent upon the individual ability, need or interest of the student and

may well take a longer time,

I It is the intention of the curriculum that all students who enter

the various programs should progress through Program 3. This will

usually be accomplished by those who enter either at Program 2 or 3,

but it is not always possible for those.who originally enter at Program 1.

Again, progress is highly dependent upon individual differences in ability

and need. Those students who are not able to complete Program 3 in

their first 'semester are advised strOngly.to take further reading courses.

Such students continue their work from where they ended and do not start

over again. Each student is also provided with training in. study habits,

note-taking skills and the use of hig subject area textbooks; as tliig is

75
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considered a part of the technique of transfering the newly acquired

skills to other college courses.

Program .3 is the most complicated because of the nature of the

wide.vafiety of programs needed by those students who are improving

their reading and thinking skills at this advanced stage of their training.

It is an established fact that the more reading instruction students re -

ceive, the wider the range of reading levels that occur in a given class--

room. That is, In_the4irst grade the reading level range would be very

small; but by the sixth grade the range might well extend from the third'

grade to the ninth grade in reading abilities. This- same phenonienon

occurs to a greater extent by the time students reach a community

college and have had extensive training in a reading program as provided

by the enter. It is for these reasons that greater provisions have to be

made for a wide range of materials of all levels of difficulty with a con-

sequent necessity for a more complicated organizational flow chart.

A Comparison of Two Reading Methods

The reading center at Lake Michigan College has applied the

principles of the perCeptual and skill learning environments organized

in a student-centered system for a three year period. Statistical data

provides evidence that.under such a method the students make higher

gains in all reading skills than do those students in a teacher-:oriented

.center. A comparative examination of the two techniques provides an

understanding of the effectiveness of the student - centered environment.
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The Previous -Method_

This explanation of the methods used previously haveliedn:ae-

duced from'sketchy written reports, syllabi, informal student interviews,

and from thekvidenCe which the materials providdd, along with the

writer's observation and experience.

. ,Prior7to 1971 the center was part-4 the teaching responsibilities

of an English instructor, and the center was in use on a part-time basis.

It was run in a teacher-oriented method with a minimal use of self- instruc-

tional opportunWes. The routine was similar in,pattern to that of a

typical English c lass, rather than that of a learning center. Some pro-
,

visions were provided for individual work. Once the group instruction

was completed, the students studied their assignments for a short time

and the instructor was available for personal assistance.

Available evidence indicates that much of the group time was

concentrated upon analyzing, classifying and studying paragraphs in re-

lation to the main idea, inferential implications, generalizations, topic

sentences and'other similar analytical activities. A variety of teacher-

made materials of a heterogeneous nature were also available. Many of

these materials consisted of analytical exercises involving a study of the

parts of words, prefixes, suffixes, roots and parts of speech. Specific

remediation was provided through the use of various work-books of the

type frequently used in English classes in junior and senior high, schools

which involve analytical study concerning types of sentences, topic sen-

tences, phonic word skills and other such allied exercises. The multiple
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copies of paper-back books indicates they were'used in group study.

Most of them were of the type usually advocated in an English literature

classroom. Multiple copies of books written at various ability levels

for teaching how to read and study were also available. The use of tape

recordings for audio-instruction was limited, usually involving group

listening with a central tape player.

Perceptual training appearedtobe.a minimal part of the method.

Reading pacers were available and the students were expected to read

various books and other materials on such a device to practice increas-

ing their reading speed. A few sets of films were available for .use with

the tachistiscope, as well as some reading films for use with the special

reading projectors. Apparently such films were infrequently, used and

were not an integral part of a concentrated training method. The books

for such films as produced by the publisher were available to the students

in reproduced copies which were nearly iilegible. Skimming and scan-'

ning skills were taught largely through group direction. Testing invo'ved

the use of the standardized Nelson-Denny Reading Test. Apparently

neither performance objectives nor criterion referenced tests were

utilized.

The type of instruction described above is -quite typical of the

teacher-oriented, analytical approach of many reading centers. As is

customary in such an atmosphere, the attempts.to provide for individual

differencies of the students were confined largely to the use of various

levels of reading materials, small group instruction, and a short period

.7 8
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for individual study. The statistical data as presented later in this

Chapter indicates that although reading skills improved, they were not

improved to the same extent as those ,reported for a student-centered

system.

The Current System

For the purposes of comparison a brief review of the techniques

used in the present reading center is necessary with emphasis upon the

effectiveness of the changes made.

Once the student has been assessed by standardized and criterion

referenCed tests, he is assigned to one of three specific programs for

his initial training. Each program is inherently flexible for adjustment

to individual differences. Once oriented to the center, 'he learns touse

the various audio-visual machines. Each student becomes personally

responsible for performing his assignments. Through the use of a time-
,

clock, he is expected to fulfill the required number of hours. A Student

Contract and a Grade Requirement form informs him what to expect at

his initial entry. 8 Performance Objectives are provided for each section

of the work. There is complete freedom to consult the instructor when-

ever needed. This atmosphere is totally different from a student's pre-
.

,vious experience in a regular classroom and trains him to practice the

self-accountability. customary to thecollege milieu.

Those who are severely deficient in reading skills are provided

special assistance, Group work is available for those who have common

Problems. No student becomes "locked in" to unsuccessful work as Pro-

7 9
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visions for special remedial training based upon individual differences

is built into the system. Should a student have a sight problem, he is

referred to the college nurse for an eye-screening test. If professional

Win-depth counseling is necessary, students are referred to the college

counseling services.

As the Work is sequentially structured in an upward spiral,

progress in reading ability is assured. The modules first prescribed

are usually completed by mid-term. The instructor and the student then

build a. continuing program to fit the specific individual needs and interests.

Such a prograni includes special emphasis upon study-skills utilizing a

self-assessment chart and proving for study in those areas indicated as

of principle difficulty. With the instructor freed from the confinements

cof t usual classroom teacher, a great deal of time is available at t4istie

Stage of the student's development to personally work with the student.

It is also at this stage of his work that the student expands his learning

opportunities and uses his freedom to explore other avenues of improve-

ment.

The training system involves a saturatidn of perceptual train-
.

ing through the use of a vast amount of reading and tachistiscopie work

provides contextual vocabulary training. Additional vocabulary em-

phasis is possible through the use of tapes and programmed texts from

which the students choose according to their own interest-.

The flexibility of the prqsent center eficouragesIthe formation of
.!

programs for the special needsiif other Instructors and for other mem-
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bers of the community such as doctors, lawyers, business executives

and policemen. The flexible cheduling allows these students to adjust.

their class time to suit their convenience.

ComparatiVe Effectivenes's

The change to a gtudent-Centered re ding center.has been most

successful. Thestudents have benefited to n extensive degree. Stu-

dents axe no longer locked into working with a group which might restrict

their work to fit an instructor's judgment of what the group can accom-

plish. Instead, the student works more nearly at his own.pace. No
2

longer do. students become inhibited by the inability to ask-que-stions-of

the instructor. In contrast, the instructor is available at any time for

extra help. Nor are the students confined to a minimal variety of

materials or modes of instruction. On the contrary, they are freed to

I

explore other avenues ofeducation.bPwhich they may expand their men-

tal faculties. These advantages are not subject to speculation, as statis-
t

_.___Aical_evidence which is presented later in this chapter demonstrates the

actual percen(age of improvement which may be expected by the replica-
-

tion of such a ,reading center based upon the Principles of the Perceptual
.4

and a Skill Learning Environments utilizing a Systems Approach.
. ,

Statistical data is available for a compal:ative *study of the ef-

fectiveness of the student-centered-reading center as compared to the

previous system which was teacher oriented: The data for the previous

system covers a period of three years before the "conversion. It is
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effect. The information available provides prciof that there was a sig.-

nificant gain of the student's reading improVenrelit in each of the four

areas Of measurement in the current, "stutfelit-centered system.

The statistical evidence used in this report is based upon two

.formulas referred to as t

Comprehension Improvem

e Comprehension Rate'(CR) Formula and.the

nt (CI) Formula. 9

these loimulas is explained below:

The Comprehension Rate (CR) Formula:

The method for omputitig

/

Comprehention Vocabulary / .

% score +. % score Words-'per-
X minute (WPM)- ..'"

.CamprehenSion
/ Rate (CR) -,

divided by 2 ,

."- .

The CR provides a score which takes into account an inaiv'iclual student' s

ability to comprehen,cba'given, specific' reading material at a specific

Speed. ,It is assumed ,that, ,all things being equal, the student would

.,

probably achieve 100% comprehension when reading at .the computed CR

- figure. It is also considered his potential, successfulyeading4rate as it
4.,

include's his underitanding of' the material read.

The Comprehension Improvement (CI) Formula;

Comprehension Rate of final essay
minus CR of the first essay - Comprehension Improvement %

divided by the CR of the fsf essay *(CI)

The CI.ptovides a method-for measuring the amount of i'mproveinent in

percentage which a student makes when comparing his first .scoi4, with
. 1 . .

/

. . 1 */

4
his final score on a...given set of materials. ( '

82
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,
covering a threeyear period for each syStem and Using the CR and the

yq

CI formulas. The school year 1971-72 is omitted because it was at this
\

C

period that the changes were initiated; and, therefore, no data is avail -

able for that year. As far as can be deteiniined most students for. ,whom

this, data is reported were exposed to the reading center for two to three

hours each week ,for a seventeen week semester.

74

The brogiest categories of reading skills customarily-used for

reading measureipent involves the areas of: Comprehension, Vocabulary,

Reading Rate (or speed), and a total composite score for these three.

The data reported utilizes the mean percentages of improvement of stu-

dents from the previoUs and the current reading center in such categories

4 FIGURE 5

AVERAGE PERCENTAGE CHANGE
COMPARATIVE DATA OF PRIOR VS. PRESENT METHODS

Reported in Means of :Perce tage Improvement

No. of , 'Compre- Ike ding -Comprehension Im-
Students hension Rate provement Percent

Prior System 482' 0% + -47.4070 +, 52.2%
1967-70

Present'Sysiem 403 +17.70 +129.00 + 153.0
1972-1975

Extelling one's knowledge is considered to be the primary
,

I Jason for reading. As comprehension plays such a major role in the

act Of reading, any method of teaching such a skill-shouId assure a gain.

1;Tfie scores as reported in Figure 5 for the previous method reveals

83
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entage of improvement made over a three year

period resulted in zero comprehension improirement. However, the

piesent studenk-Cent red, perceptual system reports the average improve -

ment in comprehensn was 17.7%. This is clear evidence of the supe-
I

riority of the pre= system in improving the skill of comprehension.
. .

Reading specialists' generally indicate 'that it is diffictit to

improve vocbulary skill's. The previous system resulted in an avex\ine

improvement of 6..7%. However, the perceptual method of teaching

vocabulary resulteil in an improvement (Al 11%, whi.Ch ,certainlrindicates
7-.- I

that the present system provides higher gains.

The preVious system reported a reading-at-rate improvement

of 47.4% as opposed to the 129% improvement made by students. It, may

i.
be concluded that the emphasis upon speed by the present system did not

!

1decrease comprehension ability, but rather was one of, the contributory

factorS to its higher improvement percentage.
1

.
The figtikes represented in the Comprehension Improvement.. . i

.Percentage colUmn in Figure 11 include the improvements which a
, 1

,Student made in comprehpnsion, vocabulary and speed. It will be noted

that the present system improved the amount of gain by 'three .times that

of the previous method. It is in the comparison of these figures that

the superioity of the present system over the prior method is most
O

evident. The principles of a perceptual and a skill learning environ-

ments have as their objective the student's improvement in compre-

hension, vocabulary and speed; and the reported 153% as air, average

84 .
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improvement figure certainly. proves this objeqive is met.

Acfurther understanding of the superiority of the present sys-

tem is also evidenced by analyzing the range of improveinent percentages

made by the..rePorted students.11 Only 5.2% improved less than 25%;

7, 4% dinproved in the 26-50% range; 27.6% increased 50-100%; 39%

increased 100-200%; 27.90 increased 201-500%; ana 2.7% increased It
c's

range of 501 %. and above. Although no raw data exists fox a compari-
.

sOn study in ranges with the prior system, it is evident that suclyith-
/

prov ement has resulted from the effeCtiveness Of the present reading

center system. (See Appendix B for the chart.) 4.

It may be concluded from this statistical comparison of the

pre vious metho'd with the current system that the reading.center at Lake

Michigan College as it is now organized is more successful than its

predecessor. The greater gains made by the students are a direct re-

sult of the application of the Principles of a Perceptual and Skill Learn-
.,

I

ing Environments'and of the freedom the students have been able td

enjoy in the variety and concentration of their remediation based di ectly

on their needs,_ abilities and interests. It would, therefore, be adv

tage,o/us for other community colleges to replicate such a reading cenrr.

To do so would require that the instructors be trained in the principle

'\and management system'which are presented in this study. Elements

of such a training .program have,been constructed and tested and will be

examined in the following chapter.
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FootnoteS

The President's Report-74; a publication of Lake Michigan College,
Benton. Harboi, Michigan,...1974, pp. 5-9.

t

2 Pertinent data relating to the Student Profile is in Appendix A. This
profile was compiled under the direction of,Dr. James R. .

Bekkering, Dean of Students,bake Michigan College. Due US-
rounding of the figures, perctcntogcs do not eglial 100%.

3 Paul A. Friesen, De'signing InstrUction; (Ca:, Miller Pub. Co. a
. division of Educulture, Inc. , 1973), p. 89.

o

4 Paul A. Friesen, Designing Insttuction, p. 89.

See Appendix F for a copy of a sample LMC module. It is noted
that the terms performance objective or behavioral objective
are not used because the students objected to the idea that
their behavior or performance would be changed and as a sub-
stitute the term Your Goal has been used.

5

6 Walter L. Powers, Optimum Reading Achievement: (Glenview:
Psychotechniques, Inc., 1961).

ft

7 A. J. Batchelder, Student Record Book: for the Optimum Reading
Achievement Program: (New Carlisle: Executives Services,
1975). See a sample book in Appendix F.

8 4J. H. Harless, "A Technology of Performance Problem Solving", .-

The Educational Technology Review Series. Number Ten, 4,

Using Programmed instruction: (Englewood Clifis: Ed-u-Eational
Technology Pub., 1973), p. 3.

9 A copy of the Grading Requirement Form and the Student Contract
is in Appendix D.

10

11

These formulas are explained in detail Whe O. R. A. Training
Module contained in, Appendix F.i;This training module is con-
sidered an integral part' of this study.

A breakdown of the pert /mantes Of students as it relates to the
numbeilind pert stages of students 'b./ix) achieved various per-
centages of im ovement in the current system is available in
Appendix B.
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CHAPTER IV

I

THE TRAINING 11/IODULES

. /
Introduction

ft*

By 19.74, The reorganization and. redesign of the reading center
0

Curriculum and the teaching techniques had proven° effective,. Not only

had the rate of _improvement in reading skills of the students risen, but

the student population had increased. In 1971, when the writer came to

the college, the annual enrollment of the center was about 140; by 1974,

the enrollment had grown to 400 and preliminary estimates indicate a'

substantial additional enrollment in the-1975-76 school year. In 1971,

the reading" center was open twenty-five hours weeklt and by 1974 this

had increased to approximately forty hours on a regular basis and more

hours for additional special classes. ,Coupled with increased use, the

center had also Increased the number of personnel required to staff the

center.

Staffing the center with experienced, competent instructors has

become a serious problem. The full-time staff administer the total

operation of the center and also teaches day classes. In 1971, the reg-

ular staff consisted of one full-time instructor, one half-time instructor

and one student - tutor. By 1974, this had increased to two full-time in-
78
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structors, one uaraprofessional and two student-tutors. There is also

part-time staff which varies in size to handle night and special classes.

Becaus,e the part-time staff is employed for short periods of time and

then leave the college, the turn-over rate is high.

It has become difficult to.provide training for those persons

who are locally available on a part-time basis. Few of these people

have had experience in a student-centered classroom. Many of them

have had only minimal training or experience in the teaching of reading.

Just as the students in the center p'resent a variety of individual needs
h.

and abilities, so do the part-tirile staff. To complicate matters further,

it is not possible to group these trainees for regularly scheduled train-

ing sessions because of their full-time employment commitments.

Training the staff is accomplished by having prospective teachers

come individually after the center is closed for twenty to thirty hours

for lectures about reading theory and the center's basic principles. It

is only at rare intervals that these lectures can be follo'Wed by intern

practicums in the center while the students are present. After the part-

time teachers are employed, additional hours are needed to evaiuOte

theirteaching effectiveness. Prospects for improving ,the training pro-

gram using the present method are not good,..because a community col-

lege is not designed to provide teacher educatidn of this nature. The

instruction by these instructors is not uniform, and even the students

complain that they are not receiving the same instruction from the part-
,

time staff as from regular instructors.

.88
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For these diverse reasons it was concluded that an entirely dif-

ferent type of training process should be designed for reading center in-

structors. Inasmuch as the students with different needs and schedules
P

4

could be taught complex reading skills by self- instructional modules, it

was decided that as the instructors have a variety of needs, they, too,
0

might be trained by using i modular, self-instructional process. Con-
,.

sequently, two areas from the curriculum were chosen for which ex-
,

*10 \
perimental training moduleS were constructed and tested. The two

modules represent two different tasks, one representative of a routine

procedure and one of a more complex operation, It was assumed that

if the techniques in these two modules could be effectively taught by this

method, then other training modules could be designed:and used.

One of the training modules was written for thep rpose of

teaching an instructor how to administer the RX criterion referenced

oral Test D as used in Program 1.1.: Since community college instructors

do not always have sufficient experiende in the administration of.an oral

diagnostic test of this nature, special practice and instructions arf re

quired to assure valid test results. To overcome the difficulty of listen-

ing to a student take an oral test and quickly judge his perforMiiriCe,

taped materials became a major component of the trainingmodule in

order to simulate what occurs in the real world of the reading center.

The second training module involves the a R. A. reading

materials used in Program 3. This program not only constitutes a

major segment of the student's training, it also provides a rather com-,

8 9
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plex management problem for the instructor. Not only does the instruc-

tor have to determine whether or not the student is properly tracked

through the program, but diagnostic judgments are required as it re-
.

lates to the perceptual skill 'training. These judgments involve the

necessity of deciding when to remove antunsuccessful student from the

program as well as en to challenge ari able student with enrichment
.

activities.
O

The balance of this chapter will present further details concern-

ing the contents of the RX and the O.R. A. materials, the teacher's role

in the administration of these' programs, details relating to the training

modules, and the results of the field trials of the training modules which

were tested. Suggested revisions and the long term goals for tature ex-

ploration as it concerns other self-instructional training modules re--

lating to reading center management are also discussed.

The RX Program

The purpose for the use of the RX Reading Program by students

are most adequately explained by its authors Ekwald and Oswald, as

follows:

The RX Reading Program is a modern multisensory,
self-correctional program designed to be used as
either a teacher directed activity for full class pre-
sentation or as, a completely self- correctional teach-
ing device for individual instruction. Using a diag-

, nostic/presbriptive approach, the program provides
for the actual teaching and/or reinforcement necessary
for children to learn the skills it is designed to teach.
These include: Letter Recognition, Common Nouns and
Pictures, Basic Sight Woras, and Phonetic Word

90.
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Analysis. . . . ,The RX Program is needed be-
cause it combines techniques of instructional vari-
ation with a multisensory approach to improve the'
`student's ability to learn and remember. .J . .The
RX method of instruction incorporates the senses of
touch, heating, and sight.1

The testing series for the RX-Program is considered a criterion

referenced test. McDonald and Moor Man explain: ". . . that criterion

referenced tests are used to measure performance against a specified

criterion score without reference to the distribution of scores of others. "2

Tests A, B, and C apply'specifically to young children and are not used

in.the center. However, Test D which measures Phonetic Word Ana ly-

sis is used in this center for those students scoring within percentiles

one through fifteen on the screening reading test:

Test D consists of a list of nonsense words each of which is
o

read aloud by the student. Each word tests one specific skill as it ap-

plies to the utilization of initial consonants, diagraphs, blends, diph-

thongs, short and long vowel sounds. Nonsense words are used because

early reading instruction utilizes the memorization of many words on \I.,-
sight, and were they to be used, it would become a test of sight-word

recognition. The test authors provide specific materials for eac

error as a prescription for remedial training. The RX m erials

sist of a combination of a tape recording and printed ards proViding
qr-*for an audio-visual-tactile stimulus. The RX program does not attempt

a total instruction in all word attack *ills, but provides a minimum of

the 80% of phonic skills necessary for student to continue his train-

91
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ing. The student has only a limited time in the center, and, therefore,

time .does not allow for attempting 100% remediation in this area of in-,

struction. With the 80% of the skills he learns, he is then equipped to

continue his perceptual training in the center.

The Student's !tele

The objective of the test is to hav% the student demonstrate his

oral ability in .using phonic skills successfully so he may later recognize

new words in reading. At the conclusion of the RX test, the student re-

ceives a prescription form which indicates the materials to be used.

The form also functions as a progress chart. In addition, each training .

cassette tape has four numbered and colo -coded cards. The word cards-

are placed on a Number Board consisting of five/numbered rows, each

row having four positons. Words are presented orally on the tape in a

left to right direction to reinforce the skill of directionality involved in

the reading act. Many students who are deficient in these skills-also re-

quire further training in the perceptual skill of directionality. As the

student hears the words, he attempts to recognize the printed, cards

needed. At the conc lusion of the instruction the tape presents an oral

criterion referenced test at which time the lb rregtness of the work is

checked by answer strips placed on the number board. The student has

to complete this test twice with 100% accuracy.

When the prescriiIions are concluded, the student takes a"post-/
test administered by the instructor. This test may consist of either a
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random selection of the cards used during training and/or a special list

of actual words illustrating/ the skill that was- being learned. This,pdst-
-

test must be passed with 100% accuracy. Should the student exhibit dif-

f iculty with any item presented in the post-test; he has several alterna-

tives, or combination of alternatives: (1) Repeat the materials, (2) Use

other RX materials, or (3) Use other materials especially-assigned from

those available iri-the reading center.

The Instructor's Role

The instructor's prime responsibility is to administir the oral

Test D in such a manner that valid test results are obtained as deter-

minedmined by itsobjectives. The instructor prXrides a quiet'place which

assures the stu nt privacy and carefully explains the purpose and the

method of theiest. ( He then listens to the studeht and evaluates his per-

formance. Upon completion of the test, the materials suggested by The

' test manual for remediation are written on the prescription form used

,

by the student. The program materials and the methods to be used are

demonstrated either by the instructor, a student tutor, a paraprofessional,

. or a cassette video tape. Once the student has completed the training

materials, it is the instructor's responsibility to administer the post-

test according to the test manual directions. Should the student not

pass the post-test with 100% accuracy, the manualprovides other
.11>

material which may be assigned, by the instructor..
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The O. R. A. Program

The. second training module utilizes the 0. R. A. reading pro-

gram as used in Program 3.4 This. set of materials consists of a book

of twenty essays with comprehensmn and vocabulary questions and a set
P

of twenty, especially designed 35 mm films which repeat the content of

each essay. It is the films which provide the special perceptual, simu-

lation training. The filmS are used in a specially constructed filmstrip
o

projector that advances the film at a regulated rate of words-per-minute

to simulate the eye movement of an efficient reader.

The films begin.by sequentially presenting groups of phrases in

three positions across the field of vision on a screen from left to right.

CieEach such position is a "fix". As Che -Student becomes proficient in
0

reading-at-rate at the three "fix" position, he is then presented an ad-

ditional difficulty by reading the film in two "fixes". Once proficient

abthi S task, the added difficulty of,reading at one "fix".consisting of one

0 4
. 0

full line is presented. Films are read at Progressi ely higher speeds.

The book of essays is read in conjunction -with the flms to provide a

transfer of the skills from the screen to the nompal printed page.

The 0. R. A. reading program cb;sistg 4f three different levels

of reading difficulty. Leval is at approximatel ade nine, Level II

is approximately_ at grades ten and eleven, and Lev 1III is approximately

at grades twelve and thirteen.
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The Student's Role

. The 0. R. A. reading program is assigned to students based

.upon the-flowing conditions:
/t

1. For those whose percentile score on theNelson-
.

Denny Reading Test, Form C, is within the range

of 60 to 99. 4
e.

;:i;

2. For those who have progressed from Program 1

through Program 2 and have acquire&the skills

that would assure success in such a program.

3: For those who have progressed from Program 2.

Prior to using the 0. R. A.n. materials the student undertakes a

preliminary training in the Rate and Rhythm5 program in either Program

2 or as the first assignment in Program 3. Such materials follow.the

same pattern of perceptual training at an easier reading level. This or-

ientation has been found Leneficial and assures greater success with the

subsequent 0. R. A. materials, which are a major part of, the studeni's

perceptual training. The special films proVided with the essay book are.'

intended to simulate the practices of the

flashed at a rapid rate upon the screen.

mechanical pacer which puts the student

determined rate.

efficient reader ,as phraseS are

The essay book is read upon a

through the material at a, pre-

Essay 1 is used as a ,criterion referenced test to determine a

student's initial Comprehension Rate. The data obtained from this essay

is used to measure a student's progress throughout the twenty essays.

95
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Essays 2 through 10 are each.,read at a progressively higher

,speed, increasing fifty words-per-minute for each .essay. At Essay'10,
i , ..,

,

he instructor computes a new reading pate. The student.then reads te. . .

i
final ten essays at this new speed. It is during this section of the pro-
\ .

. . ,, .
0 -.;

O.
_..

!gram that,the student "sets" thehabit of reading withhig newly acquired .

\
skills. The student times his reading'speecl again when he reaches essay

10. lihe instructor then computes the student's ComprelAsionAriprove-..

0

en Percentage and 41 this

During the final ten essays;

to assure the transfer, of his
a'

materials.

way the student Ithows.his total progress.
. \ ,,

. I
the student also uses othe; readig m /.

s

newly acqgired skills to non-programmed
- e

Throughout'the program the student, is required to: answer dom.%
4

.Prehension and vocabulary questions .at the completion of each essay which
.1 /

. ,

he coll'ectg and enters on the progress chart. At essay 6 and 10, he' has-.

a conference Val. the instructor for a. diagnosis of any reading problems

which might catilethe student tobecome locked into unsuccessful tead-:

ing.practices. While the stUCieni is training with, the.O. R. A. program,
.. .r .

. he concurrently performs other required activities as a pail Ofljns' per-.

'ceptual training. Once. the* student completes the O. R. A. 'Prbgrani, he
J

,G

confers with the, instructor and together they plan further training pro-
,

grams.

. The Role'ofthe Instructor

The role of the instructor as speOically appliedto the 0. R. A.
.

96
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reading program involves functioning. as an educational training manager,

as a diagnostician, and as a counselor. The objectives of the training

module are concentrated upon the diagnostic function and a 'limited

counseling function.
6

The role of a diagnostician is quite different in the community
1 . , ,

college reading center from customarily recommended for The pre-

college student. For younger students the use of Intelligent Quotient

tests, learning disabilities tests, and informal reading inventories are,

generally recommended, combined with various interpretations and sug-

gestions for,rernediatio
tn.

Although such assessment methods provide a

proper and valuable background for a reading center manager, they

more aptly apply to a clinical setting than to a reading center in a corn-

munity college. The goals of the reading clinic are largely concerned

with individual diagnosis in-depth involving an extensive psychological

and sociological investigation followed by detailed remediation prescrip-

tions based upon such results. Unlike the clinic, the reading center does

not have the resources, the personnel nor the time .for such time consum-

ing and intensive assessments. The center is an area of action for the

students who are present, for a brief time and during which their maxi-

Mum activity should be concentrated in skill learning tasks suited to the

adult student. Of necessity, Therefore, the reading center diagnosis

should be brief and designed to attack only those specific problems which

impede a student's success in the center. Furthermore, such a diagnoSis

should utilize a criterion referenced test which involres the actual mater-
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ials the student is using at the time difficulties occur.

The 0. R. A. *teacher's manual provided by Ahe publisher contains

little information which may be used for diagnostic purposes.7 As the,

primary purpose of this reading program is to train the student in effi-

cient, adult 'reading methods, a decided effort should be taken \to reveal,

any problem area that might impede such progress. The diagnbsis
Q

should be of a highly pragmatic and expedient nature. The writer has

developed such a method based upon his experience in working with the

0. R. A. Progress Charts which provide the comprehension, vocabulary

and speed scores achieved by the student for each of-twenty essays. Ob-

servation of over 500 Progress Charts has revealed that student's per-

formances may be grouped into typical patterns. That is, students with

common difficulties may be identified and in general benefit from corn-

mon remedial activities. The instructional module, therefore, devotes

major emphasis upon how to compute certain formulas and to recognit-.

.ing these various learning patterns uponwhich the instructor can base hiS

judgment to channel students through specific activities for the ptirpOse

of immediate remediation. These learning patterns are discussed and

illustrated in detail in the training module. 8 Because of the wide range

of abilities within a community college reading center, not every student

falls into one of these patterns, In such cases the instructor has to
o

exercise judgment as to the type of materials which might be needed. It

is also the responsibility of the instructor to refer any student who ex-

.inhibits a complejc learning, physical, or emotional disability to.the pioper.
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professional for further testing and remediation.

The second function which is included in the training module

concerns the counseling of the student. This module is restricted to

assisting the student to achieve careful work habits as he progresses

through the Student Record Book and to provide special activities which

will assist him.in transfering his newly acquired skills to materials

other than those used in the 0. R. A. program.
.42

The Contents of the Training Modules

Each of the training modules has'been.%designed to simulate the
.

actual conditions as they might exist within the reading center of a corn-

munity college. (See Appendixes E and F for copies of these modules.)

The training tasks have been broken into small steps and each step fol-
-

lows a pattern: (1) the correct response is illustrated, (2) an incorrect

respOnse is demonstrated, (3) the trainee then practices using the skill

whidh has just been taught, and (4) the module answer book is consulted

to check the accuracy_ of the learning task. At the conclusion of the,

,moth le, the trainee is administered a mastery ,test for the entire module.
..

The RX training .module provides the trainee with an opportunity

to listen .to a student orally respondto the Test D items and to, evaluate,,

and judge the Correctness of the response. For this purpose a cassette

tape recording of a student taking the test is used to simulate the actual

conditions under which the trainee would be performing. InstrUdtion and

practice is also provided in the use of the forms which are used to report
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the test r'esuas. Provisions are included for learning to assign remedial

exercises and for the administration of the post -test.

The 0. R. A. training module provides instruction and practice

in the computation of three formulas based upon typical student respon-

ses. Instructio
fn

is provided for diagnosing student progress basedupon

specific patterns of learning as deduced by the stUdent'g performance.

Information concerning the type of remedial-work to be assigned to the

student is also included in the module package. The module concludes

with instruction as to the type of materials to assign to the student to

insure a transfer of his newly acquired skills to non-programmed texts.

Testing the Training Modules

Once the training modules were constructed, they were sub-

mitted to' a two-part testing program. in order to indicate the effective-

n ess of this type of a training procedure. The first trial utilized a one-

ne-process-as-the traine_e performed the learning tasks in the pre\s-
.

ence of the Writer. Following minor revisions, it was administered to

a larger group of trainees who performed their work without observa-

tion or assistance. The results of ,these field trials would then deter-,

mine the feasibility of this training procedtire as an effective training

procedure for later inclusion in a complete training package to be tested

by a larger representative group of trainees.

The individuals who worked, on a one -to -one basis with the

writer were not working in the reading center. One was an English

130
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instructor at the college who had a Master's Degree and had taught for
N

approximately thirty-five years. He had no experience in working-
,

through modular, self-programmed materials and became confused with

the self-, instructional process. Consequently, the testing session was

aborted, and itcwas concluded that training of this nature should be used
o

with those having experience with self-instructional, programmedma-

terials. Another candidate for thiSireliminary trialwas a ycnng elemen-

tary school teacher who had-a B. A. degree and had taught two years.

He had had experience with programmed learning, during his university

training. The other candidate was a high school reading teacher who had
t

an M. A. degree n education and had taught remedial reading for five

years. Both of these latter candidates successfully completed the training

modules with 95% accuracyl Except for minor typographical errors, no

difficulties.were experienced, and it was decided to advance to the next

step for field trials with a gioup of persons who would complete the

modules without observation or help.

During the second phase of the testing procedure, controls were

established to assure that the trainees did not discuss the materials with

others. They used the materials on Jheir own and were instructed to

study the modules as long as necessary and to attempt the mastery test

only when they were certain they had mastered the subject.

Once the training modules had been administered, the trainees

were observed in the reading center to determine if they were able to

put into practice in a satisfactory manner the tasks in which they had

10i
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been trained. One Rerson who livedpiit of the state vir,as not included in the

'final Acess.

Field Trial Trainees

The4,trainees who were used for the field trials were from a

wide range of backgrounds similar to the type of individuals who might

be expected to.perform the same skills in a reading center.

Trainee A:

This participant was a Lake Michigan College studejit who had
, .

no teaching experience, nor had he taken any courses in the' center. He

was used as a sample of the type of a person who might be utilized as a

student tutor. He tested the RX module only.

Trainee B:

One of the part-time instructors in the reading center who had

experienced difficulty in managing the RX and the O.R. A. programs be-

came another trainee. She had an M. A. degree in 'reading and had

taught English and reading for nine-years at a junior high school level.

She tested both modules.

Trainee C:

Another part-time reading center instructor who had experienced

difficulty in Utilizing the 0. R. A., program according to verbal directions..

Until she tested the 0. R. A. module she was not acquainted with the

diagnostic method. She has an M. A. Degree in reading and administra-

tion with two years teaching experience at the high school level and one
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and a half years in the center at the college. She tested the,O. R. A. module.

Trainee D:

A person who desired training for future part-time. eniplciyment
. 1

in the'center, was also a participant in the field trials. She. had a B. S.

degree in Business Education with two year's experience as a reading

teacher's aide at the high school level. Some of theeeducational.litera-

ture refers difficulties minority teachers encounter using standard

,English phonics because of their own ethnic speech patterns; therefore,.

it was considerediiseful to test a program such as the' RX module which

involves phonics with such a teacher. She also tested the 0. R. A. module.

Trainee E:

This trainee had an M.A. degree in English and has. had twelve

years teaching experience in Engl a _ e e

this trainee was a citizen of Jamaica, it provided an opportunity, to test

the 0. R. A. training module on someone who was not a native of the

United States.

Trainee F:

Another trainee who has a high school diploma was a Teacher's

Aide in an out -of- state school reading- learning center for grades two to

six.: This provided an opportunity to test the RX module system entirely

by mail.

This background information indicates the diversity of.the

trainees' education and experience. Only two of them had any graduate

reading cldsses or experience in the reading center. None of them were

. 103
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proficient in the center's manage-ment techniques and all required exten-

sive training, in the subject matter of these two experimental modules.

They Test Resulti of the Training Modules,.

nitoriginal proposal involved an investigation of the feasibility

of training instructors in reading center management through the medium

of self-instructionali programmed instruments. The criterion, for the

success of such a methOd would be the ability of the trainees to achieve

a total score on the mastery test for each module of 90% or better, The

criterion for the success of this training method uses Ofeish's 90/90

standare' That iss 90% of those being instructed will achieve a score

of 90%," or better, on the final mastery test for each module. It is pre-

dicted that validation of the test modules at thiS level will indicate that

14

a variety of people should be ,able to perform at this same level of pro-

ficiency when using future training modules of this nature.

An examination of the results of each module mastery test pro-

vides an opportunity for further evaluation of this proposed training sys-

tem as it relates to this initiartrial.
a

The RX Module

Each of the performances required of the trainees, as given

in Figure 12, page 96, relates to one of the performance objectives as

given below:
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The student willtae expected to listen to tape recordings

of students taking the RX test and perforni the following
a

functions at not less than 90% accuracy:

1. Chedk a form for items Passed and Failed.

2. Write a Prescription for the students for

items failed.

. 3. Check a fokm foe items Passed and Failed
t$

in the\POst-:Ttest."

4. Write a Prescription for any needed remedia-

tion follocving the Post-Test.

The student will be expected to prepare a Pape recording

giving a saipple of a positive introduction to the RX test

. for a student.

0--:

According to the data given in Figure 12, page 96, 75% of the

trainees either achieved or exceeded. the p0% criterion established.for

the validity of its purpose. Trainee 1 is the only person who received a

score slightly below 90%. An interview with this trainee ,revealed that

the low scores in Questions 6 and 9 were causedby a laCk of experience

in the skill of filling out forms by this first year college student. Indica-

tions are that with additional, practice given for filling out the forms re-

quired in these two sections, the trainee could improve his performance

on "the mastery test.'

>Difficulty was experienced by 75% ofthe trainees \with question

, which required listening to a tape in ordet to check student errors.
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Interviews with these trainees.reyealed that the tape was not clearly .
..,

,,v;',

recorded and was a contrif:tutinglatiF to he lower scores. A similar
: . ... , .

. . .-

difficulty octured in the tapes for questions 8, and 10.

The other teat items were passed at a satisfactory level. As

a further verification of the ;effectiveness of the training.prdcess, fiie

of.. the trainees were observed as they administered the RX fest D to

students in the, reading center.

`4

The trainees were 'able to satisfactorily t.

apply the skills covered by the z Jule. It may be concluded that The

,propoSed self-instructional training system presents a promising tech-

nique for training reading center instructors in tasks similar to those

represented by this module, subject to revision and further testing.

Revisions in the RX Module

42,ased-Rp.6n-the-r

the following revisions should strengthen the effectiveness of this module:

QueStions 2, 8 and 10: 'she taaks representedby theie

items were tape recordingS simulating an actual student

performance. It is believed that some of the difficulties .
encountered were caused,hy imperfect recordings. the

trainees each suggested that more s,am s si)9121 be pro-

vided within the training module itself to provide more,:,,'

extensive practici with this type of material. This sug;

gegrion should be considered when this work is revised

for futuie work in order to provide the trainees with

10 7
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more opportunities to hear different voicesand with

a variety of ethnic speech patterns.
' .

Questions 6 and 9: There were some errors in the

way in which the forms used for these queStions were

printed .in 'the mastery test. It is believed that if there--

were a greater compatibility between the way in which

the forms in the test are printed with the actual

ing module, one source of confusion that occurred

r.

'would be eliminated.

It will be necessary to revise this set of materials and the mas-

tery test, and then submit them to further-testing with a larger sample

group.

The O. R. A. Module

0

Each of the perforMances required of the trainees as given in

Figiire 13, page 100, relates to one of the,performance objectives as

givin below:

Upon completion of this module the student should be able

to demonstrate with 90% accuracy how to successfully

guide' a suidentlitrough the 20 'essays of the 0. R. A. Read-

ing Program by performing. following specific skills'
.4 . , /1

.. 4. Demonstrate an ability to compute the Compre-
$p

hension Rate, (CRIF
. .,

2. 'Demonstrate an ability to compute, the Compre-
,

108's
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hension Improvement Formula (CI).
0

3. DeMonstrate an ability to compute the Optimum

Reading Achievement Level (ORAL) at essay 10.

4. Demonstratean,ability to recognize the essential

elements to be contained in a diagnostic student

conference at essays 1, 6' and 10.

5. Demonstrate anabiiity to recognize specific

Patterns of Learning at essays 6 and 10 as re-

Vealed.by,a Checklist Chart.

6. DemonStrate an ability to provide training recom-

mendati for students who exhibit specific

Patterns bf Learning ate essays 6 -kid 10.

7,. Demonstr te an ability to prescribe training mater-

ials,foir,atransfer,of speed skills to non-0. R. A.
a

materials: This will also require listing the basic

elements of these training materials.

Each.of the trainees achieved the 90% criterion with 65% scoring

above 90%. Question 1 tested Step 3 in the module and will require a re-

" vision as it apparently was not clearly defined in either the module or
4

the mastery test. SomedifficUlty was encountered in questions 4 and 9,

and during interviews with the trainees it wai suggested that in the future

more examples of the learning Patterns wouldibe of assistance. All other

test items were passed at a satisfactory level. To further verify the

efteciiveness of the trainink, the trainees were observed as they admin-
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istered the 0. R. A. reading program and were able to satisfactorily

apply the skills covered by the module. It may be concluded that the

proposed self-instructional training system presents a promising tech-

nique for training reading center instructors in tasks similar to those

represented by this module, subject to revision and further testing.

Revisions in the 0. R. A. Module

Question 1: This item tested Step 3 in the training module.

An analysis of the mastery test item revealed there were

many multiple answers possible which were confusing to

the trainees. It would also be a stronger training lesson

if both the module and the mastery test used .sample tape

recordings for training and for testing of the initial con-

ference demonstration.

_Questions 4 and 9: The original training module-pro-

.vided only one sample for eachtype of learning pattern

used for the diagnostic section. Interviews-with the

trainees revealed this was not enough practice materials

for them to acquire mastery of these principles at a high

confidence level. Any future revision of this module will

necessitate more such practice material for the learning

patterns.

It will be necessary to revise, this set of materials and the mas-
,

tery test and then submit it to further testing with a larger sample' group.

111
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Summary,

It was the object of this part of the study to investigate the

feasibility of using a method of training instructors,in the inanagement

techniques of a.community college reading center which would eliminate

the time consuming and inefficient one-to-one, individual training system

which had been used. For this purpose experimental materials were

constructed for two segments of the ctirricuium utilizing self-instruc-

tional; programmed modules. The training modules were then tested

in two steps. °The first step consisted of a one-to-one trialindividually
-

administered by the writer. The second step consisted of klimited

field trial with a 'small-group of trainees. These tests were conducted'

to- simulate the, actual proposed conditions under :which such modules .

might be used in the future and in other settings. The criterion for the

success of this training would be achieved if 90% of those being instruc-

-3'ted- achieved a score of _90%,_or_better, onithe final mastedstest for

each module.
44

A group of six trainees were selected,who were blieved to be

representative of fhb target population. The results of the _completed

test data from the field trials indicates that the, trainees had mastered

the objectives of the training module as predicted by the 90/90 criterion

for success. Observations were conducted asAhe trainees worked with

students in the reading center. The trainees were able to .successfully

apply what they had learned from the training modules. It appears that

112
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this self-instructional, programmed system is a promising method for

training reading center managers in tasks similar to those represented

by the experimental modules.

Through interviews and an analysis of the results of the module_

tests, data was gathered for future revisions of the materials. Infor-

mation is now available for'the preparation of other modules for the

balance of the reading center curriculum.. Once the balance of the

modules is construCted, they will be tested and researched with a

larger population to assure the effectiveness of the` total training system.

1
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

)This study has determined that successful reading instruction--

for the adult student. is based upon principles which differ from the ana-

lytical methods. utilized to t ach the pre-college student. These -more,

effective principles are an i herent part of the process since the adult

reads in a flowing manner across the page; assimilating ideas from

phrases and sentences in a smooth manner. Adult students whoare not

fluent and efficient in their readilig may be trained to achieve such skills

through an organized, sequentially programmed process. Thei:princi-

_pies upon which= reading center instruction for the adult student should

-
be based are summarized.below,.

The Perceptual Environment Principle involves a process in

which the student already possessing the basic skills of. reading is pro-

yid-0 advanced perceptual training utilizing .a.pimOated visual mode.

The thrust of the training is to eliminate wctensive analysis and verbal-

ization by simulating the reading act inlan accelerated pr, ocegs. By

such training the student improVes his percpptual cognition and thereby.

106
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sharpens the accuracy of his mental faculties. In order for the adult

to achieve fluent, efficient reading skills, the congruent skills of per-

ception and comprehension must also be mastered. Because the coni-

prehensiOn of ideas as represented by the written word is equated with

an enriched, fluent vocabulary, the teaching of vocabulary should be

included in the accelerated perceptual graining techniques.

The Skill Learning Principle involves a process in which the

student who already possesses the basic skills of reading begins his

. training at a level at. which he reads successfullp and :practices m s-

tered skills under controlled conditions using intensive perceptual train-

ing. As the skudent.becomes fluent at his entry level and the skill be,

comes a successful habit-,-,Itlie speed and 'level of difficulty of the

0

-materials are increased. Should,a student's performance indicat

need for training in other skills,. it is provided. When neceSsar

tain skills may be re-taught, followed by extensive practice. '11 skill

training p`iocee'ds in an upward spiral of difficulty until the stiide t

achieves his potential. Once the skills are learned, ,provisions 1shpu,ld

be made,for a transfer of such skills 'from:prograintriedlesson to:a

wide variety of reading materials to assure their maintenanc4 ter the '`
. .
immediate training Ceases. ,..

. : ,
, -.. 0

The transmission of the Prineiples:of a Perceptual and a Skill

Learning Environments: to the students, requires, carefully organized in-

struction to meet indWidual needs. Such a method utilizes t e systems

approach, which is an orderly, ,cohesive methodAfor managi g the ,

116
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reading center curriculum.. This approach is facilitated through the

construction of flow charts which map the terrain and provide for the

various paths which a student may follow from his entrance, into the.

center until his exit. Flow charts diagram in a step-by:- step manner

how the student proceeds through. the training process, including the

possible alternate programs needed to meet 'individual differences.

It is upon such principles that an organization embodying the

above principles has been developed in a community college reading

center whose students are typical in the diversity of their abilities,

needs and interests. The center uses modular learning programs by

means of which the students are taken through a variety of materials

in a self- instructional manner. The student is Sequentially instructed

-through an upward' spiral of skills. Flexibility of hOtirs, of materials

and of instruction provide, for the needs Of the diverse. student popula-

tion ranging from the_recent high school graduate to the business and

professional people of the surrounding community:

Once the ye-organization of the reading centerls effected,- it

becomes necessary to train additional instructors in its management

practices. As no such training program is available, an' experimental

systeM has been deVised for the RX'testing and the 0. R. A. reading

programs, min order to test the effectiveness of the method: The train-

ing technique invo-lved the construction of two programmed, self-instruc-
..

tional modules. Trainees considered to be representative 'of the target

population were selected to t the training systems.
V
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Conclusions
O

The first objective of this study was concerned with an investi-

gation of the principles 'upon which the teaching of reading for the adult

student should be based, and then to study the application of such prin-

ciples as to their effectivenesss and replicability. A community college

reading center was reorganized based upon the Principles of the Per-
i,

c eptual and Skill Learning environments using a systems approach. A,

statistical comparative study of the effectiveness of this student-center-

ed milieu was compared with the previous, teacher-oriented, analytical

method covering a three year period for each. From this comparative

study it is concluded that the present. system significantly improves the

stuclents' reading comprehension, vocabulary, reading speed, and the

total percentage of improyement over those of the previous method.
,

The second objective of this study,was to investigate the

feasibility of using a system for training instructors in the management

of techniques of a community college reading center that were different

from the one-to-one teaching method. A-self-instructional, modular

teaching technique was designed for two areas of the curriculum. Based
,t.tki

upon_the reported trials, the ttanees were able to successfully denion-

strate their ability for learning the management methods tested. There-

fore, it. is concluded that the self-instructional, programmed, modular

system is

managers

moduleS.

a feasible system for effectively training reading center

in tasks similar to those representedy theexperimental
1
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Recomm dations

Based upon the findings of this study the following suggestions

are made for further research rela ing to the operation of the reading

center:

1. A tfongitudinal study should be, instituted within the

same reading center to determine the instructional

implications and effectiveness of the system as, it
1

relates to students of various ethnic origins and

ability levels.

2.. Further studies should be undertaken to. determine

the 'implications and effectiveness Of the findings of

this study 'as they apply to the practical implemen-

tation of ;this system.to.other community college

reading Centers.

3. A study should be instituted to determine to what _

extent he findings of this studytwould apply to a .

pradtical Implementation of this system to junior

and senior high school reading centers.

In relationship to the findings of this study as it -relates to the

experimental, self-instructional modular system of training instructors

in the management of a- reading center, the following recommendations

are proposed:
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A complete training system fore each section of the

reading center curriculum should be designed con-

sisting of the following niOdules:

a. The Principles of a Perceptual and a Skill

Learning Envirnments.
a

b. Counseling Techniques for Student- Instruc-

tor Conferences.

c. The Management of. Vocabulary Programs

(1) /Tachistiscopic Training .

(2) Geheral Vocabulary Enrichment

The Management of the, R. X: Program

e.' The Management of the 0. R. A.,Program

f. The'management of alternate programs

(1).for those not ready for reading-at-rate

. (2) for special enrichment of highly skilled

readers

(3) for transfer training

(4) for business and professional students

The complete learning package should then be submitted
4

to extensive testing as to its effectiveness with a large

number oftrainees representirig the target population.

3. Following the validation of such a package, it should

then be made vailable,for general use as a preparation

for those instructors who, manage reading centers.

120
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It is bdlieved that this study has proposed numpiousneeded

methods for the individualized, self-insyuctionar teaching. of students

and reading center instructors which-"stioilld Contribute toward the

improvement and enrichment of the readiRskills of the adult studen6

who are,being educated by the community college. TheAl is a need in

today's society for adults who can read skillfully and with meaning' in

order to enha4nceTt ordy-iheir employment opporpnities, but to pro.-

vide insights into society's problems and. to provide increased recrea-

tional
.. .

opportunities which reading can supplP The' major. intent of
4.

this study-is that the basic principles upon which the reading. center

should be based and the techniqueS which have been found effeetive.
....---

will benefit reading instructors who are _assisting, students who deSire
t.....-

to improve. their total reading ,skills in future years. -
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APPENDIX A

Table 1 - L. M. C. Students Profile Data Sheet

Table 2 - Distribution of L. M. C. Student Body
Among Various Age Groups, Fall 1974

Table 3 - Distribution of L M. C. Student Body
Among Various Races, Fall 1974 .

*Table 4 - Distribution of L. M. C. Student Body
Based Upon Educational Experience,
Fall 1974

.

Table 5 r DisiributiOn of L. M. C. 'Student Body
Based upon. Reason for Selecting
L. M. C. , Fall 1974

t-

Tabler- Distribution of L. M: C. =StudOlt Body
Based upon Credit Hours Carried,
Fall 1974
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TABLE 1

LAKE MICHIGAN COLLEGE STUDENT PROFILE DAT

poo no DODD
subijob000poopo
'1"(ppacoop0000
D stimmAY

ID DA"

Sit. MALE

WITH GA

MARITAL STATUS
1. SINGLE
3. WANDS
3. DIVORCED

11.

A SHEET
.11L141 LIMO EWA

S.
DART YOU A VETERAN or ThI

UNITED MATES ARMED Man
1. YES
3. Ito

10.

U.

U.

SG.

DOWHAT HICNSCHCOL DID YOU ATTEND?
(SEC REY ON-SACS Cr THIS MO

D

D YEAR 0? HIGH SCHOOL
CMDUAUOII44-1

CLASS nnsomo AT
inss MICHIGAN cum

I. 047 SLIMS= HOURS
Cr COLLEGE CREDIT
(PRIOR TO THIS ENACHLMEND

2. 20 OR MORE sswtsTen
«, ROM or COLLEGE CREDIT

WILIOR TO THIS'ENRCLIMEND

ACADEMIC DISCIPLINE
(SEE MY ON SACS Or THIS PACO

MACS

1. AMERICAN INDIAN
I. MACE
3. CHICANO
4. ORIENTAL
1. WHITE
4.antut

EDUCATIONAL COMO=

1. MRS! TIME IN COLLEGE
3. RETURNING TO L.M.C.
3. SUNNI.* IROM,ANOTHER COLLEGE

Cum NOVAS THIS SEMESTER
1. I
3. 11
3. 33 of most

IMirLONEI NAVE YOU LIVED IN
COUNTY OR covtsT TOWNSHIP?

DLESS THAN MONTH?
1. 1 MONTHS OR Mott
3. to HOT stye IN AMER COUNT?

OK zovsas TOWNSHIP

A

128
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31.

U.

°a

112 YOU A PERMANENT RESIDENT
Or THE UNITED STATES,

8.75$
3. to . ICOUNTRYI

SUM= -
1. WITH PARENTS -

2. APARTMENT OR ROOM AdITALDIPAILERI
3. MAINTAIN OWN HOME
4. WITH RELATIVES
5.01141*

MOM IMPORTANT MASON fOR
SELECTING !ARC MICHIGAN COLLEGE

1. PREPARATION ron SKILL OR TRADE
3. ENCIMSC ASILITY IN parson ?tors .
3. PREPARATION /CM TRANSFER
4. PERSONAL GROWTH AND DEVELCMACHT
1. OTHER

VW MANY HOURS AM
DOD EMPLOYED PEIL-VaLX1

1. NONE
1. 14
2. 1011
(. 3641
S. 31131

WHAT PERSON WAS MOST tHrtUTEITIAL WHELPING
-YOU DECIDE WHEAC TO GO TO CCLLECE2

1. COUNSELOR
3. EMPLOYEE
3. 'VEND
4.502
S. FAME ORICIATrit
1. COLLEGE'REPRESENTATIVC

St

WHAT WAS THE MOM IMPORTANT
REASON TOR SELECTING L.M.G.2

1. COST
3. CLOSE SO HOME
3. 'Om ADMISSION
4. CLASS St

1. REPUTATION
4. SUE PROGRAM 102 CAREER

/MIMI EDUCATION

1. MSS THAN HIGH SCHOOL
3. SUS THAN HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION
3. HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE
4. TWO DI YEAR DEGREE
S. POUR INMARS Or COLLEGE
S. trim

34. Mottitts'EDUCATION

I. 11.53-THAN HIGNSCHOO(.
3. LEIS THAN HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION
3. HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE
4. TWO DI YEAR DEGREE
5. POUR (4) YEARS Or COLLEGE

. E.. OTHER .

U. TOUR INITURC NANA

I, ASSOCIATE DEGREE. rim ?mosso:tot
t. ASSOCIATE DEGREE. RUT NOT TRANSECR
3. TRANSFER. OUT NUT CAM AN:Of:MEE

DEGREE AT LAKE MICHIVAN Colt=
4. COMPLETE corostrATt snousnss
1. NONE OP TUC ASOVE: TARING

DIDMINIAL COURSES.
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TABLE 1

yi IG II SCHOOL'
(USE TO ANSWER QUESTION NUMBER 9)

0.

t

II BENTON HARBOR 06 COLOMA 11 L.C. MOHR If MILES
12 BERAEiN, SPRINGS '07 COVERT 12 LAKE MICHIGAN CATHOLIC 17 RIVER VALLEY
03 SRANDyWINE 'OS EAU CLAIRE 13 IARESHORE 18 ST. JOSEPH
14 BRIDGMAN 49 GALIEN 14 MICHIGAN LUTHERAN 13 WATERVLIET

IS MICHANAN 10 HARTFORD 15 /V BUFFALO 20 OTHER

ACADEMIC DI-SCIPLINE
(USE TO ANSWER QUESTION NUMBER 12)

061
030
081
082

. 064

MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE)USINESS ADMINISTRATION L SECRETARIAL SCIENCE
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 150

ACCOUNTING ... 110
ECONOMICS 013
MARKETING AND RETAIL SALES 130
MANAGEMENT TP.AINEE 131

BIOLOGY
CONSERVATION
FORESTRY
MORTUARY SCIENCe:I.,

CHEMISTRY
----SECRETARIAL-SCIENCE 140 PRE -- PHARMACY 087

CLERICAL ASSISTANT 141 ENGINEERING - . 310
CLERK - TYPIST 142 MATHEMATICS 0S2
CLERICAL 143 PHYSICAL SCIENCE 063
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY :4: PHYSICS 065
GENERAL BUSINESS ASSISTANT 145
LEGAL SECRETARY ,. 146 PRE PROFESSIONAL .. 083
MEDICAL SECRETARY 147 , .
SECRETARY 148 ° SOCIAL SCIENCE
STENOCRAPHER 149 GEOGRAPHY 023

HISTORY, 021
CONTINUING EDUCATION POLITICAL SCIENCE 014

COMMUNITY SERVICE COURSES $15 PSYCHOLOGY 012
IPPS COURSES . 517 SOCIOLOGY 011

TEACHER EDUCATION ... 070
ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE TEACHER AIDE- c 077

ENGLISH 041
FOREIGN LANGUAGE 042' TECHNOLOGIES -AND VOCATIONAL
PHILOSOPHY 022 APPLIANCE SERVICE TECHNOLOGY 370

. APPRENTICE TRAINING (INDUSTRIAL) 380
JIEA1TH. SCIENCES -.(CARPENTERS)` --332
_ASSOCIATE-DEGREE-NURSING 210 (PLUMBERS) 353
CERTIFIED MEDICAL OFFICE ASSISTANT 222 'AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY 340.
DENTAL ASSISTANT 230 INDUSTRIAL ARTS 073
'MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNICIAN . 220 INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGIES
PRACTICAL NURSING ,. 211 DRAFTING AND DESIGN ;320
PADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY 221 ELECTROMECHANICAL .. '140--

ELECTRONICS 330
3.14tRAL ARTS 440 MANUFACTURING 350

METALLURGICAL a 361
MS COMMUNICATIONS AND FINE ARTS MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES 374

ART LAW ENFORCEMENT bt... 343
DRAMA 046 FIRE PROTECTION 387
IOURNALISM 1 044 CORRECTION PAROLE PROBATION 386
MUSIC 035 COURT MANAGEMENT 388
RADIO BROADCASTING 045 INDUSTRIAL SECURITY AND PUBLIC SAFETY ...
SPEECH .. 043

129
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Table .2

4.

DISTRIBUTION OF

- L. M. C. STUDENT BODY

AMONG vAmous,

'AGE GROUPS

FALL-1974-

Mean Age: '" 26.6 years

Median Age: 24.6 years

16%

458 ,

68%
187.

3%

14-119- 20-29 30-39 40-49 '50-73
AGE GROUPS

130
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Table 3
O

DISTRIBUTION OF L. M. C. STUDENT BODY

_AMONG VARIOUS RACES, FALL 1974

RACE MALE L FEMALE J TOTAL

White .

Mack

Ameiicairlddiaii
Chicano

Oriental

,
Other

45.1%

6.5

.-4

3.\

.1
.

.4

36.8%

9.4

. 3

, .1

.2

.3

81.8%

15..9

. 7

.4

.3

.7'

Note: Expressed as % of thosesreporting. Percentages have been

rounded to nearest tenth, ,therefore totals do not total 100%.

Table 4
- .

DISTRIBUTIONz OF L. M. C. STUDENT BODY
. A

BASED UPON EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE

FALL 1974

;
EXPERIENCE .

First time in college

Returning to L. M. C.

Transfer to. L. M. C.

MALE FEMALE

18.6 %. _ 20.5%

29.2 21.8

.5.2 4.7

131

. TOTAL

39.1%

51.0

99.9
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Table 5

DISTRIBUTION OF L. M. C. STUDENT 'BODY

BASED UPON REASON FOR

SELECTING L. M. C. FALL 1974

REASON MALE

Skill or trade 15.9%

Increase ability in work 11.3

Preparation for transfer 13.0,

Personal growth 10.3

Other 2.4

'Table 6

`DISTRIBUTION OF L. M. C. STUDENT-BODY

BASED UPON CREDIT HOURS CARRIED

ALL 1974 et

HOURS MALE FEMALE TOTAL

11 Hours 30.4% 26.0% 56.4%

6-11 Hours 5.9 . 4.1 10.0 ,

12 or .inore Hours 16.6 17. 33.6

.1?2
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'APPENDIX B

Table '7,- Range of Comprehensionjmprovemeig
of Students for the Systems. Approach,
1972-75 as Instituted by A. &Batchelder.
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Table 7

RANGE OF COMPREHENSION IMPROVEMENT OF STUDENTS

FOR THE, SYSTEMS APPROACH, 1972-75

AS INSTITUTED BY A. J. BATCHELDER

Percentage of Improvement No. of Students % of Total

Be loNV 25 21 5.2
26 - 50 30 7.4
51 =, 75 66 16.4
76 - 100 45 11.2

101 - 125 48. . r 11:9
126 - /50- 36 8.'9

47. 11.7
176 - 200 26 6.5
201 - 225. 19 4.7
226 13 3.'2
.251 - 275 10 2.6
276 T. 300 6 1.5
301 - 325 7
326 - 350 3,
351 - 375 fi 1.2'
376 - 400 4
401 - 425 2 .5
426-- 450 '1 .2
451 a. 475 0 : .0 a

.476' - 500 3
501 and above 11 2.7

134
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APPENDIX C

Student Assignment Form for Program

Student Assignment Form for Progra

Student Assignment Form for Program

Class Schedule for Spring-19'76

Class Descriptions - L. M. C. Catalog I

,

t.

/Os
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Student. Assignment' Form for Program 1

. -

,

Name: Section . 4k Course ' .\.pato PROGRAti 1

INDIVIDUAL CORTRACT

Start
No.

Bonus'
By

End
No.

Bonus,
_77.

No.
Hrs..

Unit
No.

Module
No.

% Name of Materials'

C
.

1

1. 1 The RX Program

. 2 16 Radio Reading Cardi and Tapes No..
...gum.--

3 17 Radio Readini'Cards.and Tapes No. 2

,,,,

,
0
6 9

.,

Discovery Spelling Film,Set 4 .

7 10 Discovery Spolling'Fiim Sii.S
,

8 11 Discovery Spelling Film "Set 6 .

--- .9 12 Discovery Spelling Film Set'41
t.

10 . 13 DiscOvery Spelling Film Set 42:' .

11 l S3 Listen aildReadIapesNP

14 64
.

NewsRcad Reports and Tapes

1

.......

.

t

.

. , .
. .

.

. . ..1

.
.

-
,

,.

..
.

.

0
.

1.,

. _,, _
. \
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Student Assignment Fokm for Program 2

DONE

Section Course '10rogrdm 2 VOCABULARY'

2, STUDENT CONTRACT

Module No.'
.

Name SpeciaX Directions

2
r

Murti4evel Films .

3 BasieSightliords

4 Words 4 Phrases VC6'
. .

S Words 4 Phrases VC7
. .

6 Wordi 6 Phrases VC8

-.7 Vision Training Program ...

26 Lang. Mas. Voc.-Purduei

37 Lang. Mas. Voc.- Purdue II

'28 Lang. gas. Voc.-Purdue III

29° Lang. gas. Voc.-O.R.A. I

30 Lang. gas. Voc.- O.R.A. II

31 Lang. Mas. Voc.- O.R.A. III.

.32 Langi, gas. Voc.-Impr. Comp..

. 15 Advanced Numbers

46 College Vocabulary

47 Using the Thcsiurus

75 ,,, Wordcraft NO. 1

' 76 Wordcraft No. 2

77 tordcraft No'. 3 G

%

78 Bergan Evans Vocabulary

79 How To Build' Vocabulary . .

80.' . Lang. gas. Vocab. in Context

11 Vocal. Tape for Newmead,

82 . irocab. in Subject Area

83 Lang. gas. Vocab. II .

84 Lang. gas. Vocab. III .

.
.

137
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Student Assignment Form for Prograni 3
ivroaim s
Asszcisiss

Homo: 'Section No. j Course No. Pate

DIRECTIONS:

You should try to work on 3 different Modules each. As yOu finish each

Uodule, see the Instructor. In some assignments you are expected to soce.tha

Initructor whileyou work on the Module, this sheet tells. you when. Follow

all directions correctly, or you may have to do the work over. Modules :

circled as a group count as 1 Module toward your grade requirement.,

Modulo

_.,
No.

'Name ofhhtorialo '

:

No. of
't

20

Additional Directions

_---.:.

4 " Words f;I'brases

5 Words 4-Phrases 20-

6 Words & Phrases 20
a Span of Pprepprinn 20

. , .

14- Rate & Rhythm 6 (Esiays 1,2,15,16,17,18)

20,26' Purdue I & Language Master 12

16

(Sec Instr. after Elatlit:
-(See Instr. after E1',10i16),21,27

22,28
Purdue II 4 Lanuage Master
Purdue Ill,4 Language Master 16 (See Instr..after E1,10.16)

-23,29 O.R.A. I 4Langulge' Master 20
20

(See Instr. after E1,6,10,2C
(See Instri after E1 ,..6.L1012t24 30A O.R.A. II & Language Master

-25.36 O.R.A. III & Language Master 1 20 (See Instr. after E14.61101,2t

34

. .

Rate ComorlheD$1,21-Vigsk_Tests -

. .-
.

,

(111Vel' .

35 Rate Comprehension Check Tests
Rate tomprehensio'n Check Tests :

.

(GLien)
(OrangA)

-
(Red
(Purple)

-36

37 RatCSE;prehensiontheck Tests
Rate Comprehension Check Tests

39 Readifigi in Business Materials

40 Readings in Technical Materials
Readingli7TETZTTialst

».
.

11
42 Readings for the Doctor _

43
.

Readings for the Lawyer /
,,

44 Reading for Law Enforcement Officers
45 . McCall-Cr:11)h Test Lessons

47 Thesaurus Tapes
48 Speed Reading in Books

51 How to Survive in College Taper& Book

54 Sack- Yourman Speed Reading

55 'Speed Reading Tapes .
.

56 Tochnigne Of'Listening_yllpes .

.57 1 m Ian Tams ,

Reading Linn Lab ,

59
.

60 Learn, Hook 1

61 Learn, Honk 2
L earn. Houk , .:,

..62

65 quest Study Textbook"

66 How to Read the Seinnen
47 Mow to Its,.ad Vhp Humanities

.

6R How to Uead.Spelal Studies
.

Outsite'spce woar--7---'
X70 Alarm Mock Reading

71. Memory Tra n' Program
.

Air ...Inca -
$ :

gen RvaUu Vueahuinry

(0 or 1110 words)
-V/

78 .

(I00-'wordn) *

....--

138
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'Class Schedule for Spring-1976

READING

.-CLASSES FOR DAY STUDENTS TO BE ARRANGED. REGISTER AS USUMW-THEN CO TO ROOM

8202WHENCLASSES START AND SIGN UP FOR CLASS HOURS. 1 CR: a. 2 HRS. PER

WEEK FOR 8 WEEKS, 2 CR. 2' HRS. PER WEEK FOR 17 WEEKS, 3 CR. 3 HRS..PE1

WEEK FOR 17 WEEKS, AND 4 CR..m 4 HRS. PER WEEK FOR 17 WEEKS.

4701 POWER STUDY

4702 SUPER SPEED READING I
PREREQ: 092 OR 095 OR 105

4703 SUPER .SPEED READING' II

PREREQ: 093
4704: VOCABULARY

4705 LISTENING

4706 READING' IMPROVEMENT
4.

44707- READING THINKING DYN.
A

4708 READING STRATEGIES

4709 POWER STUDY
4710 SUPER SPEED REA6ING I

PREREQ: 092 OR 095 OR 105

4711 SUPER SPEED READING II
PREREQ: 093 .

4712 VOCABULARY
4713 LISTENING
4714 READING IMPROVEMENT
4715 READING THINKING DYN.

4716 POWER STUDY

4717 SUPER SPEED READING I
PREREQ: 092 OR 095 OR,105

4718 SUPER SPEED READING II
PREREQ: 093

4719 VOCABULARY
4720 LISTENING
4721 READING IMPROVEMENT

4722 READING THINKING DYN.

4723 POWER STUDY
4724 SUPER SPEED READING I

PREREQ: 092 OR 095 OR' 105

4725 SUPER SPEED READING II
PREREQ: 093,

4726 VOCABULARY
4727 LISTENING
4728 READING IMPROVEMENT
4729 READING THINKING DYN.

*091 1 A CONVENIENT TIME 1402.

ARRANGED BY IN-

*093 1 STRUCTOR,4 STUDENT. 1202

*094 1 1202

096 1 1202

098 1 1202

092 3 3202.

105 3 1402

095 4 11202

*091 1 H 6:30PM 1202

*093 1 M 6:30 PM 1402

*094 1 M. 6:30 PM 8202

096 1 14 6:30 PM 3202

098 1 M 6:30 PM 11202

092 3 M 6:30 PM 8202

105 3 H 6:30 PM 8202

*091 1 T 4:00 PM 1402

*093 1 T 4:00 PM 11202

*094 1 T 4:00 PH 1202

096 1 T 4:00 PM' 1202

098 1 T 4:00 PM 1202

092 2- T 4:00 PM 3202
105 2 T 4:00 PM - 11202

*091 1 6:30 rm 3202'

*093 1 T 6:30 PM 8202

*094 '1 T 6:30 PH 1202

096 1 T 6:30 PM 11202

098 1 T 6:30 PM' 11202

092 3 T 6:30 PM 1402

i05. 3 T 6:30 PM 1202

'THE FOLLOWING CLASSES REQUIRE REGISTRATION BY APRIL:19, 1976. SEE IN-

STRUCTOR FOR TIME AND DETAILS. CLASSES ARE FOUR HOURS PER WEEK, FOR

'FOUR WEEKS.

4730 POWER STUDY *091

'4731 !SUPER SPEED READING I *093
PREREQ: 092 OR 095 OR 105
SUPER SPEED READING II *094

PREREQ: 093' .

VOCABULARY

4732

4733

4734 LISTENING '

1 A CONVENIENT TIME
ARRANGED 'BY IN-'

1 STRUCTOR.

1

096 3.

094 1

131;)

1202

1202

$202

$202 .

1202
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LAKE, MICHIGAN COLLEGE READING COURSES,

091 POWER STUDY SKILLS ,' 1 (0-2),

This courseis.designed f6i the student interested in 'improvinghis

study and note-taking skills. Reading and note-taking techniques

appropriate to academic materials are stressed. Class meets for half

a regular semester for 2 hours per week. Students to arrange lours

with the instructor. Credit hours count toward an Associate degree.

Credits do not transfer.
Prerequisites: Permission of Instructor.

092 READING IMPROVEMENT 3 0-3)

This course is for students getting grades of C, or beloW, istmany of

their classes. It helps students read faster, understand_ better and

remember their reading longer. Students are introduced to more scien-

tific ways to sudy their homework and take class notes. Easily under-

stood, self-programmed materials are used; Individual help is always

available. Modern machines, films and tapes are used. Credit hours

count toward an Associates Degree. Creditdo not transfer.

Prerequisites: None.

093 SUPER-SPEED READING I 1(0-2)

This course is designed for the competentstudent to.increase his read- '

ing speed and comprehension. It utilizes individualized, audio-visual

techniques to fit the needs, interests and abilities of the student.

Class meets.for half a regular semester for 2 hours per week. HoUrs to

be arranged. Credit hour counts toward pn Associates Degree. Credit

does not transfer.
Prerequisites: Permission of Instructor.

094 SUPER-SPEED READING II 1(0-2i

This courseis designed for the competent student to\continue the work

begun in Super Speed Reading I. The student will increase his speed in

reading and ability to understand what.he-has read. it'utilizes in-

dividualized, audio-visual techniques to fit the needs and abilities of

each student. Offered twice per semester for eight weeks. Students

to,arrange hours with, the Instructor, Credit hour counts coward an

Associates Degree. Creditdoes not transfer.

Prerequisite: Super Speed Reading I.

095 READING STRATEGIES 4(0 -4)

This course is for students who have special difficulties in reading,

vocabulary and comprehension. Easily understood, self-programmed

materials are used. Students receive help in reading faster so they

will remember their reading longer. Students are-introduced to more

scientific ways to study their homework and take notes in class.

Modern machines, films and tapes are used. IndividUal help is always

available. Credit hours count toward an Associates Degree. ',Credits

do not transfer.. -----

Prerequisite: Permission, of Instructor.

096 VOCABULARY POWER 110-2).

The student concentrates upcn a study of vocabulary develispment chosen

in a personal conference with the Instructor. A Modular, programmed

system is used with tape recordings. It, requires two hours of work

140
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each; week for half a semester in a modern learning laboratory. Hours

may be choSen convenient to class or job schedule. Credit'counts to-

ward an Associates Degree. The credit does not transfer.'

097 MEMORY IMPROVEMENT 1(0-2)

- The student concentrates upon improving his memory to 'better remember"

what he hears and reads in his c011ege classes or job. AModular,
programmed system is used with tape recordings. It requires two hours

of work each week for half a semester in a modern learning laboratory.
Hours kay be choseri:convenient to.class or job schedule. Credit

counts toward an AssociateS Degree. The credit does not transfer.

098,IaSTENING IMPROVEMENT 1(0-2)'

The student concentrates upon improving his listening ability so he
may better understand what he hears in his college classes or job. It

also improves the ability to take more useful notes during lectures or

meetings. A Modular, programmed system is used with tape recordings.
It requires two hours of work each week.for half a semester in a

modern learning laboratory. Hours convenient to class or job schedule

may be arranged. Credit counts toward an Associates Degree. The credit

does not transfer.

105 READING AND THINKING DYNAMICS .3(0-3)

This course is for studentswild are getting grades above a C. It helps

students read faster, understand'nderstand.better and remember what they have

read. The student may choose the type of materials to read, base upon
their own, needs,'abilities and interests. Advanced scientific methods

of note-taking and study techniques are available. Easily understood

self - programmed materials which are strictly individualized are used.
Modren machines, films and tapes are used. Individual help is always

'available. Credit hours, count toward an Associates Degree. Credit

hours do transfer.
Prerequisites: None.

111
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APPENDIX D

Grade Requirements

Student Contract
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GRADE REQUIREMENTS

Courses Grade , Clock, .Bourn No. modules

NOTES
Some Modules are grouped to
equal 1 Module. Study materials
are in addition to Modules re-
quired and are due-by the end of
the Semester.

by
Mid-Term,

by end or
Sem.

by end of
Mid-Term Sem

105
.

4 .credits

A
B
C

g

'20
18
16
14

40
36
32
28

5

4.5
4
3.5

'
10
9
8
7

'

2 credits

-

A
13

C
0

131/2

11 1/2

911

71/2

27
23 -
19
15

-
3.5
3
2.5
2

7

6
5
s .

Some Modules are grouped to
equal 1 Module. Study materials
are in addition to Modules re- , .

quired aild'are due by the end of
the Semester

.

. w

'

095
.

4 credits

A
B
C
D

26.5
24.5
22.5
20.5

,--1

53
49
45
41

6
6 3N
4.5

12
11

1°

7

.

-Some Modules are grouped to
, equal ., Module. Study materials
are in addition to Modules re-
quired and are due by the ends(
the Semester.

- . .

092

3 credits

A
B
c.`
D

20
18
16
14

40
36
32

. s 28

4.5
4

3.5
3

..

9
8

7
6

..Someyodules are grouped to
equal 1 Wodule. Study materials
are in addition to Modules re-
quired and are dueby the end of,
the Semester"

092

2 Credits

A
B
C
0

13.14
al.h
9.11

7.1/4

27
23
19
15

/

3.
2.5
2.0

-

1.5

6

5

4
3

Some Modules are grouped to

equal I Module. Study materiale

Are in addition to Modules re-
quired and are due by the end of
the Semester.

.-...-..."--- --. .. 1

1.Grades for these courses are worked out in conference with the Student wheh
the student begins a progrim.

e2.The Number of Clock Hours for these classes must be 14.
They may be taken for either 4 or 8 weeks as arranged with the Instructor.

NOTES FOR ALL CLASSES.

A Minimum number of conferences must be held with the Instructor as indicated on
the Student's Contract:

If a Student completes his work with an b. grade before- the hours required, he may
leave the class after he has his final Conference with the Instructor. The j,
Student may do the same, or may stay to complete an A grade if ho chooses.

14.3
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STUDENT CONTRACT FOR THE ADVANCED LEARNING CENTER
4

I have registered for the following course:

Section Number Course Number Number of Credits Name of Course

By the fact that I have registered for this course I agree:

a. To come to the Advanced Learning Center each week for the amount of time
scheduled (circle one below): -
1. credit = 2 hrs. ; 3 credits =1 hrs. ; 4 credits = 4 hrs.

To complete (give number) Modules for a grade of (circle one) A, B, C, D, E.
as explained on the Grading Requirement Information sheet. If I can not complete
the work for this grade, I may diScuss it with the reading instructor and ask for a
change in this requirement.

To Make up any class I miss at my assigned time.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

To see the Reading Instructor for a Conference not less than every 9 class hours
of work. (If a 1 credit class, every 6 class hours.).

To stamp my own Time Card when I enter and leave the Center.

To purchase any books that may be needed during the Semester when so informed.

To pay for any materials or equipment that I damage on purpose, or lose, that
belongs to the-center.

I understand that if I am taking one of the 1 credit classes, I may take this class l*
coming 4 times a week for one month for a totaof 16 classes. This option is in-
dicated by a check here: . (In this case the conference is to be not less than
every 4 class hours. )

If I wish to withdraw from this class, I agree to discuss it fully with the Instructor
BEFORE I fill out the Drop Slip in the Admissions Office.

MY BASIC REQUIREMENTS ARE:

I. To determine my specific reading situation based upon reading tests take
as explained in conference with the Inkructor.

2. To improve my comprehension skills, my vocabulary, reading rate and
study skills.

.

3. I will determine what reading and study skills are involved iii thetextbaoks
of my other courses outside of the Center.

I understand that I may always have a conference with the Instructor for special, individual
help and that it is MY OWN PERSONAL, RESPONSIBLITY to initiate such a request.

One copy of this Contract will be kept by me in my folder. The other copy will be filed
with my other papers in my student folder.

signature (date)
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APPENDIX E

THE RX TRAINING MODULE AND,ITS COMPONENTS

The RX Instruction Module

The RX Checkpoint Manual

The RX Module Mastery Test

Tape Script for the RX.Module

Tape Script for the ,RX Mastefy Test

Phonics Inventory (Used by the Student) Test D

Phonics Inventory Booklet (Used by the Teacher)

A Cassette Tape Recording for the RX
Training Mantial and the RX Mastery Test .
(Separate Attachment)
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AN INSTRUCTIONAL MODULE FOR THE RX TEST

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES;

YOU will .be expected to _listen to tape recordings of students taking the
RX test and perform the folloWing functioni:

1. Check a4orin for items PaSsed and Failed.
2. Write a Prescription for the Students for items failed.
3. Check a form for items Passed and Failed in the Post-Test.
4. Write a Prescription for any needed remediation follOwing

Post- Test.
You will be expected to Avrite a positive introduction of the RX Test
for a student using your own words.

All of the above are to be performed at not ;less than 90% accuracy.

TYPE OF STUDENT USING THE RX PROGRAM

The student in the Reading Center is screened with a standardized
reading test.. Any student whose combined raw score of they,otabulary
and Comprehension sub-tests is placed in the 1 to 15 percentile range
and begin their work in Level I to be trained in reading ded?ding skills.

The standardized test is a screening test. It is not diagnostic.
.Students in Level I must be administered mindividual, oral diagnostic
test: The RX test will reveal the specifiC areas of weakness in the
skills of phonics. Based upon the student's errors, special diagnostic
prescriptions are prepared by the Instructor. The Student. is provided
self-instructional and self-correctional materials using modern multi-
sensory materials. He is expected io pass a Post-Test with 100%
accuracy. If he does not, further RX materials are assigned.

MATERIALS NEEDEDWOR THISMODULE:

1. RX Phonics Inventory D
2. Phonics Inventory Booklet, D
3. RX Individual Student Prescription
4. Module Checkpoint Manual
5. The 'RX-1 Cassette Tape
6. A Cassette tape player

Note: The publisher provides comprehensive manuals which are not.used
during this Module. The RX Program was originally designed for students
below the Junior College level. To uselhis Program as suggested in this
Module, certain procedures and directions have boa adapted to the Junior
College student. Once you have mastered the Behavioral Objectives of
this Module you are strongly urged to consult the manuals and other fine
resources they contain.

1
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ORGANIZATION OF THIS MODULE

This Module consists of 12 self-instructional, self-correctional materials
as follows:

Step Number Contents .

1
) The Phonids Inventory D folder

2 Introduction of the Test to the Student .

3 Item1-19 of the RX Test
4 Use of the Phonics Inventory,' Part I .,

5 Special Directions for Items 1-19
6 The Use of the Phonics Inventory Booklet D
'1 The Use of the=Student Prescription Form
8 Items 20-48, Part I and Special Directions
9 Items 49-64, Part II andSpecial Directions

10' Items 65 -8Q, Part II and .Special Directions
11 The -Use of the Student Prescription'Form
12. -The, RX Post Test '

HOW TO USE THIS MODULE

You may pace your time as you wish while workirig on this Module..
The cassette tape will provide -you with an.opportunity to listen to a
student taking the part of the test which has just been discussed. It
is suggested that while you are listening to the tape thatyou do not
continue after it tells you to stop. Then, leave the tape at that spot
Until you are ready to continue. When you turn it on again there will
be a\ o second,pause.' Checkpoints are provided regularly through- 4
oht th Module to give you an opportunity to practice the 'skills in
which Qu have been instructed. YQU may, naturally, review the
steps anti the taped materials as often as you wish. When you finish
the twelth and last Step. you should be ready to: take the Module
Mastery Test. You may wish to review the Module before you request
the Mastery\Test, because while taking .the Test you are not to refer
to the Module itself. You will, however, be able to refer to the
Phonics Inventory Booklet D during the test when needed."

Please write. all your answers and notes in the MODULE CHECKPOINT
MANUAL and do not write in the Module itself.

When'you have completed the Ma;tery. Test, you are asked to complete
the Evaluation Form for the Module.

Now you may turn to Step One of the Module and begin your work.

2
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.1 STEP 1

Material Needed: 'Phonics Inventory D'

Start with the front cover of this folder. dReathe section titled
Purpose in 'the first green block. Do.not be concerned with the sections
IMErfest Words nor with the Directions. Read this now. E

-; .

Place the open folder flizifore you. For the 'purposes of this Module
certain. columns are numbered that are not so numbered by the publisher.
The sections as .identified by A, B, C, D, E, F and the -references to RX
numbers in the green blocks to the left on each of the inner, pages will
not concern us' in this Module. -

The studeht reads to you from this Inventory during the-oral RX
0 test: This Step 1 'explains the items in this booklet, concentrating on

Items 1 to 19 of the test.

IteMs 1 to 19 test only the initial consonants as-.given in column 1.
tern 1 begins with the phoneme-grapheme . Added to this letter are
the letters ant as given in Column 2. The. student doeshot read eithr

. of these. The word the student reads to you is in Column .3. For Item 1,'

it is man. In the RX Test the student is expected to read the nonsense
word, which in Item 1 Is mant, The. test concerns the correct reading
of the initial consonant, OTTOnsonants, not the correct pronunciation of
the rest of the word. Nonsenge words are used becauseif it were a
regular word, it might be one the student knows only by .sight and he
would not be tested in his' ability ttruse the initial consonant with the
other letters in a word new to him. The nonsense words that follow in
the green block are alternates that may be used in special cases
be explained later. The arrow above Column 3 has been added to aid in
directing the student which column to be read.

3
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,.STEP' 2
V .

To' produces a Valid, satisfactory test it is important that the In-
.

struFtor, create 81 atmosphere that places the student at ease. It is
$ your NVoiding and manner that will releave any tenseness or fen As

the object is to produce a test' that repreSent4 as- much as any t st can,
.the true ability of the student, this:is a vital part of the testing p obedure.
At.the same time, because many students are being tested, undue time
cannot be used and a business-like manner is also requiied. Below is

4 a suggested script for an introduction of the test to the student. This
should'not read to the student, it should be reworded to' fit your own
personality.

"Hello, (name). It looks like.you might,have found the first
reading test a little, hard. Is that about it? Well, let's see
if you andI can find some things that you can work on so it
won't be sor.,,hard the next tune. Here is an RIC test that I
am going to' have you read to me so I can find out if maybe
you need some work on the sounds in our language. It is
easy and only takes: about five minutes. (Open:up the Phonics
Inventory D folder and place-before the student.) ( Us'S a
pencil and point out the parts of the test as you continue.)
Starting at Item 1 is a letter that stands for a sound. (Be
sure not to' say, nor read the letter.), In the next column it '

has another set of sounds added. In'tlie colutnn where the
arrow is, it has allbeen put together as a nonsense word.
These made-up words don't make-any sense. All you need.
AO do is to read each word 'in this'column aloud to me. Go
,right down this column. When you finish this page, to the
next"page and read where you see the arrow. Just read
these words the best you can. Are you lady? Good, you
may start now. Go as quickly as you can down the column."

Always remember the purpose of the testis the correct pronunciation
of the FIRST consonant (or consonants). You are not to be concerned with
any strange pronunciation of the rest of the word. Should the student make
an error, do not nor help him in any way. If he goes tofasti, ask
him to slow down. If he goes too slow, you might be able to speed him up
by saying something like this:

"You may read as,quickly as you can, please."

One way you can invalidate the test is to say-something like "good,"
or 'fine", or nod your'head, or smile after each item. If you do so for
a time, and then you don't say anything, this sets up an apprehensive,
negative feeling within the student. If there is a lot of tenseness shown
shown in the beginning, you can giVe encouragement at the encpof,the

4
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STEPS continued
a

first page with a statement similar to thid: .,

f, .

"You are doing just.fine. \.Go right "ahead to the next
page and react, the words in the column where the ,
arrow is. " ' r -1 ttN 14...

To give you an example of hciw NOT to start the test, ea sample of
an incorrect script is given below:

^ "Hello, John. Here's a test"you have to do. Here, read .7

this Colunin to me right now. The word's don't mean any-
thing, they are made-up. 0. K. \get started and I'll st9e if
you know what you are doing." \'
Now, go to your Checkpoint manual and at .Checkpoint 1, follow

the direct/14s by. making a taped introduction to a student in your
own words.

2

.Hncicof. Step 2

5
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ST EeP 3
Materials: Tape RX-1

Phonics Inventory D

This Step will help you recognize correct responses by a student
Using Items 1 through 19 of th Rk test. Have the Phonics Inventor's, D
open before you while you liSten to RX-1 tape, Part A. The tape will
tell you when to stop. Use Ciacckpoint2 as an answer sheet while you
are using the- tape. Turn the machine on now.

O

,e
- 4 /:"'. '.:

,/ ' ,

Now you will listen to a.sttident who has made a few errors. Use.
iihd-JOrni for,Checkpoint 3. Make a check for each incorrectly pronounced\
--51yoyd*:- Turn the tape on now. (Part B)

important that you.remember that the primary purpose of this
testinItemS,1-19 is to check the correct pronunciation of the first con-
sonant. Ohce again you will listen to a tape and check any item that is
-incorrectly given by the student. Use Checkpoint 4 to record you answers..
Turn the tape on now. (Part C)

STEP 4

End of Step .3

Materials: Phonics. Inventory, Part,I

At times' a student may have difficulty in getting Started'. .0r, he
may not say the word in Column.3 well enough for you to be sure if he
knows it. Both of these difficulties may be rectified by using the addi-
tional nonsense words in Column 4, in the green, block. The tape vall
Provide you with a way, to handle this type of difficulty. Have the Phonics
InVdntory, Part I open in front of you while the 'tape is playing. The first
sample will be of a student who cannot get started. The 'second sample
will be the student who jumbled a'word. Turn the tape on now. (Part D)

o

End of Step 4:

6
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Materials: Phonics Inventory D
Tape RX-1

The publiSher of the RX materials provides, Special Directions for
the Phonics Inventory Test. These directions refer to the items with an
asterisk:(*)after the Item Number. These directions are given below
as they apply to-the sections under study:

Special Directions
3. 'k "lithe student uses another correct .sound of s' as inelsugar'ish) in
saying the nonsense word 'sail' say, 'What is another sound?' The
student must use the 's' as in 'sack'. "

14. * "If the;student uses the soft sound of 'c' as in 'cigar' in sayinghe
nonsense word 'coot' say, 'What is another 'c' sound?' -The. student
Must use the hard sound of 'c' as in 'coat'."

I

"lithe student-uses the soft sound g.' as in 'germ' in saying the
nonsense-Word 'mid' say, 'What is another "g' sound ?' The student
must use the hard sound of as in 'gate'."

18. * "Say, 'What is the 'y' sound when it comes t the beginning of a word?"

The RX-1 tape will give you an opportunity .to actice listening to a
student and record any .error.

Use Checkpoint 5
AND

Checkpoint 6 for Tape 'Part E

Listen to`the tape now.

End of Step 5

STEP 6
Materials: Phonics Inventory Booklet D

. Student Prescription Form

This step will explain hoW to use the Phonics Inventory Booklet D
prior to the writing of the actual prescriptioTilorm,the student uses..
On the front of the booklet the name of the student and the date of the
test would be inserted. UsuallS"? the name of the Teacher giving the\ test,
or the Teacher of the Student is also inserted. Unless testing were being
done for students from various schools, the school name might not be
necessary. In adult classes the grade andage arc not usually designated.

Read the DIRECTIONS in the green block on the front cover.

1 7
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STEP 6 continued

04 n the Phonics Inventory-Booklet D and read page.3. "To the far
. , .

left is th Item Number. immediately following is the letter being
tested.. ext is the nonsense word the student reads. The Prescrip-
tion.Numbers of the materials to -be assigned to the student if he fails an
item are in the green vertical column. .To the right of the green column
are words above blocks containing number. How to use these for additional
prescriptions after the Post-Test will be explained later.

There are two columns of blank lines in front of the vertical green
column. One column is titled Passed. If the student reads the word '
:correctly, you place a check .oTifirsHne. The next column is titled RX.
If the student fails, to read the word correctly, you place a check on tiiri
line. Note this column is not labeled wrong. This is a reminder to you,
not to tell-the student he has made a mistake. For a good testing situa-
tion it is advisable to place a check for both Passed and R.X. Remember
the prior Instruction Step 2 that cautions you not to say "good", nor,
"fine", nor "OK", norto indicate by a smile or gesture whether the
answer is correct or net. To do so may invalidate the test.

See Figure 1 in your Module Checkpoint Manual for a sample of.a
section of the booklet you will use. It shoW's the, correct way it should
be marked. ..

Now listen to a student being tested on Items 1 to 8. As you
listen to the tape, use the reproduction of the form for Checkpoint
to check the results of the student. Turn on the tape. (Part F).

End of Step 6
STEP 7

i

You are now ready to use the Student Prescription Form. A
sample of ;the, correct way to mark this is given in Figure 2 in your
Module Checkpoint Manual. The date would be written in the column
as noted. The Prescription Number (this number is obtained from the
green vertical column in the Phonics Inventory Booklet D) is placed
in the large block. This is done 4 times, once ion,each set of materials
the student is 'to use. Study the sample form given in Figure 2 in your
Module Checkpoint Manual:

In FigUre 2 note that the student missed 4 Reins./ One set of the
four prescriptions is indicated. If you lookion,.page 3/of the Phonics.
Inventory Booklet you can understand why. The first 8 items all use
the same prescription numbers. By glancing through the booklet you
will see this .same system occurs for IteMs 9-16, /17-24, 15-32, 33-40,
41-48a, 49-56, 57-64, 65-80. You follow this same procedure.when
you are recording Prescriptions on the .Student Prescription FOrm for
any item in the test. Keep the Phonics hiventorY Booklet D yourself,
or have the student keep it in higrolder, for later use as it.has the
record of the actual items you

8
use for the Po6i Test.
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STEP 7 continued'

In Checkpoint 8 is .a section of the Prescription Form. Fill it
out now, using the following data:

Item 1 Pass
Item 2 Pass
Rem 3 RX
Item 4. RX

Tocheck if you have filled this form correctly; see Figure 3.

This concludes the instruction for making a Prescription for the
student. The presentation to the student and the instructions for the
student will be provided later.

STEP 8

End of Step 7

Materials: Phonics Inventory D

You will now learn to use the balance of the Phonics Inventory
Part I . The instructions concerning test administration, the use of
the Phonics Inventory Booklet and the preparation of. the Student Pres-
cription Form given in previous Steps will not be repeated.

Items 20-48a test the student's ability to read'orally those non-
sense words that have consonant blends or diagraphs. These usually
consist of two or three initial consonants_ancLrequire_the_skill_oULe_ndL
ing these sounds together. The Junior College student of ethnic back-
ground, or one who tiees English ae a. 'Second language, is more apt to
encounter difficulty in these items than In item 1-19. Item 48b is the
only item in the\kest that utilizee a final consonant, in this case X .

Have the Phonics Inventory D open while you listmto the tape
(PartC) for a demonstration of the. correct pronunciation of Items 20-48b.

Special Directions
There are some special directions concerning difficulties students

may encounter with these items. Occasionaly a student will use the sh
sound for the ch in Item 21. If this occurs; you can say, "Can you say
that beginningiand another way?" If the student cannot, then you would
count it as an error. '

Students of some ethnic backgrounds may have some difficulty with
Items 29 and 30. If you are not certain whether it was said reasonably .

well, have them use the words in the green box which arc easier for this
particular combination of letter.

9
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STEP 8 continued
The publisher gives the following Special-Directions:

23. * "If the student uses the 'hoo' sound of 'who' in saying the nonsense
word 'whand' say, 'What is another 'wh' sound?' The student must use
the 'who' sound as in *hoer."

24.* "If the student uses the `th' sound heard in 'thisi in. saying the
nonsense word 'thall' say, 'What is another `th' sound?" The Student
must use the `th' sound as in 'thumb'. "

48bit "The student must use the `ks' sound of 'x' and the nonsense word
`lox' must rhyme with 'box'.. "

While reading the Phonics Inventory D listen to the tape for the
,correct way Items 21, 22,23,24,29 , 30, 48b should be read by the
student. (Tape Part H. )

A section of the Phonics Inventory Booklet is reproduced for Items
20-48b in Checkpoint 9 in your Module Checkpoint Manual: Listen to
the tape (Part I ) and check either the. Passed or the RX column.

Using the errors you checked in Checkpoint 9, prepare a Student
Prescription Form, a sample of which is printed at Checkpoint 10.

The correctly filled out Prescription Form is given in Figure 4.

The older student can usually.be adininistered all of Items 1-48b
in one sitting, unless there are many 'errors. If there are too many
errors in these items, it is wise to stothe test after about 5 errors
and have the student use the RX training materials, then after a, successful
Post Test, continue with the test. If a student has too many prescriptions
at one time, it can prove discouraging. Also, sometimes in such cases

student may not have errors when they continue the test after their.
first training session. If only a few items are incorrect, then the Part II
of the test may be admministered in the same period. Total administration
time of Parts I and II usually takes about five minutes, except in cases of
extreme disability.

End of Step

10
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M.aterialsf Phonics Inventory D

In this Step you will examine Items 1.19 to 64 in Part -II.

Students who achieved a rating in the 1 to 15percentile range of
the Standardized Reading Test are more apt to encounter difficulty with
the vowel and dipthong sounds within the words-than with the initial
consonants. Therefore, this Part II is most important. There are
also often students who achieved a higher percentile who may well
benefit from using only Part II of the 'RX test. Students of some ethnic

- backgrounds may also have special difficulty. Those of Spanish
. heritage may encounter problems because the Spanish languagedoes not

use the so-called "short" a, e, i, o, u sounds of English.

Listen to the Tape (Part J 1 for the way Items 40-64 are correctly
pronounced. Have the Phonics Inventory D open to the last page as you
use the tape now.

Special Directions
The publisher provides the following special directions for the

following items marked with an asterisk (*).

59. *If the student uses another correct sound of 'V ether than that of
long 'a' as in 'late' in saying the "nonsense word 'alp' say, 'What other
way could you say this word?' The nonsense word 'aid must rhyme
with 'tape'. "

60.*"If the student uses another correct sound of 'oa' other than that
of long '0' as in 'oats' in saying the nonsense word 'oap' say, 'What
other way could you say this word?' The nonsense word 'oap' must rhyme
with 'rope'. "

610."If the student uses the 'o' sound of `ow',as in 'crow', in saying the
nonsense word `owd' then count question number 74 correct and con..., .

tinue, leaving this answer blank until you have done question number 74.
If the student uses 'ow' as it is heard in 'cow' in saying the nonsense
word lowd' 'then'count this question correct." Often you can get the
correct sound by saying, "What other way could you say this ward ?"

62. "If the student uses the loot sound as in 'book' in saying the non-
sense word 'poo' say, 'This is the short sound of 'oo'.. What is the
Iong sound?' The nonsense word 'poo' must rhyme with `do',."

C

11
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STEP 9 continued

In Checkpoint- 11. is a section of the Phonics Inventory Booklet
reproduced for Items 49-64. Listen to the Tape (Part g ) and check.
either the Passed or the RX column.

Using the student errors given-in Checkpoint 11, prepare a
Prescription for the student. See the Phonics Inventory Booklet D
for the numbers of the RX materials. Use the form in Checkpoint 12.

The Prescription Form as prepared for Checkpoint 12 should
look lik-e-that given in Figure 5.

End of Step 9

STEP 10 Phonics Inventory Booklet
Materials:. Phonics Inventory ll°

This Step.concludes the RX test, Part II, using Items 65-80.

Listen to the tape (Part L) for the correct pronunciation of these
words. Read the Phonics Inventory D.as you .listen to the tape.

Special Directions

Below are the special directions for, certain difficulties. They have
been condensed for your use. In conjunction with each,of the following,
you may also use the question, "What other way could you use this word?".

65* and 75*. Item 65 should be the short e (led) sound. Iteni. 75 should
be the long e (speed). If the student reverses these, it is correct. The
important thing is that both sounds are used.

66. * "The nonsense word.cay' must rhyme with `day'."

67.* "The nonsense word 'ook' should rhyme with `book'."

70.* "The nonsense word 'arp' must rhyme with 'harp'."

72.* "The nonsense word 'odd' mustrhyme with `crowd'."

'14* and 61* may be reversed. The sounds as in "crow" and "cow" must
both be used, but it doesn't matter in which Item.

79.* "The nonsense word 'data' must rhyme with "

80.* "It may be 'difficult to tell whether the student pronounceS 'ow' as
'oo'kor 'te. Count either correct if the nonsense word 'bew' clearly
rhymes with 'chew'."

12
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STEP 10 continued

A Section of the Phonics Inventory BOoklet D is given at Check-,

point 13 for Items 65-80. _Listen to the tape (Part M) and check either
Passed or the RX column

Using the student errors in Checkpoint 13, prepare 'a Prescrip-
tion for the student at Checkpoint 14. Use the Phonics Inventory Booklet D
for RX numbers of materials.

The Prescription Form_ is correctly made out in Figure'6.

This completes the RX Test items for the first administration.
After the student complete& the training materials, he returns to you
for a Post re-gt.

STEP 11

End of Step 10

Materials: Student Prescription Form

Once you have concluded the Rrtest, or at any place you,choose
to stop, have the student sign the form on the line following Name.
This is a inn of a contract. You should explain that his signingIt
iirAcates he has agreed to do the work to the best of his ability. 1.

The student is to listen to the tape for the Prescription NuMber
indicated and do'is it states. It will provide him with the correct answers.
When he finishes the tape with NO errors, he checks the small box next to
the Prescription Number. See Figure 7 for a Sample. c

(if correct)
Then he should repeat the taped lesson and/make a check in the next

small box. See Figure 8 for a Sample.

If the student should miss the test given on the tape, he should make
a zero in the box. See Figure 9 for a Sample.

The student should alWays have two checks for correct next to 'each
other with no zero intervening. A sample of a student who did the first
instruction correctly, was in error on the second, but got thy, third and
fourth correct is shown in Figure 10.

Once 'several students in each class period know' how to use the RX
materials, you can use such students to teach another student how to do
this work.

End of Step 11
13
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STEP 12

This step provides instruction in administering the RX Post Test.
to the Student after hegias used the RX training materials. See Step
12, Figure 11 in your Module CheckpOint Manual for a copy of a page

-from the publisher's manual, 'Section 5. In the,upper left hand corner
is the sound-being tested. Immediately under it is a box.

In the box the number 50 refers to the Item number in the Phonics
Inventory D from which thetudent reads.. It also refers to the item
number onpage 6 in the Phonics Inventory Booklet which is useddo check
the students error.

The box also contains the sound being tested, the nonsense word the
student reads, and the alternate nonsense words that are in the green column

the Phonics Inventory, D: Immediately under this data are the Prescrip-
tion materials listed which are assigned to the student for this sound._

Immediately under this box is a list of actual words that are used
by the student for the Post Test. The number following the word refers
to further RX materials that might be assigned should the student indicate
during the Post Test that he has not mastered this sound at the criterion
of 100%.

At the bottom of the sample page are other words using the same
soul d. Usually these are not needed at the Junior College level. In the
few cases of.great disability when they might be needed, the publisher
provides an index in the manuals with the correct RX number. As the
use of this section of the page is the exception in a Junior College, instruc-
tion concerning this procedure is not includedn this Module.

While you have Figure 11 beiere you, turn the tape (Part N) on and listen,
to a student who has mastered this sound through the use of RX materials. On
the same tape you will also ,hear v. student who has not mastere&this sound. As
you hear errors, circle the word that is incorrect on Figure 11.

In the cage of this student there were errors and hesitations. It is
doubtful that the student has mastered this sound, or he would not hive
heSitated. .1 is advisable, therefore, to assign further materials for the
student to Use. Figure 12 shows how the Student Prescription Form is . ,

filled in for this purpose.
14
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STEP 12_continued.

Now use Checkpoint 15. The Post Test has been reproduced for
Number 79, the "au" sound. Listen to the tape (Part 0) and circle any
word-that is incorrectly pronounced. Do. this now.

At Checkpoint 16 is a Student Prescription Form. Write the new
prescription for the student.

In Figure 13 you will find the correctly filled in. Prescription Form.

End of Step '12

You have now completed the RX Module. Have you mastered.

the Behavioral Objectives ? Are you ready to take the Mastery Test?

If necessary, review the Module and taped materials.

When you are ready to take the Mastery Test for the Module,

request it. When you complete it, send it and ALL of the ri trials

that accompanied the Module to the Instructor.

END OF THE MODULE

15

160
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MODULE CHECKPOINT MANUAL .

DIRECTIONS:

The directions for each Checkpoint or Figure are

given under the proper Steps in the .RX Module. Write

all answers in this Manial. Do not write in the RX

Module itself. If you experience any difficulty, please

note your problem at the section in this Manual. Each

item in this Manual is keyed to the correct Step and

Tape part as given either in the RX Module or on the tape.

STEP 2 - CHECKPOINT'l

Use your cassette tape recorder and your own blank tape. Record an
introduction to the student for the RX Test.

When you finish, turn to Pige 13 of this manual and use the checklist
as you listen to your tape. If you omitted any items, make another tape
recording of another introduction, and recheck it again.

When you have completed your tape recording. . .

Go to Figure 14 on page 13

of this Checkpoint Manual for further assistance.

161 zv
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CHECKPOINT 2 - Step 3 - Tape Part A

..1

mant
tand
sall
hout
rend

-,bant
"wend

pand
dant
nate

. jand
-.kend

fant,
cout

d
t

vand
yant
Zall

CHECKPOINT
1,

1.
2.
3.
4.

3 Step 3 -

mant

Tape Part )3

11.
12.
13,
14.

jand
tand
'sail

kend
fant

hout cout
5. `.rend 15. -gand
6. bant 16. lant
7. wend 11. vand
8. pand 18. 77 yant
9. dant 19. zall
10.' nate

CHECKPOINT 4 - Step 3 - Tape Part C

mant
tand
sail
hout
rend

CHECKPOINT 5 Step 5 - Tape Part E

1. tand
2. sall
3. fant
4. cout

5. gand
6. lant-
7. yant

CHECKPOINT 6 Step 5 Tape\Part E

1. ,all 6. cout
2. hout 7. gand
3. 7- rend 8. lant
4. kend 9. vatid
5. fant 10. yant

-2-
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FIGURE 1 - Step 6

1. m

2. t

3. s,

4.

5.. r

o

154

(Froth P.3 of Phonics Inventory. Booklet D)
Pass TRX

mant

tand

sill

bout'

rend

1/

CHECKPOINT40INT 7 - Step 6 - Tape Part F
Pass

2. t

3.

4.

5.

6. 6

mant

tand

sail

hout

rend

bant

7. w wend

8. p pand

.1.111111

RX

11111101

FIGURE 2 - Step 7 (A section of the Student Prescription Form)

Date Prescription Trials

RA 0001:11.00:0000
163
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.

CHECKPOINT 8 - Step 7 (A section of the Student Prescription Form)

D 0 Dr=
00.0000,.

FIGUA43 Step 7

See Page n of this Manual.fOr the correct 'answer for Checkpoint'8.

000000
0000:10's

-CHECKPOINT 9 Step ff.- Tape Part I
Pass RX

20. qt i quant.
21. chand
22. sh shend
23. wh whkhd

.24. 'th thall
1 '25. st stend

26. tr.trand
27. cl:clend

bl blate

4114444/444

. 7
.*

4/4=440

2U..4fr ftrant
30. 1111111
31. sn snate
32 'Si slout

1
t--_1

3. pl pltnd
34.. dr drand-

' 35. sp spant

CHECKPOINT' 10 - Step 8

FIGURE 4 - Step 8

of this Manual for the correct answer for Checkpoint 10'.

7:

gee Page 11

Path RX
36. tw twate
37: br brill,
38. sk skall
39. sw savant
'40.. sc scand
41: gr grail
42. cr crand
43.. gl glate
44. sm smant
45. pr prill
46. spr sprate
47. scr scrill
48A str strencf-
48B x lox 4

14.
twaVOMII

411
4,44/41444/4104410

4411111111414

See the next page for full -sized copy of this form.

.4-

1.61

4

..Ww...M.WUNM11.41.MW44.14.14i01WW.
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CHECKPOINT 10 - Step.8 Student PreicriptIon Form

Prescription -trials

AI

p
O 0Qo
o oo
O 000
00000

O0000_0:-

0E0
O 0000

Prescription Trials

0000=Q
-5-

I I

0

000000

DD.00
DD
00thpo
0-0
00
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CHECKPOINT 11 - Step 9 - Tape Part, K

PASS RX
49. a ban
50.0 mog
51. u tup
52..i fid
53. e ped
54. a nale ,

55. i dile
56. o pote

1111101, 4M1.11111

11.10111MIP

.1111.1

- PASS RX
57._e dee
58. u pule

ai aip
60. oa oap
61. ow owd ar
62. oo poo www.ara
63. oy foy
64. it in

CHECKPOINT 12 - Step 9

See Forth on next page

FIGURE 5 - Step 9

See. Page ta of this Manual,for.the correct answer for

CHECKPOINT 13 - Step 10
PASS RX

65. ea ead 73. of poi
66. ay cay 74. ow fow
67. oo ook 75. ea pead

.68. ur urd 76. oe loe
69. or orn 77. all jail
70. at arp 78. er erd
71. aw faw 79. au daul
72. ou oud 80.. ew bew.111
CHECKPOINT 14 - Step 10

See the Form on Page 8

FIGURE 6 - Step 10

See Page 12 of this Manual for the correcansw r for Checkpoint 14.

I- FIGURE 7 - Step 11 FIGURE 8 tep 11

/Ch ckpoint 12

Pass

=1

IDOCIDOL .7./1.41134

166
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CHECKPOINT 12 - Step 9 Student Preseripion Form

NO. Prescription Trials

-7-

0. Prescription Trials

D al El
000E1

D ij
O 000E10

O 000



CHECKPOINT 14 - Step 10

No. Prescription Trials0
000
DOO
00000

1.0.00000
00000
0000

00.
0.

No.

159

Student Prescription Form

F1

O

D
op00
pos000-
000000
1..7C300

1 000000
000000

163
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FIGURE 9 - Step 11

irA

160

FIGURE ,10 -- Step 11

o o po Ito 394 s cloroo
FIGURE 11 - Step 12 (Post Test 50, Section 5)

The '6" Sound

50. o mog rog kog
Prescription: Noun Pictures: 29A; Noun Pkturc-Words: 29a;,Noun Words; 30.%;

Vowel Sounds 3013.

mop SA Ross 18A
hop SA hot 18A
top SA honk - 18A
pop SA dot 33B
dog 7A jog 33B
log 7A not 33B
fOg 7A sod 33B
hog
clock

7A
15B

Tom 33B

rock
lock
sock
frog
rob
rod
rot

t 158
15B
158
16A
18A
18A
18A

Lesson Extension Q,

The following list of words may be used when necessary for further reinforcement and
enrichment, or for turtlier remediation for those students who have not maimed the
"o" sound utter completing the prescriptions listed above.

sob cob
cod dock

, bob shot
cot crop

-9-

4.1
drop .shop
spot smock
flop knob
blot knock

O



FIGURE 12 -Step 12

*161

0 0 F/9000000
0000 HA- 000000

CHECKPOINT 16 - Step

The "au" 'Sound

9- au daul tau! kaul

?ascription: Noun rictores: 45.1:.Notin tknutoWords: 451; Noun Wwrde 46A;
Vowel Sounds: 46S.

vault 480
haul ° 480
cause 4811

auto 4811

Lesson Extension
The following list of cords may be used when necessary for further rothiforcomrot and

enrichment. Of for further reniadiation for those students who have not mastered the

"au" sound after completins the prescriptions listed above.

Paul pause vaunt , haunch .

Saul gaunt caught launch

maul fraud taught because

r.

. CHECKPOINT 16 - Stefi

0 0 0 0

0

1:10. a0

Figure 13 - Step 12 .See Page g, for correct answer for Checkpoint 16

170 0

5
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FIGURE 3 - ANSWER FOR CHECKPOINT 8 (p.4)

AN/ I/ A .00 I3A tIODDEID

ODO 14./4 600
FIGURE 4 - ANSWER FOR CHECKPOINT 10 (p.

No. Pre:cription Trials

it

IM
0-0000
O 0000

PP)! 00'0000

E3

/oP

O 00000
O 00000
O 00000

P1000000
I O 00000
O 000

Prescription Trials

218 0000
'8] =poo
2.3 r6

171

20A

O 0000
o06

O 000E0

O
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FIGURE 5 - ANSWER FOR CHECKPOINT 12 (p.12) (PA)

No' Prescription Ifinh

50)3 218

00
D ODO=0
0000

No. Prescription Trials

fry

37A

*57 (3

-38A

388

FIGURE 6 - ANSWER FOR CHECKPOINT 14 (0.6)

No.

111Aoo 7)7' L/57,4, 000on00 )Ys-D 0
O ODDOO (Ll"t000000
-000600 L RI E104

Ina

tizA

1/113

FIGURE 13 - ANSWER FOR CHECKPOINT 16 (p.15)

la] 000000 I LJ 00000
-12-

172
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FIGURE .14 - An Editorial Checklist for Checkpoint 1 of 2

Below are some elements you should have covered in your introduction to the
student for the RX test. Check each item to see if you covered it as you .listen
to your tape recording.

Did you create an atmosphere that places the student at ease?
Did you put the blame on the original test, not the student, for-any difficulty?
Did you explain the Rwork would make future tests easier?
Did you explain the test checks the sounds of the langUage?
Did you give the approximate length of the test?
Did you explain that they are made-up words and'not real words?
Did you make it clear which column he is to read?
Did you encourage him to do the best he could?
Did you clarify that the student is to read it out loud?
Did you make it a non-threafetiing occasion for the student?

If you omitted any item, return to Step 2 of the Module Book and re-read it.
Then make another recording of your introduction and re-check it.

If you included all of the above items in your tape recording, continue with. Step 3.

li

- 13 -

173
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RX MODULE MASTERY TEST

1. (15) (points)

In your own words make a tape recording of an introduction of the RX Test

as you 'would present it to a student. Include your tape when you return the

Mastery. Test. (You will receive a blank tape in exchange.):

V

-1-

174
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2. (10 points) Listen to the RX Mastery Test1Tape for Question2 and place a
check in the proper column for each item as the student respohds.

mant
tand
sail
hout
rend
bant
wend
',and
dant
nate

Passed RX

IIIM
.111111.111111

Passed RX
jand
kend
fant
cout
gand
lant
van
yant
tall

=e 1
Ilaileal/11

11

3. (10 points) Below is a section of a .Student Prescription Form. Assume
the student made an_error in Items 9, 12, and 15 of the Phonics Inventory. D.
Prepare thelorm-ierrectly. You may refer to the Phonics Inventory Booklet D
for the correct RX numbers.

0E1E1E1E1E1 0 0 0 0 00

000-00 00000
4. (5 points) Below is'the Post Test for Item14. 'Listen to the tape for
Question 4. As a student reads, circle each Wordthat is incorrectly pronOunced.

The 'e" Sound .

14. c out cout 1" cill cote cand
11114414:44: 14444 rwerts: 10: H44 totunr Woodc 21: 14.4. Week 314

04:1644in1 Comas* Soods: 41.

coat $A arm 430
aka-. 88 corn 44A
case 13A art 44A
too 1311 coil 47A
camp ISA all 41A
cab 27A S,, MN 480
an 31A can't 49A
cup 34A cut 49A
cut 34A cone 49A
cave 3S11 age 49k
Cane 3511 cycle 49A
cold 3611 cent 49A
cube 39A city 49A
me; 40A circus 49A
coy 4011 tlne 20A
cook 431

-2-

175
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5. (10 points) Below are the words that would be in Phonics Inventory Booklet
D for Items 19-48. Listen to the tape for Question5 and place a check in the
proper column for each,item as the student responds:

quant
chand
shend
whand
thall
stend
trand
clend
blate
frant
flill
snate
slout
plend

Passed RX

1111

twate .

brill
ikall
swant
scand
grail
crand
glate
smant
prill
sprate
scrill
trend

lox

Passed RX

Prepare\\6. (10 points) Below is a section of a'Student Prescription Form. -Prepare
the form for a student who has made an error in the following items

18, 20, 30, 32, 38, 41, 46, 47
NN You may refer to the Phonics Invento17 Booklet D for the RX numbers.

1)

El DO

OD:6

- 3 -

1 7 6

ss"

I,

OD EJ

0[:111101i)
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Below is the Post Test for Item 45. Listen to the tape for Question 7
as a student reads the Post Test Circle each word that is incorrectly
pronounced by the student.

The "pr" Sound
t '

45. pr ill .prill prall . grand prate
Prescription: Noun Pictures:'2113:Aoun PichtreWords: 22B;.Noun iYords: 238; °

Beginning Con'sonant Blend Sounds; 248.

prince
.

28A
pray .43A

..' price 55B'
proud , 55B
print 55B
prize. 55B

.prune 55B
r-- ,,........ t

praise 55B .,

, .
8..(10 points) Below is a section of the Phonics Inventory'Booklet D for
items-49-80: Listen to the tape for Question El and place a check in the

A proper column for each item as the student respnds.
.

, Passed RX I Passed RX

mog cay
1.

tup ook
Lid urd--,--
Ted' orn
nale arp,
dile , Law
pote _ cud

-dee poi
pule Low
aip .. . pead

---.. cap . loe
. owd , fall00

Poo erd
by daul

.....,......... .........irt bew

4

fr'N

177

!
401101,

0101080010.

,00/000010.
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9. (10) Blow is a section of,a Student ;Prescription Form. Prepare the form -t

for a student who has maCiean error iieach of the following items: ..
50, 52,' 5, 64, 65, 67, 71; 77 -.

.1.

You may refer to the Phonics Inventory Booklet D for the R.* numbers.
' :,

,
ea

D OD9DO

o pobo.o.
F-1 El CIE

10. (IR pointS) Below is the Post Test for Item 25. Listen to the tape for
Question 10 as a student reads the Post Test. Circle each word that is .

incorrectly pronounced by the student.
,

The "sd Sound

st. end stend stant stout state
trescription: Noun rretures: 911: Noun Pitture.% ords: 1C8: Noun Words: 11B;

Beginnini Consonant Blend Sounds. 123

4

-s

It

stamp
stale
still
stout

,

stab
sting
stove
start
stew
star
stir
stay
study
nest
test

ISA
2SA
2513

.26B
27A
2SA
36I3

'44A
4813 .
59B
5913

5913

59B
7A

.. 7A

west

just
'zest .

.vIst
first
blast

. crust

frost

best 7A

4

t 7A
19A
20A
20I
4013

SOA

52A
5313

.1" . 75.

178
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11. (5 points) Below is a Student PrescriptiOn Form. Prepare this form for
a student who has made an error in the Post Test for Item 25 (a copy is given
for Question 10 above). Assume the student made errors in the following wO'ds:

stout, start, test, zest;" blast

1:] 00
01:10.00

DEIDOCID\

El

.END OF MASTERY TEST

PLEASE PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION:

Your Name: 11- /
(First) I

Mailing Address:

01:1000

(Last)

(Number) or (RR) (Street)

(City)

Telephone No:

( State) (Zip)

( Area. Code)

Subject Area in which you Teach
°

c6:114

Grade Level
Approximate Number of Years Teach ng Experience
Have you, had either graduate or post
Give the highest degree you hold

graduate classes in reading: Yes No.
and in what subject area

Please mail this co:apleted Test, the Tape and any other materials for this
Module directly to:

1 Mr. Arthur J. Batchelder
I, P.O : Box 27

New Carlisle; In. 46552
.Stamped, addressed, envelope has b en provided you.

0
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TAPE SCRIPT FOR THE RX M DULE .
.

STEP 3 - TAPE A

This ii.Part A for Step 3. of the RX. Module,. usin Checkpoint 2. If the
student pronounces the initial consonant incorret tly, place a check
mark before the word.

tand, sail, hout, rend, bant, wend, pand, dant,
nate, jand, kend, fant,, cout, gand, lant, vand, yant, zall

How-did you .mark Checkpoint 2? You should have no checks as these
are?correctly said by the student. If you .did check any of them, then
listen to -the tape again. If you had no checks, turn off the tape and
return-to Step_ 3.

STEP 3 - TAPE B
4.;*This is Part B. for Step 3 of the RX Module, using Checkpoint 3. If the

.student pronounces the initial consonant incorrectly, place a check mark
before the word. .

.
( ) = errors

mant, (tand); sall, hout, rend, (bant), wend, pand,
(dant); nate, jahk, kend, fant, cout, gand, lant,
vand,. yant, (zall) 'C

I
Refer to your answer at Checkpoint 3. The items that are in error and
;should be checked are: 2, 6, 9, 19. If you d.td not check these correctly,
or checked some that were correct, rewind the tape and listen again. If

I you were correct, return to Step 3. 'Turn thle tape off now.

STEP 3 TAPE C

This is part C for Step 3, using Checkpoint' 4. As the student reads,
check any item that you consider an error.

Note: Say 1st consonant.'correctly, garble balance of word.

mant, tand, sail, hout, rend .

You should, have checked no item. The student correctly pronounced the
initial consbnant, eyen..though.he did a strange job on the balance of the
nonsense word. If you checked an error, listen to the tape again. If
you checked, no errors,, go to Step 4 and turn the tape off now.

1
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Tape Script for the RX Module continued

STEP- 4 -1 TAPE D

This is Part D for- Step 4. There is no checkpoint for this tape. This is
a demonstration of a correct way to work with a student who has diffi-
culty getting started. .

S: uh, uh, m - an, in-m-ment:- munt. Is that what I'do?
I never saw that word before.

This test,can look strange. , The first column here -where"
I am pointing just shows the letter that starts the word.
The next column shows the sound being added to it. Here
in thiS column where the arrow is, is the made-up word
you read. Don't read the other olumns. Just this one.
Do you understand it better now ?

S: I think I dp.,

Good. Now read that word tome where the arrow is.

S: mant

Fine. Now read the three words in the green section
where I am pointing.

S: mand, mout, mall. Oh, I get it, I think.

Sure, you have it fine. Now continue reading,otzt loud
down the column where the arrow is. ,-

(.

The next demonstration shows how to handle the situation if a student
jumbles a'word and you are not sure whether or not he said the first
consonant properly.

S: vend (sort of swallows the w sound)

I: I'm sorry, I didn't hear, you Very well. I want to be sure
I do. Please read these three words here r am pointing
to in the green block so I can be sure.,

S: You mean I said it wrong?

ci 2
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Tape Script fOF the RX Module continued

'I don't think so. I guess Iust don't always hear very
well. Anyway, just read these three words in the
green section to-be sure.

-S: 0. K. wout wate will . . . Is that 0. K. ?

It sure is. Thanki a lot.

This is the end of this demonstration. Continue with your Module at
Step 5. Turn the tape off now.

STEP°5 - TAPE E 1

This is Part E fOr Step 5. For the first part of this tape use Checkpoint
5. This studeneis only doing part of this test. Ielie makes an error in
the initial consonant, place a check -mark before the word.

tand, sall, fant, tout,, grand, lant, yant

You.should have no errors as these were all correct. If you did check
any, 'rewind the tape and listen to it .again. If you had no errors, con-
tinue to the next example using Checkpoint 6. Place a check mark be-
fore the word if it is incbrrectly 'said.

C w ro ng
(.sout) (g as in giraff)

(sail), hout, (rand), kend, fant, '(cout), (gand),
lant, vand, yant..

Here are the items you should haVe checked aswrong: 1, 3, 6, 7. If
you did not get these checked, rewind the tape and listen to it again. If
you were correct, go to Step 6,aild turn the tape off now.

o

o
STEP 6 = TAPE F

This is Part F for Step 6. Use Checkpoint 7 on which to\check the re-
sults of the student being tested.

( ) error

mant, (tand), sail, (hout), (rend), bant, wend, (pand,

r
-

182
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'Tape Script for the RX Module continued

The answers for this should be: Pass for 1, RX for, 2, RX for 4 and 5,
Pass for 6 and 7, RX for 8. If you did not check these correctly, re-
wind the tape and listen again. If you did these correctly, continue with
Step 7. 4.

STEP 8 - PART G

This is part G for Step 8, Use\the Phonics Inventory D while you listen,
to this student correctly read Items 20-48B. -There is no Checkpoint
to use.

quant, chand, shend, whand, thall, dte d trand, clend,
blate, frant; flill, snate,3 slout, plend, and, spant,
twate, brill, skall, swant, stand, grail, crand, glate,
smant, prill, sprate, scrill, strend, lox

Now you should return to Step 8. Begin with the section titled Special
Directions. Turn the tape off now.

STET) 8 a -PART H

This is Part H for Step 8. There is no checkpoint for this. Read the
Phonics Inventory D and listen to a student read the items just explain-
ed in the section titled Special Directions. These are all correctly pro-.
pounced.

chand, shend, whand, thall, frant

Now return to the Module for further work in Step 8. Turn the tape off
now.

STEP 8 - PART I
0

This is Part I for Step 8, using Checkpoint'9. As you listen to the
student, check either the Passed or the RX column.

( ) = wrong

quant, chand, sliend, whand, (thall); stend, trand,
.late, (frant), (11111); .snate, slout, .plend, drarid, spant,
twate, (brill), skall, swant, stand, (grall), 1rarid, glate,
smant, prill, (sprate), strend, (lox).

4
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Tape Script for the RX Mo.dillecontinued
3

The following items were incorrect and should have been checked in.the
RX column: 24, 29, 30, 37, 41, 46, 48B. If you did not check these
items only, then rewind the tape and listen to it again. If you were
correct, then return to Step 8.of the%/lodule. Turn off the tape now.

STEP. 9 - PART J

This is Part J for .Stop 9. There is no Checkpoint forIthis Section.
Read the Phonics Inventory -Don the last page for Part II. Listen to a
student correctly read items 49-64.

ban, mog, tup, fid, ped, nale, dile, pote, dee, pule,
aip, oap, owd, poo; foy, irt

. ,

gow return to Step 9 of the Module to the section titled Special Direc-
tions and continue. Turn the tape off now.

STEP 9 - PART K
o

This is Part K for Step 9. Use Checkpoint 11. Listen to the student
r-ead Items 49-64. Check either the Passed, or the RX column.

( ) = wrong

ban, (mog); tup, fid, (ped), nale, dile, pote, dee,
(pule), aip, oap, owd, poo, foy, (irt). .

The MY:Wing items were incorrect and should be checked in th-VRa
column: 50, 53, 58,- 64. If you did not check these properly, rewind
the tape.and listen to it again. If you did check these in the RX column,
then return to Step 9. Turn off the tape now.

STEP 10 - TAPE L.
e.

This is Part L for Step 10. There is no Checkpoint. Read the Phonics
Inventory aas you listen to a student read Items 65-80 correctly.

ead, cay, ook, urd, orn, arp, faw, oud, poi, fow,
pead, loe, jall, erd, daul, bew.

Now return to Step 10 to the section titled Special Directions. Turn
the tape off now.

5
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Tape Script for the RX Module continued

STEP 10 - PART M

This is Part M for Step 10. Use Checkpoint 13 for Reins 65-80. CheCk
either the passed or the Rx column while the student reads.

( = wrong

(ewl); cay, ook, urd, (orn), arp, (faw), oud, poi,
(foWt). pead, loe, jail, erd, (daul), bew

You should have checked in the RX column for the following items 7hich
were incorrect: 65, 69, 71, 74, 79.. ,If you did not .check these .properly,
rewind the tape and listen to it again. If you did check these in the RX
column, then return to Step 10 and do the work for Checkpoint=14. Ttirn
the tape off now.

STEP 12 - PART &

This is Part N for Step 12. Use, Figure 11 in your Manual as you listen
to a student correctly this Test.

mop, hop, top, pop, dog, log, fog, hog, clock, rock,
lock; sock, frog; rob, rod, rot, Ross; hot, honk, dot,
jog, not, sod, Tom

rn the next section listen to a student who makes some-errors. Circle
any error on Figure 11 when you hear it.

( ) = wrong = hesitations

mop, hop, top, pop, dog, log, fog, (hog), c lock, rock,
lock, (sock), frog, rob, rod, rot, Ross, hot, (honk),
dot, jog, not, sod, Torn

You should haye circled hog, soak, honk which were definite errors.
There was sdme hesitakion on the words clock and frog. Return to
Step 12 which will iscuss the scoring for this. Turn the tape off now.

STEP 12 - PART 0

This is Part 0 for Step 12. Use Checkpoint 15 for the Post Test as the
student reads.

6
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Tape SCript for the RX Module concluded

( ) = wrong

(vault), haul, cause, auto

You should have circled the word vault which was said incorrectly. If ,

you did not, rewind the tape and listen again. If you did get it cor-
rectly, then return to Step 12 and do the work as instructed for Check-
point 16. As this is the last of this Tape,, aftth- you turn it off, please
rewind the tape to the left side Of the cassette. Turn the tape off now.

O

END

in
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RX MODULE MASTERY TEST

(And Tape Script)

(Use the RX Mastery Test Tape)

1. (15 points) In'yOur own words write an introdtiction of the RX Test for
a student. Use the section below. If more room is needed, cpntinue on
the reverse side of this sheet.

(Leave rooinliere for answer)

2. (10.points) Listen to the tape for this question and place a check in the
proper colgmn for each item as the student responds.

3. (10 points) Belbw is'a section of a Student Prescription Form. Assume
the student made an error' in Items 9, 12, and 15'. 'Prepare the Form
correctly. You may refer. to the Phonics Inventory Booklet D for the
correct RX numbers. a (insert sample)

4. (5 points) Below is the Post Test for Item 14. Listen to the tape for
this question as a student reads the Post Test. Circle each word that is
incorrectly pronounced by the student.

(Insert sample Item 14)

5. (10 points) Below is a section of the Phonics inventory Booklet D for
for Items 19-.48. Listen to the tape for this question and place a check in the
'proper column Tor each item as the studentrespOnds.

(Insert sample here. -*

6. (10 points) Below is a section of a Student Prescription Form. Prepare
the form for a student who has made an error in the following items:

18, 20, 30, 32, 38, 41, 46, 47
You may refer to the Phonics Inventory Booklet D for the RX numbers.

(insert Form here)

'1. (5 points) Bediv is the Post Test for Item 45. Listen to the tape for this
question as a student reads the Post Test. Circle each word that is
incorrectly pronouncedby the student.

(insert sample here)

8. (10 points) Below is a sectio4 of the Phonics Inventory Booklet D for
items 4940. Listen to the tape for this question and place a check in the
proper column for each Reid as

for
student responds.

(insert sample here)

9. (10) Below is a section of a Student Prescription Form. Prepare the
form fora student who has made an error in each of the following- items:

50, 52, 58, 64, 65, 67, 71, 77
You may refer to the Phonics Inventory Booklet D for the RX numbers.

10. (18 points) Below is. the Post Test for Item 25. Listen to the tape for
this question as a student reads the Post Test. .Circ le each word that is
incorrectly pronounced by the student. (insert sample)

11. (5 points) Below is a Student Prescription Form. Prepare this form
for a student who has made an error in the Post Test for Item 25 (a copy
is given for Questioo 10 above). Assuntie the student Made errors in the
following words:

stout, start, tept, zest, blast.
(insert form here)

1
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MASTERY TEST SCRIPT

QUESTION 2

This is the Mastery Test tape for Question 2. On the form printed for
this question, check the item in the Pass or RX column as the student reads.
Get ready please.

0 mant nate
tand jand
call kend
bout fant -
rend tout

- Wilt A gand
wend s lant terror t'
pand vand . . )
dant yant

zall
-c.

Question 4

This is the tape for the Mastery Test, Question 4. Liken to the student
reading this post test. Circle each word that is incorrectly pronounced,
by the student. Get ready, please.

coat
cake
case
COO

camp
cab
can
cup
cut
cave
cane
cold
cube
cow
coy
cook

18/8

curve
tarn
car.v
coil
call
cause
can't
cut
cone

. cage
cycle
cent

A city
circus
zinc

.0.

A error
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. Mastery Test Script continued

QUESTION 5

This is the tape for the Mastery Test, Question 5. 'Listen to the,student
reading this test. Check either the Pass or the RX column for each item..
Get ready please.

O

t

quant
chand
shend
whand
thall
stend
trand
clend
blate
frant

snate
slout
plend
-drand

twate
brill
-skall
savant
stand
grall
crand
glate'
stharit
prill
sprate
scrl
strend
lox

error

QUESTION .

This is the tape for the Mastery .Test, Question 7. Listen to the student
reading this test.

prince
pray
price
proud
print ,

prize
prune .
praise a error

0

O

3
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; Mastery. Test Script concluded

QUESTION 8

This is the tape for the Mastery Test, Question 8. Listen to the student
reading this test. Check either the Pass or the RX column 'for each item.
Get ready please.. -

ban
A !log

ttlp
fid
ped
nale
dile
pote
dee
pule
aip
oap

,owd"
'f300
foy
irt

ead
A cay

ook
urd
orn
,arp
faw
oud.
poi

A fow
pead
loe

A jail
erd
daul
bew

A error

. se
QUESTION.10

,1,--

\P
This is the tape for the Mastery. Test; Question 10. Listen to the student
reading Post Test 25. Circle each word that is incorrectly pronounced try
the student. ., Get ready please.

4

stamp
A state,

still
stout

.stab
A sting

stove
start
stet
sty
stir
stay

4

]9

study
,nest
test
best

A west
just
zest
vast
first

. blast
A crust

frost

r
A error

,

' '
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Phonics Inventory
Used by thte Student

a

MX READING PROGRAM Copyright 1971 bY PSYCHOTECHNICS. INC. 1900 Pickwick Avenui Glenview. Illinois 60025

This test is the property of

, ,

PURPOSE: . _TEST WORDS

This Phonics- Inventory is designed to test the student's ant ill
knowledge oi/ phoneme-grapheme or sound letter(s) rela and ate
tionships. The phonemes (sounds) represented by graph- all out
emes (letter or letters) in this test are those which recent end
research' - indicates are of high utility. s

t.

I

DIRECTIONS:

I. Make, sure the student knows all of the th7e-letterwords that are to be blended
.

t withletters and letter'combinations to make nonsense words. These words appear in
. .

the bok titled -Test Words." If these words are not Known on sight by the student
,.

. .
....

/,f then teach them to him prior 'to giving him 'the test. (Reschedule the 'test if
o' necessary.) . - . ..

..,
r 2. Poipt t3, the letter or letters in the first column (In the first row "m") and say.

:"14tUt is the name of this letter? -

.., . : %r 3. Point tei the small word in the middle column (In the erst row "ant") and say; -
"What is this word?" e \

1

Is 4 .--Pdiiit to the-nonsensewords-cn-the-third-column and say, "What- would -this ward--be. 1

., if we put an "m" in front of it?" Tell the student to say the word. .
1

S. If the student is able to give the correct pronunciation of the nonsense word. `check
c the codesponding "P",(Pass) line on the Student's Phonic In'.entory Booklet andigo

on to tile next item. If the student gives a wrong response for the nonsense wotd the
... ° . 1 ; teacher may want to further diagnose the problem by having him go back and say

. 1
4.- 'the sound ,of the isolated letter or letters; or have the student attempt to pronounce

the adil tional* aim words found on the same line in the green field. If the s udCnt
i' ' still failts 'to pronounce the word, check 'the "RX box and assign the correspt tiding

prescription. . . :.,
1

6. Whenever an asterisk () appears beside a miniber on the testrefer to the SPECIAL
DIRECTIONS CARD (D.) and note the Special wording and/or, directions for that

.particukr-questicm. .
7. Ii. it 'becomes evident that the,student knows very few or no letteror letter

/ - etimbinItion sounds. you* may wish to discontinue the. test and simply have him '
.1

teview.andfor It.larp all sounds :by using the RX phonics materials. In thii case.
' simply *lark -the remaining items "Itt,' and use the Phonics Inventory BoOkiit as a

blueprint for instruction.
.

.. .
o

t
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Phonics Invontory. ('Part

A.
RX

IA

2A

3A

4A

RX

IB

2B

3B

4B

0 a

.1

1.

t
3.*

,4. h

5. r
6. b.
7. w

8. p

ant. mant%: mand

and tand
all sail
out\ bout

fiend 'rend'

ant bant

end, -wend

and . pand
A,

mqut mall

tate tout tant
sate .sant sall
bend hant : hall

. ,
rail rout aqd
bate 7 bout' bend'
wout wale* Will

pate ,Rout' pen

. -.
e .7' ' '',

,._ .
, .. . . .ti . . -

-dAnd, dal , dend

nant vend' mint..

11. '' j and ' jand jate jend . jail ,

12. k end licend .kall. .1kaild 'kant

ant Pant ' fout i tand fend'

'r4.`
t*

: c out u
. .:

cct ate Cand
. co/. t

15! g and gaiid out0lend Pant °0 0
.:

-- .-16; -1---, lntlant--- -:-.--=---lill--------lalllaut:,__,

d . ant dant
O

10. . ale nate

-----:
itx 17. v and wand 011 6 t.

p.

9A 18.* y ant. yant . yand ,
4 st

. 10A 19. z : all . ,zall iant ..

11A 20 qu , ant'
g

quant quand
.

12A -21.
...----

ch and chaiul,, . ,cllend
',

; 22 sh end spend shill

23! , %wh and whand ,W1iall.,7,

24.' 11,1

7.- .. "N....._-

vant viii
yciiit 4 yate.

zill Lite .

quate -quend

chall. clmte

shant Sfland
1,

W !lend

thate Mont. all thall 4 ihill

0
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RX

90
10B

,tin

25.

26.

27.
28,

. st
,tr
cl

bl

end

and

, end

ate
128 29. fr ant

30. ft ill

31. sn ate

32. si out

RX 33. IA end

21A 34. dr and

22A 35, sp .. ant
23A 36. tw ate
24A 37, br ill

38. sk all

39. sw ant

40. sc and

RX 41. gr all

21B 42. cr and
228 43. 81 ate
23B

c, 248
44,

.45.
sm

pr
ant

ill

46. spr ate
47. scr ill

48-a .str end

',- 48 -bes x

193

stend stant stout state

trand trail trate trant

clend clall eland dill

Mate blall Want , bill
(rant frail. frale frand

o

flill fland flate flant

snate snend snill snant

stout stall stand slend

plend plill pland plout

drand drend Brant drout

spant spall spate spand

twate twall twand twill

btill - ,rend brant brate

skail skend skout skant

swant swall swill swend
...

scant --- scend watt scall

....o
grail grend grant grout

crand trend trout crant ,

glate glall glond glout

smant smill smend smate

prill prall prand prate

sprill spread sprant

scrill serail scrend scrant
sprate

strend strout strant strait

lox dox mox tox
-v.. . `. , ...
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PART 11

49; a ban han san

SO. ° o m'og rog kcig

11

65* ea
O

eap eak

66* aY cay jay ay

51. .11 tup .crup kup 67* oo ook oot

52. T fid bif sim 68. ur urd urm ur

53. a ped lem gel 69. or orn orb ort

54. a nale fate rale 70* ar arp arf arb

SS. 1 dile bile Idle 71: aw faw taw claw

56. o pote kote mote 72* ou oucl 0'0 . ouk

)

5. Z' dee fee-) kee 73. oi poi koi foi

58. u pule bule dule . 74*,- ow .fow mow dow

59* ai alp ait aik 75* ea pead kead mead

60* oa oap oab oal

61* ow owd

76.* oe loe koe foe

owk arty/ip 77. all jall nail kail

62* oo poo 'foo koo

63., oy foy koy toy

64. it in irk irb

Rao der Phonies Inventory RXTD

78. er ad erb erk

79* au datil laul kaul

80* ew bew hew gew

PSYCHOTECHNICS, INC. 1900,PiekwIck Avenue Glenview, Illinois 60025

194
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Phonics. Inventory- Booklet
4. 4 Copyri.ght 1971. PSYCHOTEdiNICS, INC.

1900 Pickwick Avows Glenview, Illinois 6::00 :1

Used by the teacher
Name "pate

School! Grade

Teacher Age

DIRECTIONS
This Phonics Record Booklet is divided into two sections. Part one, the first,tivo-pagesAs used

for recording phonic prescriptions and lesson trials. Part two, the remaining six pages. is deigned ,

to provide the teacher land student) with a detailed account of phonic performance and student

achievement.
Once the student has been tested in the Phonics Inventory Booklet ID), the teacher or

student should record as many prescriptions as necessary in the prescription bbxei below. An

in the lesson trial box means the student did not haie to change any mills after the check

strips were put in place. An 19 in the box means the student had to change a card after the

check strips were in place.

Student A:
110AI NEEIZICICI

This student needed four tri :.ls to

Student B: 104 gilIZERENtit
This student needed six trials before

complete the sson correctly campkting-the lesson-correctly

Remember: Two 's in a row are required to complete a prescription successfully.

Prescription Trials

00004.000000a
O 00000

Prescription Trials
0

1

00 000
0000

00000
0000l 1D

195
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e

ht-tat rim-
Utter Weed Pas IIX ittsctiptioits tett retettiPtborw ,

I. M Want IA,2A.3A,4A mop men net

Om Sam dim

an ED

mall mince lain nut owl. meet one much. puny noised yes low

cm
ZOOM MO non broom boom

am
0 !freedom claim plum skim Omits swill

1113 WA

.5

to" am

En OM
hos" broom erns gym swam *rum *mon

En En an

2. t Una Ik2Ar3k4A Up ant tick ten tog ten tire al tan Up in tub tame 'thee *my

to
torn

ED
it

best

to 173
tot tell %Nether today bat

jut

(Oat

Pt *mart

an
wt

am
float throat 11011

1011

170 En 1:115

hit 14 mat wet net pet

1
tat wout clout (toot Moot .1.4 401 not

co En En

2015

meat mit treat %brit

mn
aril Cent MVO eat% short skin sprout sorest

3. $ sal! 1A.2i.3A.4A sent

to
kit
En

seek

sod

an
tank slot

D
.SOW vw

40A
brass gas grass

ED

En

.Sam seen

En
sene Floss

InA

SOA

sad

bus

WA

DM

En

ED

dart, Call

to!

ED

rot

am
sot

401

but

It ,

ED
%Mart out out a:wolf

ED ED 741

side sit sip , 1115 It Om

lEll

k*
7.0.1

Cbtlf blast

ED!!

20A 20.1 ED
claw past tom

ED ED

4. Is bout IA.7.44A,4A tip two hug hat hot hire hate ham heel. Me hot honk hush hone lit
onUI on En

boast lion hay horn hue head Por 151 had his hold heard

ED

4.4 tend 1A.2A,3AM teat

to

40A

tug tit tint

En 70

En

rake

En

En
15555

tyA om

rock ride rob

En
Ike rope opt read nest tar er tour Menet

6. b bent 1411,2A,SA,4A back

113

on
ben but

bet boom boy

am En 401

En
bat

book.

rm

big0
burn

En
best

burn

ab scab stab tub club scrub

En

7. w treed IA,264.3A,IA went wink

wawa rash

EMI

wig

tri

an 123

ral
boat

hail

on

bake

tall

Use

121
been

west wet wing wire weep wit

li.ofp Pad 1A.2A.3A.tA Poo Pak pink pig pet

01,
bop to, sheep deco aura
to 01 0 70

01
Pep Man tip tip

123

pain peel pin

rod

'boo

on
best*

En

wellS

200

750 ED

tot Rom

bit but

Ito
nap lab

rush

En

bun

rob

on

11111

ED
fUlt

but Nn

El

web

an
mei j

wed web wide wire were;

2011

pit pick

El

steep SUMO 04111(1 moo boon map isip lap tap 6011

hp chip slip

DB
simp neap suety 'swamp

MI ED EBB an ED MI 0 MI IM
1. dint 111.1111.311,41\ WI deep dumb dump did

En
sod

am

ED DI3

OP elm die 408g dart Poe mad lad red wed

DM ED 1113
of shot bread reel head thread child Odin proud slid sled tweed

on

ra

on

197

DB tm to! om am hol

M3 2014
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truest Post.
balm Word Pam RX Prmaiptions lest Prescriptions

east net numb Nan hen leo men Neil (Ivrea teen kern two lhal4
10. salt ....... 11,21 ,31,41

41,

II. j juts/ 11.21,31,41

12. k had 1131.31,41

I

13. t rant 11,21.31,41

14. c cout 11.21.31.1AB

s sand 11,21.311,411

16. 1 lent 11,22.311,41

I

EIS am C3 am
rain

grain man bun pin in c -.own can ran Ian plan cum run cud- Nma

21111

n Me then Nunn down crow

he h.
E3
lives ek

quick quick

0 am

5011 imm

fail We fume0

cm
drain lows st ICI 66.211 twin

1.0A

lull' junk joke jaw jog Op

am

tack back peek wink, tklk sink ink black rock

fiK
MICA' molt took brunt blankskunk

0 0
sunk funk trunk

211A

0
0 con

chalk dock crook dunk smack .peak spot* Mak

fat tog tin feel

ash tin* mart

clot cake *ease coo0

1301

OP fed Mt ter

E30

am 4:10

lock sock book pick

Musk until dusk cheat
0

0
,

few tall rather found full tire

0

camp ab on cup eat an aM cold rube coo, toy

27A am 0 0 40,1

took muse corn cast coil call mut can t cat till.! rare C6I.10 mot C16" titta%

ant
!OA

120

Mt gate pa gum game gin Runt gentle gym

0 am

. big

lug

log

0
wit tit0
tuig due

lake lamp

am

am
dog lot

re

snot snug
[SlE

leek lap

1711

0
hit

lad

nut
0
trot

lab tie

170

laugh wheel fed heel coed triad cad 7r.311

0 0 1011 1,18

0
nag

lea

0

lip

ell

EA

rut but hug

Ut nag tin

line

2011

tug

lad

pk

dig

look try let Wit

al

0
I ill
spill

21111

dl

dill 01111 bell smell spell nail 11.4 5u11 hall fall call gaiall u:16001 11061

am
.

12. rand SA.111A,Ilit.12A mpu "aive4
201

IL y yowl 1l11,11/A,11A.1iA--

11.1 tall $4.144.114.114

am
vat

201

1011

Val .m4 Vince vain
2011

YIN ;et yes yea

0 0
2011

ISO WO rip tine 'lost alp

20A 20A 20A :OA

ge 41"topon aft 4a Prfliftswe
C141

thata theln dues choke churl* them thew child 4

0

0

4.

dencb,

198

am

doll

E.11

cheek thin cheek chalk lama smack0
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Pro:telt Post.

Utter Ward Pats KX Prescriptions test Prescription'

sheep-Mispe shell shed thins 'hurt shout
21. shend IA.10A,11A,12A,

23. *k whip! 4,104.11k.12A

24. th than' _9?4,10A,11A,12A

co
undo musk

CM

cm 561t

shade shower share short, brush rush

560 5611 mo

Irked whip , ;that. wheat ;when what vetwer why which whiter whits

I:1B nosl315 am co IOU cm tm

133

1
hush slush

ECM am

thumb chore three throat thread their than thank/think they these them then that cloth

am mo am cm am cm moo cm 110A

23. at Mend 53.105.111.125
Kamp mate still stout stab stint store start stew star stir stay study nest um

24. it trend

cm am 060 am
best west just zest asst not blatt. era

CIto am 20A 205 om 50A

MY trunk trout tree trail treat trod* try trite

27. d demi 91.103.111,121_
dock

2$. K bbte. 15.105,115.121., -

25i it Print 95,1011.115,12B

30..1 Oil fti105,115,125

31. an mute 95,10C115.125.,

cm
elms .eline

am am
clay

an
club

cm
cloth

GOV SOB

cloud climb &WM

tm
Mack West bkiw blank block blame blind blast bleed

am
Mm

50A 50A 50A 30A 50A

free (teem freedom friday.frost flaws tame

am

Bag ray

1123

man

32. al gout 95,101.115,125
.114e

33. p1 plead 21A.22A.23A.24A-

34. tit than& 21/4,22A.23104A

3S. 10 !pint 21A,22A,23/4.21A

34, iv spite 21A,22A,23/4.24A

t
37. be br01 _ 314.224.23.6.244

3$. sit skall 2tA.224.234.244

39, set name __ 210 ij12/1,23A.24A

40. se mad 2311,22A.23A,24A

SIB.221231.20

cm

moo MD

flower flat flame flow flight nigh

snow snake went 'nut

103

slush dope slow sled

tmo

map

am

sniff

slip

DZ1

am

slid

am

am

sts Meld

Mate plan play plum plane plow plasm plait

tm am am tm
dram draw 'drift drum dank drain driver deem

553 5211 EEO

spin spout spun spell spoil spoon epics speak spook

twit twits

an
twine

cm

cm cm
tveln tweed

605 GOB

btwth bang brawl broom bread brick, beak Gton brook bent

5011

AO* Monk skip sky akin skull skirt., skim

moo an am am

swine swell sweep satiny yam mitt ...went swamp sweet

am 60A om cm
scout scab Kale acne. tient. oar(

IOA 60A GOA

1:9 9

SOS

mal am

S.
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Preteit Post.
Letter Word Pass It.X Prescriptions lest PresaiptiOn$

42. a 0,14 2111.228,238,2411
numb crib ChM" try

S:A

.4 \ i

it Glen43. si illil _ ..., 2111,2211,t311,2411 $6

f-;
"i& 110)00 STUN smile smart small moor% smack smog44. as =Mt. 214,222,238,2ES

am trawl slob emsk awls Irma

am

tluir gloms 144 glow ION door Ow*

am 013

cm EMI am cm am
One, pray ;Irk* proud print Pram prune pair

4.3. rill 2114221,230.24S'

apt spree 211,221431,20 'WI" 'bray

cm

47. 'Ks unit _21142210MM

4&A sir 'stand .211,22107C24/

444 -
cm

sea sawn scrub rat&

am
stroke string straw straight *rani wino *deb

Yd U
20A

tta am

4t, s but 2IAA1111,30A,301
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SEPARATE ATTACHMENTS

,
Two cassette tape recordings containi2g

the recorded information used with the

RX training module and its mastery test.

4
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APPENDIX F

THE 0. R. A. MODULE AND ITS COMPONENTS:-,

0

The Training Module

The Checkpoint Manual

The Mastery Test

The ,Student's Module

The Program 3 Flow Chart

The Student Record Book

-204,
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THE O. R. A. TRAINING MODULE

By A. J. Batchelder
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HOW TO USE A MODULAR LEARNZIG SYSTEM

What is n Module?

The word Module means "a small piece". This particular module en-
deavors to teach you how to operate one part of the total system of
reading laboratory management. It is a combination of a teacher and
a text-book which you use to enhance your learning: This Module con-
sists of 12 Stepi. Each step is a,small part of the whole. Once you

--have learned each Step-sequentially, then You-have the-entire. system
mastered.

2

How-to Learn from a, Module:

01. 'You study each Step very carefully. Be certain that you master
what iS being-taught, then you turn to a Checkpoint and test yourself.
Consider the Checkpoint as an integral part .of 'tie learning experience.
As you work the CheckpOint, you' may, when0dessary, re-read the
Step in the Module, or any prior Step, for further verifidation. Master
each Step completely, before going to the next Step.

,

2. Whenever a special Introduction or Reference is provided, read it
carefully. Only thi5Se references, or introductions, that are specifi-
cally required for the objectives are supped. When the reference asks
you to read another set of Materials, you are expected-to do` so, as it
wirll contain matter that will be includedin the final Mastery Test.

3. Once you 'finish the. entire Module, you will be expected to prove
you have learned what was taught in thiS specific Module. You should
know what type of information you will be tested on because only those
items covered in the Behavioral Objectives are included.. This is Why
it is highly irnportant_for'you to study -the _Behavioral Objectives before
you start the Module, and as you review to, prepare for the.final.Mas-
tery Test. Once you are certain that you have mastered the material,
within this Module, then turnthe inatertals you have used over to the
Instructor, who will then issue you the Mastery. Test.

4. Self-instructional material such as this.ieigires personal respon-
sibility and self-discipline on your part. Yon. do have, however, one
fine advantage --- you may read and re-read. as often as you wish.

A Special, Note:
Please

do all your notes and written work in the Check-
point Manual. PleaSe do not make any marks of. any kind in this see-
tion of the Module.

t

1
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BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

Upon completion of this Module you should be able to demonstrate with
90% accuracy how to successfully guide a student through the 20 Essays .
of the O. R. A. Reading Program by performing, the following specific
skills:

Demonstrate an ability to compute the Comprehension
Rat% (CR)7

2. Demonstrate an ability to compute the Comprehension
Improvement formula (CI).

3. Demonstrate an ability to compute the Optinium Reading
_ Achievement Level (ORAL) =at Essay,10.

iC

4. Demonstrate,an ability to recognize the, essential elements
to be contained in a diagnostic stud_ ent conference at
Essays 1, 6 and ip.

5. Demonstrate an ability to recognize specific Patterns of
Learning at Essays 6 and 10 as revealed by a; Checklist
Chart.

Demonstrate an ability to provide training recommenda-
tions for ,students who exhibit specific Patterns of Learn-
ing at Essays 6 and 10.,

7. Demonstrate, an ability to prescribe training materials
for a transfer of speed skills to non-0. R. A. materials.
This willalso require you to list the basic elements of

'these training materials.

MATERIALS REQUIREID:-

I. This Module boOklet.

2. "rhe Checkpoint Manual.

3. The Flow Chart for Program 3.

4. The Student Module Sheet accompanying this set of

The 0.12.A. Student Record BoOk.

6. A calculator, if available.

,2 207
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LIMITATIONS OF THIS MODULE:-

The instruction in this Module covers only the sections of Programs
313, 3C, or 3D winch involVe the use of the 0. R. A. and Ptirdue mate-

. rials. Th6 procedures suggested in-this Module refer to 0. R. A. by
name, but other than a difference in Essay numbers, also refer to
Purdue materials. This Module includes only the parts of the student
conferences relatingto the 0. R. A. materials. ''The other materials
indicated in the Flow Charts are taught in other Modules.

CONTENTS OF THIS MODULE_

_ Description
Reference A

1 The Comprehension Rate Formula
2 The Comprehension Improvement Formula

Reference B ,

Reference C: How to Analyze.the Progress Chart
3 The Essay 1 Conference
4 The Successful Pattern of Essay 6
5 The Unsuccessful Pattern, Part 1, of Essay 6
6 The Unsuccessful Pattern; Part 2, of Essay 6

.The. UnderachieVer Pattern of .Essay 6
8 The Struggling Student Pattern of Essay 6

Riference D: The O. R. A. Achievement,Level.
(ORAL)

9 The Successful Pattern of Essay 10
10 The Undefachiever Pattern of Essay 10
11 ' The Struggling Student. Pattern of Essay 10
12 Essays 11-20 and the Transfer of. New Speed Skills

Page No.

REFERENCE A:

Prior _Modules have provided_the principles ,governing perceptual
training as needed in a reading center. Below is a summary of the
Major points which are needed to understand the techniques pro -
vided in this Module:-

1 Perceptual tra.ining involves what a person sees upon the printed
page and what he is able to comprehend, that is understand. The
comprehension 'referred to involves, in this system, vocabulary.
That is, when training in comprehension is discussed, it includdi
a knowledge of vocabulary.

3
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2. Reading at an adult efficiency level requires that a person be able

to read "at rate", commonly termed "speed reading". Such an
adult should be able to read fluently well'abovc 250 words per min-
ute (WPM) to prevent sub - vocalization which slows silent reading.
As there is no way to guarantee the exact speed a person can
achieve, as this depends upon need and ability, no special speed
can be given.

3. Now read the O. R. A. Student Record Book to be -certain you under-
stand the following. Check off each item as you work with this
book:

Find the different parts in the body as listed -in the Contents.
Study the numbered directions in Essay 1 to be sure you can
follow them. _

.

Study the numbered directions in Essay 2. Be sure you under-
..
stand the important principle' of reading a prior Essay on
film BEFORE reading the new Essay on the .reading pacer.
Can you find the Guide Number for the reading-pacer as the
student must do? Watch the NOTE at the bottom of the page.
Oleck Essay 6 and note the change in Direction43.
Check Essay 10 to understand how the student knows to bring
you the book.
Be, ure yOu understand and can explain the Special Informa-
tion fo Essay.11 to a student.
Read the Special Information for Essay 12. Can you explain
this in your 'own words to a student?
Now note that in Direction 1 and.2 there are 2 different speeds.
Be sure you can -explain this to a student when asked.
See Essay 14, especially Directiori 7. You may' have to make
this 'change for a student who does not know what to do.
See Essay 17,, especially Direction 7. YOu may have to make-''
this change for student who does not .know'what to do.
See Essay 18. This indicates a change from the two speeds .

--on-prior -Essays. Can-yOu,explain.the reason fox-Allis 00.nza:
to a student?
See Essay 20. This indicates how the Stbderit Win-get-his
final WPM. -

4. Read the student Module No. 23 to become acquainted with the in-
structions to the student. Check off the various parts as you study
them. Be prepared to assist a student by re-wording any of this
as necessary to'a questioning or doubtful student.

4
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The'Sectitin-"Your Goal".
five for the student.
The "Rationale" section.
Do you know why?
The materials section --
The "Activities" section.
to the doubtful student?

it

I

This is he Performariee-Objec-
.1,

This explains why to the student.

- can you find the materials?
Can you interpret these activities

1%.

210
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STEP 1 - The'Comprehension Rate Fornaulw:

Eicamine the set of scores given in Figure 1 !aglow:

Figure 1

Comprehension Vocabulary Words Per Minute
Student A 100% 100% 500
Student B 70% 80% 500
Student C - 60% 80% 800
Student D 70% 70% 700

"Using-only the-data In Figure it possible to, judge whether
or not a student is performing up t4 his potential? Is it possible to
judge that Student is actually performing at a lower, level than Student,D?

Considering that the words per minute are the same-for .Studelitg
A, and B, even thouth the scores are different, can a judgment be made,
as to who is the more efficient reader ? From the data it appears that
Student C -is reading too fast, but at what speed should he read? Is
Student C performing less well than Student B? From the data given
in Figure 1 it is evident that such statistics di) riot provide us with some
Meaningful information that makes it possible to plan a program of
benefit to a student.

The consensus of most educators indicates that no method of
evaluation is perfect. Yet, when planning reading' programs for stu-
dents, some type of a general guideline is required, as imperfect as
it may -be. The Comprehension Rate formula does provide an approxi-
mate score that inc-tides the student's reading speed and compreheri-
sion. In the reading systerri used in this Module, vocabulary is con-
sidered as one of the indicator's of comprehension. The Comprehen-
sion Rate (CR) is. used as an evalUator to assist the Instructor in
planning a beneficial program through the Q.R. A. reading materials.

HOW TO COMPUTE THE COMPREHENSION RATE

Each student records the number bf correct answers tohis
Comprehension and Vocabulary tests for each Essay"on the Progress
Chart on the frorit cover of the 0. R. A. Student Redo'rd Book. These.

- are converted to percentages. .ThaVis, 7 correct out of a total of 10
equals 70%, or .70. This is done for both the Comprehension and
Vocabulary score..for any essay for which you intend to compute the
Comprehension Rate. Once you have this information, use the follow-'
Ing formula for the computat,on.

'6
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T1Curo 2

FORMULA:

Comprehemion + Vocabulary
2 X Words per Minute (WPM)= Comprehension Rate

EXAMPLE: .
.

Step I Step 2 Step 3
Comprehension .70 450 WPM Drop the decin141
V9cabulary + .80-co- .7513 X .75% fraction ana the /

Total 2/176F 33150 - CR = 337

OR, LOOK AT IT THIS WAY:

COmprehenSion .70 + Vocabulary .80
1.50 = .75 X 450 = 337.503- -1

THEN ... dr p the decimal fraction and the Comprehension Itatb (CR) si 337 WPM

The Com
it, that this stud
-and vocabulary s
per (WPD.

reherision Rate (CR) means, as best we underStand
nt probably Would achieve 100% in his comprehension
ores when-reading, in this example, at 337 Words'
)

Figure .3 l elowand the discussion below 'it, will - indicate how
the CR formula con be used-tdhlp us know more about student per -
formnce in Speed reading training:----Figure 3 uses the same data
as .in Figure 1, with the added CR score:

Figure 3 t.

Student A.
Com`pLo%ehension Vocabulary Words Per Min. Comp. Rate

,100%- 500 500
Student B 110% 80% 500 375

-Student C 60% - 60% 800 , 48a
-Student D 170% 70% 700 490.

I

-The- Comprehension_Rate allovis a better underStanding of the
_potential of eachiStudent. By using the CR:-.Cve novi-understand that
actually! Student is is performing least well in his work. Student C,
who at first app9ared to be in serious difficulty; now may be iebol.;:
nized as doing q than Studeht B. It is now possible to inforin 0,
-Student C that 1)e probably would obtain better comprehension if he

:read at approximately 480 WPM. With the added CR formula it will
be possible to ptain further insights about these student's. Other im- .

plications of this formula will be covered later in the- Module. The,.

major ,concer at this time is to understand the,value of a meaningful
score such as the CR and to be able to perform the computation.

Go to Checkpoint No. 1
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STEP 2 - The Comprehension Improvement F rmula
,

-Although the Comprehension Rate formula provides--helpful-infor
mation, instructors of reading are faced with another thorny problem.
The reading laboratory instructor is supposed to follow-a practice of
measuring a student's progress only in comparison. to the student him-
self, and not as compared to other stud4ts who vary in abilities and
needs. Because standardizedlest nornii.do just this, they are not
adequate for this type of measuremenft.,_,An.added difficulty with the
standardized reading test is that it\raresly replicates the actual.mate-
rial the student is using. The CI and CR forinulds do use the actual
materials and thus prove to, be a more accurate measurement. This
procedure has an added advantage of comparing.a student's perform-
ance over a period of training time on the same material.

ilOW TO COMPUTE THE COMPREHENSION IMPROVEMENT FORMULA

The Comprehension Improvement (CI) formula is especially valu-
able in assessing the rate of improvement a student makes when coin=
paring Essay 1 with Essay 6, '10 and 20. This formula gives an approx-
imate evaluation of the rate -of growth and may be used in most reading
programs.

STEP 1:1

STEP 2:7

Figure 4

Comprehension Rate of Essay 10 450
,Subtract Comp. Rate of Essay 1 -105

145

'Divide the answer (345) by 105 (they CR of Essay 1)

. 3.285
105/ 345.000

In the answer above (3.285), move the decimal two points to the
right tc change to percent. Discard any fractional digit to the
right of the decimal. The answer:isV a Comprehension Improve._
limit (CI) of 328 % when comparing Essay 10 to EsSay 1.

N
The CINformula may be made for on the Progress

Record of a student. As it includes the comprehension and the vocab=
ulary scores as related to the speed (WPM) of the reading, so this
formula more nearly reflects the student's total improvement in his
speed training program.
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Both the CR and the CI are most useful for reporting progress to
the student to help booSt his morale. It is also valuable and understand-
able to parents, other-teachers and administrators. __Thes.e_scores are
better than standardized test scores in reports to such persons, as they
more truly reflect the actual performance of the student.

These two formulas are the basic tools useitmanalyzing..the pro-
gress of a student in the O.R. A. Program for sessment of a student's
progress and as an aid to providing alternate aterials or techniques
in a variety of Circumstances. How they ark so used will be covered
in the balance of this Module.

Now go to Checkpoint No. 2

REFERENCE, 13:- ,

Before explaining how the C /and CI.formulas ar_e usedF, t
necessary-tci-review some basic maples of how"the 0. R. A. Prd ram
functions and what it is designed- to accomplish. Much of this has- eene
covered in greater detail in piler, Modules, therefore, the followin, is
a summary orthe principles. /

1. 0. R. A. I, II, III and Pu duel, U, III Programs are a srstem6.t
method for perceptually training the student to increase his rea
ing speed (WPM). s is not merely a mechanical skill as.4t. "71

involves maintaining e comprehension and thus involves the
thinking processeS.

2. The written materil itself is not difficult. One. of the principles ,

for initial Spe'ed tr ming is= to always begin with simpler material
than the student c n usually read:

1

3. An intentional digiculty is .buiik into the films;used for the training
by simulation., )'his is Why the student must the film 'from the

linmediately` prior essay beforei' he 4.1ses a pacing _device. He begin
with three fixaViOns. When he gets\good at that,- he then will dis-
cover the filmi use two fintions, Whichis,an added difficulty.
When:succesdul in this format; the. next. element of difficulty oc-
curs at Essai 12 when a full line, especially narrowed, ispii6.----
sented. At Essay 16 he addS 'the final difficulty of a full _line for-
mat. In;adgition, increasing difficUlty is encountered by reading
on the Pacer at 50 WPM faster each; time he reads the first ten
Essays.

N.4
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4. The objective of the first 10 es-says is to push the student to
own personal limit. That is, .the first 10 essays are used to cifs-
Cover his potential speed. In this system it is named the Optimum
Reading Achievement Level (ORAL). Once the ORAL is determined,
the final 10 essays habituate the new speed skill. Refer to the initial
iitittat-Essay 11-in_the_O. R. A. Record Book for more data.

5. During the last 10 essays it is necessary to give praciiCe-con --
currently in speed reading without the crutch of machines.. This
effects a transfer to a noh=0: R. A. type reading materials.

1 -6. As the student establishes his beginning WPM at EsSay 1 as he
times his essay, it is a .Tioi4 accurate assessment Of his ability
than any standardized material tided in tests becaude it is
actually what he is using.

I .

7. Students are fearful about increasing their speed because they
. subscribe to the idea that understanding is better when reading

t anW:7.11oweve-ri--ei.tidence does not support; this belief. -Many
students read so slowly that 1---')3:tT'----ietime-theyiet_tolitebottom

,..
Of the page' they tend to forget what they re d at the top of t e
page; The student profits by knowing ail information. See
diagram beloW;

U a student started at 150 WPM with a comprehension score of 70%,
as his speed goes up, generally his comprehension decreases.. ;How-
ever, at approxiniately where the speed doubles (300 WPM in tliis

-example). the comprehension begins to improve and gradually "catches
up!' with his increased rare to a great-extent, ,Students appreciate and
arc helped with a.discusSion such as this. Eventually the student '
reaches a speed abdve his ability; it is then that the comprehension
score will probably again decrease. At such -a_ point, the CR isused
to determine an optimum speed. It is. to be 'remembered that in speed
reading 70% comprehension is considered a satisfactory criterion.

8. It is also necessary to remember that later the student will re-
quire instruction and training in a flexible reading rate for differ-

10
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ent types of materials. This particular set of essays is only one
part of the speed training. When time permits, higher levels of
p. R. A. materials should be assigned. In any cdselz 'other types
of non-program materials must be used to be certaftithat a trans-
fez. of the speed skill is made to other materials 'and to maintain
the speed even after the student completes his speed reading

,A*

Go to'Cliecipoint No. 3._

'HOW TO ANALYZE' THE PROGRESS CHART

REFERENCE C

training.

Beginning with this section you will learn how to makelwci assessments

1. How to perform an assessment of the student's work based upon
the performance during the initial 10 essays, using th Progress
Chart Of the 0. R. A. Record Book. This is generally-referred to
as "reading the chart".

2. How to determine the potential successful speed-at whi h a student
s I 9 le to perform during the final 10 essayg of, he 0'. R. A.
Program. This wi ed to as the Optimum Reading
Achievement Level (ORAL).

At firdt glance it may appeaar that you are mechanically
Ing,"by the numbers". However, the use of the CR and CI fdfmulas
is an effort to inject some degree of objectivity into this assessment
act. As'You are 'working With individuals who have their Own \Fmotions,
mental abilities_ and needs, there is if any,,Avay to perform .an

4
assessment of this nature that excludes subjective judgment oi\ the
part,of theInstructor. . Only brogi guidelines will be discussed in this
Module as it relates to -a %subjective judgment. It is assumed that-as
an edudator you will use these objective assessments as your "i?ench
mark", or foundation, upOn which Ito base your own professional judg-
ment. As you gain experience with various students you will develop
an understanding of the types of performances to be expected and what
to suggest for further training. Later' you will find yourself expfind-
ing thede procedures and many will become nearly intuitional. Ag with

assesement procedures, remember the human element. Some
dents may develop their Owns unique patterns.

r r
..7.... Following this Reference is an explanhtion of certain patterns

of behavior as reflected by the Progress Chart of the student. Certain
proposed suggestions-or the student's benefit will also be given.

11
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STEP 3 - The Essay 1/ Conference

As-the O.R. A. Record Book is issued, telftheis tudent to see
you after Essay 1 is done. During the conference keep in mind this
section of the behavioral Objective Your Goal) of the student's
*dui&

e..

"You will improve your speed 'reading and thinWng..
by .demonstrating your ability to f011ovy with 109%
accuracy the training procedures given in the .

0.R. A. Student Record Book for 20 Essays. "
/

Onde the student 'has completed Essay 1, conducea conference. Below
is a list of the items that shOuld be covered in this conference:'

+IA

1.- Has he filled in the identifying information on the book cover ?
2. Ch\eck the Record Book, Essay Zito be sure Box A and B

are corre,,ctly'Used.
3. Check the ProgressChart-for proper data at 'Essay 1.
4. Check the answer pages where the -student enters his

'Comprehension (C) and Vocabulary (V) questions. Has
,

he circled-incorrect answers? Does he know why he r7,
missed any question? This is an excellent time to .ex-
plain the 'value of performirig the function of re- reading
to find Why a questionois: missed: Also, it is one of the
directions in the Record Book. Students usually need
training in the skill of learning from -a1nistake. 4 Was
it an un.knoWii word in. the Question? .In the material?

'k Forgetfulness? Teo hurried a performance, etd. ?
5.. Check to be sure the speed (WPM) is apparently con-

istent with the number of. questions correct.
6. Check that the Reading Rate Chart was correctly tat.: ',ed..

sure he knoWs he is to use the Lariguage Master for
the vocabulary words BEFORE he reads the new'Essay
on the Pacer.

8. Is there evidence that he has followed the'directiOns
correctly? Stress .the importanceiof this skill of fbllow-
ITTdirections ikearning a living, saving a life,
One of the functions of this.-eading training' is tb learnt,.
that "when all else,f,ais, re-read the dirodtions", Be
sure he understands the directions for Essay 2.

One word about No. 5 above. ifthe studerit has high WPM figure
and a low C or V score, this requires careful examination. Much
above 2.50 to 300 should be suspect. Perhaps the student did not know

12
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how important it is, to read and understand. Or, perhaps hedid not
thiraaccuracy was importance. Perhaps ,he has ari 011A-rlev.el that is
too low. If so, get another assigned. If the level is correct and theC
and V are low, it would be wise to have him reread and re-time.it
before continuing. As you will discover -later.in this Module a"too high
beginning that is not consistent, will present' many difficulties, for the
student, .especially during the first 10 essays<

,
Now go to CheckpointNo.' 4.

k

STEP 4 - .The Successful Patt,ern (Essay 6)
,'

The student is to have a conference With you when he finishes,
Essay 6; At this first conference you ,can learn a great deal about, the
student's work. As this is the essay whith the student times and doeg
not use the pa r, it gives you a clue about his problems or successes.
In Figure 6 below is a sample:chart which-will be discussed:

Fi
)

Essay 1 2 3 '4 5 6
G,V'C:1/,'C V C V C V:C"V

Score . 8 8 7 7 8 '9:: 7 8 7 8
Speed 150' 200 250 300 350 300

105 225
CI 114%

-By studying anckanderstanding the basic patterns you will be able
to analyze the type of 'student progreis.. Then you will be able to im-
.prove his training experience. Below ,is a Checklist which has been
filled out for the sainplb given in Figure. 6.

Essay 6 Checklist'',

Yes Higher LoWer No ?
A. Is El wpm consistent with C score?,

%*13. Is C score inrange'of 7-10?
..

C. Is V score in range of 7-10? s

D. is V score' generally higher than El.?
E. Is E6 wpm equal or higher than El?
F. Is there over-all progress?

-The pattern is that of "a successful. student. Even, if one or two
items were not in the Yescolumn, it still would be considered show-
ing general progress. Below is' the rationale for the questions in the
,Essay 6. Checklist.

21.8
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Question A: This is an odportunity to be sure that the WPM at Essay 1
is consistent with. the comprehension score. This might
have been missed in the Conference after Essay I was
completed. If a student has a WPM of 300 or_smer_and
the _C score-is-low-rthestlideitneeds instruction aboUt
reading for understanding and not only for speed.

Question B: ThiS indicates the under-Standing of what is read at the new
speed. A score of 5, or '- low, .puts it in the range of
mere.chance. Although the criterion is 70%, at this stage .

of the training it is expected to be at 6 now and then dur-
ing this early stage of the' training. If it is consistently
above 7, this may indicate another problem which is clis-
cussed in gnother pattern.

zs
QuestiOns C.

and D: Each student is supposed to use the Language Master for -

'the vocabulary words before he. reads the new essay
the pacer. A low score after Essay 1 or a_may-indidae
he is not using this method._ -.Orr-it-ix* indicate he needs
personal help-on usih-glhe method and you should work
through some vocabulary cards with him. Ofc course, it
may also indicate a very poor vocabulary. These are sub-

-jective judgments, that you will have to make while work-
ing with the student.

Question E: The WPM and oR of E6,should,be. higher than at El. When
it is andthe C is 7 or above, this is substantial proof the
student has in six essays already begun to improve his
speed.' However, it may also be the same as that of El
or close to it. This if not a serious concern as it indi-
cates the student needs more training. He should be en-.
couraged to "push" his reading speed when he is away
from the films and the pacing device.* .

QUeStion 'I': This is mainly a reflection of your subjective judgment
coupled with data obtained from reading the chart. In
Figure 6 note. that the scores Went up and down, butiot
lower than 7r. This type of inconsistency is more appar-'
ent than real as the quality of questions, interest in the
subject matter, the emotional and physical health of the, °

student affects' his scores..

Generally this is the Pattern of a student who is successful and is
Making average progress in his speed-reading training. Charts of dif-
ferent students certainly will not duplicate this one, but it should be in

14
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the 'same general pattern. The student should beencouraged and sent
on his way to finish the next lour essays. -7cithough the Student Record
Book has directions to tell the student that at E7 lie adds 50 WPM to

the speed at .E5, ,do not take it for granted that he will do so unless you
remind him.

In subsequent patterns the basic information contained above will
not be repeated unless it is of a special nature directly related to the
Pattern under "analysis.

Now go to Checkpoint No. 5.

STEP 5 - The unsuccessful Patt.ern, Part 1 (Essay 6)'

_Essay 1
C V
6 7.

350
227

Score
Speed
(R

Figure 7

3 4 5 6QVC VC VC V_C V
'6 8 6 5 1 6 5 6 `6 -
400 450 500 550 250

162
-28%

Essay 6 Checklist

'Yes Higher Lower No ?
A. Is Er wpM consistent with C score?
B.' Is C score in range of 7-10?
C: Is V.,score in range of 7-10?
D. Is V score-generally higher than El?
E. Is E6 wpm equal or higher than El ?
F. Is there over-all progress?

4

" This is a very clear sample of a student who is not successful.
Even if there were one or two checks in the other columns of the Check-
list, it would be considered unsuccessful.

No student is supposed to be in the ORA,program unless prior evi-
dence clearly indicates a high expectation of success. Because of this,.
this should be an unusual Pattern to see at Essay 6. However, it does .
-appear and one haS to be prepared for it. Here are some items to in-
vestigate:.

15
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1. Were the directions in the Student Record gook understood

rid followed

2. The negative check for uestion A may indicate he was
placed in too difficult ma ial, or

3. The student may not liaye.had a conference after doing El
as directed and had gotten of to a wrong Start.-

4. Are there physical or emotional problems of recent date?

In any case, this student should be re-evaluated and placed in. some
alternate programs. Alternate materials;has been covered in previous
Modules.

`Now.go to Checkpoint _No. 6.

STEP 6 - The Unsuccessful Pattern, Part 2, (Essay 6),

Figure 8.
Essay 1, 2 3 4 5 6

C V C V C V- .0 V C.V C V

Score. 6 5 5, 5 6 6 5.- 5 4 6 5 6

Speed 80 130 180 . 230 .280 110
CR 44 , 60
CI 36%

.
Essay 6 Checklist Yes Higher Lower No ?

t A. Is El wpm consistent with score?
B. IS C score in range of 7 -10 ?.
C. Is V score in range of 7-10? .
D. Is V score generally higher than El ?
E. Is E6 wpm equal or higher than El ?
F. Is there ever- all progress? .

This is also a Pattern of an Unsuccessful performance. It is easy'
to confuse with that given in Step 5,-*(Unsuccessful) and Step 8 (Strug-
gling Student).

Question A: This indicates there is some progress, but as indicated
by the CI, certainly is low.

Questions ,.B
and C: A clear indication of a definite problem for this student.
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Question D: This is questionable,- because what progress there is

still is minimal. It might be feasible to say-"yes", but
;a very weak "YeS" indeed.

Questions E I

and F: Aiain this shows some progress, but most minimal.

A student _with a Pattern of this nature requires much, individual
assistance from the instructor. Much subjective judgment will be re-
quired than what the Progress Chart or the Checklist provides. Fur-
ther inquiry might include:

.1. Review prior work of the student for possibility of a
diagnostic error.

2. Is this type .of material too difficult at this time-?
3. What type of material did he use successfully before

starting this work?
4. Has he lad, an eye check to be sure there is no visual

problem?
'5. Can the student folloW written direetiOns satiSfactorily?

All indications are that a student with this type of a performance should
be provided alternate programs and materials to prepare him for airea-
sonable possibility of success in a speed program. See prior ModUles
about this.

Go to Checkpoint No7.

STEP 7 - The Underachiever Pattern (Essay 6)

Figure 9.

Essay 1 2. 3 '4 5 6

C V CsV C VC V C V C V.

Score 7 7 9 8 9 10 8' 9 r 9. 9' 9'
Speed. 350 400 450 500 550- 500

CR 245 320 427, 425 495 450
CI 63%

. Essay 6 Checklist Yes Higher LoWer No ?
---.--A. Is El wpm consistent with C score ?

B. Is C score in range,of 7-10?
C. Is V score in range of 7-10?
D. Is V score generally highei. than.E1?
E. Is EG winn equal or higher than El ?

. F. Is there over-all progress?
17
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There is little doubt that this is a Pattern of a successful student.

But certain indicators within the Progress Chart at Figure 9 indicate
ilia there is more to this student's performance than a quick study
miglit indicate. The initial high WPM at El with 70% comprehension
is one indicator. Another is that the'tomprehensiOn and Vocabulary
scores are consistently high, even at an increased rate. The fact that
the CI is not higher is not of great importance in instances of students
who start above 300 WPM,a_t,.E1 as it. requires much training to reach
the higher figures when one is already a fast reader. Consequently
utudents with- patterns of this type will characteristically have lower
CIthin those who start very low inWPM.

Sometimes it helps in cases of this type to compute the CR for
each essay. This was done in Figure 9 And it confirms the fact that
this is'a most capable student. The answers to Questions D and E
also suggest this. Then the fact that at E6 the student could achieve
90% coMprehension and vocabulary scores without machines is indica-
tive of a student who has a high potential. He requires much more_ of
a challenge, because 'he is underachieving his potential.

. If this student is 'using ORA I, then beginning with E7 have him use
ORA Ir for the balance of the program. If he is already in ORA II, then
shift him to ORA III. Should this shift be made, make a'note- of it on.
the Progress Chart at Essay 1.

Go to

STEP 8 -

Essay

Score
Speed
CR
CI

Checkpoint No. 8.

The Struggling Student Pattern (Essay 6)
Figure 10

I 2 3 4 5
C C V .0 V C . V. C V C 'V
8 7 7 7 6 if 6 7 7 7 6 7
110 160 210 260 310. 150
82 1 - 97

Essay 6 CheCklist
A. Is E 1 wpm consistentrwith C score?
B. Is C score in range of 7-10?
C. Is V score in range of 7-10?
D. kV score generally higher than El ?
E. 7s E6 wpm equal or higher than El?.
F. Is there over-all progress

223
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This pattern is easily confused with the unsuccessful pattern as
discussed in Steps 5 and 6. The difference is that, minimal as it is,
there is some success. The differences from the other Patterns is
as follows:

Question A: Although the CI is low, there has been some progress.

Question B:

Question C:

Question D:

Question E:

It .is questionable whether this is true, but certainly
more scores of 7 are in evidence than the unsuccessful
patterns.

The student,is apparently able to maintain a satisfactory
vocabulary ability,. evidentally the Language. Master is
helping. ,

At least it has not decreased from El, which is progress
of sorts.

The CR is higher than that in El. Although the percent-
age of improvement is certainly low, it still an im-
provement.

Question F: Yes, there is progress, even if only minimal.

This pattern often occurs at Essay 6. It is to be expected because
speed training is based on abilities and not can everyone read fast,
or if they do make it, it will take more training than this first ORA
program. Then, some students begin to improve in the Essay I to 10,
or the last 10 Essays.

Students who have patterns' sindar to this need much encourage-
ment and individual attention. Here are some items to investigate:,

1. Were the directions in the Student Recbrd Book understood______..__:
and followed-?---1--

2. The student may not understand the process and need-further
instruction.

3. Is the student working with the Language Master correctly ?,
4. Is the student re- reading to find out why he missed questions?,
5. Are thereiiinAysical,or_ernotional problems of recent date ?
6. Have they had an eye-check to be sure there is no visual

problem?

t.
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Another item to investigate is the level'of material being used. If .

it had looked as though he could work in Level II at a prior Conference,
and this is the level now, then at Essay 7 have the student change to
Leveli of the ORA. He can use the same Record Book and start at
Essay Z. If so, put a note about this change at Essay 7 on the Prog-
ressChart. It is also helpful'to a struggling student to keep the WPM
for Essay 7at the same as in Essay 5, then from that figure add the

,WPM,by. 50 until Essay 10 is completed. But, do not slow them down
any more than that or difficulty will be encountered in finding their -real
potential. One encouraging thing to consider is that there is some prog-
ress, even if it is minimal.

f

co to Checkpoint No. 9..

'HOW TO COMPUTE THE 0. R. A. ACHIEVEMENT LEVEL

REFERENCE D:-

The purpose of the 0. R. A. AchieVement Level (ORAL) is to pre -
dict a reading-speed at which the student can succeed at not less than
70% comprehension while reading Essays 11 through 20. Achievement
of a higher comprehension score should, of course, be encouraged
when possible. Read "Special Iniorfnation for the Student" in the 0. R. A.
Student Record Book for.Essay 11 for further Information.

. It would appear that the idea ORAL .scare would be the Comprehen-
sion Rate as this is supposed to be the rate at which the student can
perform. However., the student is still under training as he endeavors
to make his new rate a habit during.the last ten essays It is also im-
portant that he be able to succeed at this new rate. For these reasons
it is advisable to set,an ORAL score at which he is certain to succeed.
To do this, subtract 50 WPM from the CR score as computed at the
canclution of Essay. 10. Certain exceptionsto this method will be ex-
plained in Step 10 for the Underachiever Pattern.

As with the first ten. essays, the final ten alsd have built into the
procedure two places for the student to confer with you. Such confer-
ences are usually very brief. Read the direction No, 7 to the student
in the 0. R. A. Student Record Book for Essays-14 and 17.

The chief function of the conference at Essays 14 and 17 is to as-
sist the student in making any adjustment and encourage him in his
work. The final terminal conference at Essay 20 is to assess his.
over-all improvement since Essay 1 using the Comprehension Im-

20
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provement Percentage as well as to help him plan a future prograM to
expandhis adult efficiency- level.

'Again,_ you may think you are getting very mechanical in the way
the ORAL speed is assigned. The, procedures,. have been used for many
years. and have proven fundamentally sound. However, it is admitted

. that as experience is gained, your own subjective judgment will enter
into this work. Certain exceptionally able students' will need a chal-
letige.by using a higher ORAL than has been suggested. There are also
students who are finding this program difficult who might need even a
lower ORAL score than has been suggested above. In determining an
ORAL score, keep it within, multiples of 50 WPM, for this is about the
amount of change that is significantly different in higher speeds of read-
ing.

Given below are some examples of how to compute the ORAL. The
same Progress Chart records that were previOusly discussed in read-
ing the chart for Essay.6 are used, with the exception of the unsuccess-
ful pattern as that student was removed from the program.

Remember that these are samples of typical patterns. It can only
be conjectured as to exactly how such a student would respond td the
higher speeds in Essays 7 to 10. However, the examples given are be-
lieved to be typical performances. Again, you are reminded that theSe
Patterns are a type of "bench mark" to use until you have achieved eon-.
siderable experience in this work. Any future changes you make should
be backed by experience and then only to attempt to better meet the si-
Cific individual needs andlabilities of your own students. N

STER9 -.The Successful Pattern (Essay 10)

Figure 11

Essay 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 si 9 10
Score 8 6 8 8 7 7 8 , 9 '7 8 7 8 8 8 7 8 6 9 6 8

Speed 150 200 250 300 350 300 400 450 500 550

CR 105 385
CI 266%
ORAL 335

The procedure for computing the ORAL is quite simple. After com-
puting the CR for Essay 10, subtract 50 WPM from the CR score and
enter it in box L on the Progress Chart on the cover of the 0. R. A.
Student Record Book.

21
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Explain Carefully to the student that he is to use the' ORAL speed
for the last ten Essays. Students have to be cautioned to Bead and fol-
low the directions as given for these last Essays as there are some
special directions: somewhat different from 'those given for* the first tea
Essays. Read the section-titled "Special information" for Es-say 12 in
the 0. R. A. Student Record Book to become well acquainted with this
information. If possible, you should review the last ten films yourself.
as referred to in Essay 12.

Go to Checkpoint No. 10.

STEP 10 - The Underachiever Pattern (Essay 10)
r

Figure 12

Essay 1 2 3 4 5 6 ' 7 - 8 - 9 10

Score 7 7 ' ' 9 8 9 10 8 '9 7 9 9 9 8 9 .7 9 8 8'' 7 9

Speed 350 400 450* 500 550 500 600 650 700 750

CR 245 600

CI .. 144%

ORAL I.
650

1.0"-

Refer to the previous discussion concerning this pattern as given
in Step 7. The pattern in Figure 12 assumes the student was kept in
the same 0.11. A. level of material. Usually when students are so op-
erating their CI will be higher. than if advanced td more difficult ma-
terial. However, there is no hard and fast rule in this, as students
react different:y to speed training. You will note hiS ORAL is ,50 WPM
higher than his CR. Often the training in Essays 11-20 is most effec-
tive and such students make much'grdater gains by Essay 20 than that
predicted.by the ORAL.

.Figure 13
Essay 1' 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

. Score 7 7 9 8 9 10 8 9 4 9 9 9 8 8 6 9 7 8 7 7

Speed 350 400 450 500 550 500 600 650 700 750

CR 245
525

CI , 114%

ORAL P 475

In Figure 13 it has been assumed that the student has been changed at
Essay 7 to a higher level of the 0. R. A. material. It sometimes occurs
that the performance in Essays 7 to 10 may be less successful because
the material is more difficult. Again, you are reminded that in deal-
ing with human beings, not all of them will follow the exact patterns as
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presented. This sample shows ai, slight drop in scores as compared
with those ,i Figure 12. As a result, .neither the ORAL nor the CI
are as high s was shown in Figure 12. Be Cause of more difficult .ma-
terial the 0 AL was calculated at 50 WPM below the CR. Often such
a student wil respond-with great' success and by Essay 14 or 17 will
have increased his WPM while using the stop clock and should there-
fore use the igher speed in sub4equent Essays as suggested in .the
O. R. A. Stud ,nt'Record Book at Essay 14 and 17. This type of a stu-
dent benefits greatly from speed; training and should be given further
such programs.

Go to Checkpoint No. 11.

STEP 11 - The Struggling Student Pattern (Essay 10)

Figure 14

3Essay 1 2 '4 s 6 .7 11 9 10
Score ,8 7 7 7 8 6 ' 7 7 7 6 6 7 7 7 6 7 5 6 5 5
`Speed 110 160 210 260 310 150 310_ 360, 410

CL
CR 62 230

MAI _ .180

Refer to the previous discussion concerning thissattern as given
in Step 8 and in Reference D. The sample given in Figure 14 assumes
the student was kept it Material. You will note he is still'
having difficulty. But, he has actually- improved tremendously as the
CI indicates. It is to be remembered that this achievement-required
muclr more effort than those who have had a higher.CR. Because this
type of a student encounters much,difficulty and becOmes more easily
discouraged, the assignment of the ORAL which might appear rather
low, should be done with much tact. Often it is wise to request that he
return for further counseling .4ter he has completed Essay 14, which
he times with a stop clOck., It may be possible to increase theiPRAL
50 WPM at either Essay 14'or.Essay 17. A student e?idencing this
type of a learning pattern, will require much of your subjective judg-
ment which experience in using these k\ogress charts will supply: Such
students are capable of making excellent' rogress, but require time and
care on the part of the Instructor.

Go to 'Checkpoint No. 12.

STEP 12 -,Essays 11 through 20

Essays 11 to 19 present few problems for the student becatise:
(1) he is using the same speed for each essay, and (2) that speed is

23
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as close to his potential as can be determined. It is important to un-
derstand that the ORAL computed for the student is for this speOific,
9.11. A. or Purdue, type of program. It may not be that which can. be
°achieved with non -O. R. A. materials. it is generally estimated that
when .a student reads, without machine help he should start at about 100
words per minute below his machine,_or_ORAL rate, and work up from
such a speed.

Built into the 0. R. A. Student Record Book is a provision for ORAL
rate adjustment in Essays 14 and 17. You should.also read the notes
to the student at Egsays 11, 14, and 17, 'before proceeding witikthis
Step.

The student should do tv,to essays each class period. At this rate
he will complete the last ten essays 'in about five class periods., At
Essay 20 the student uses a time clock and thus checks-himself to find
out his final speed as compared to Essay 1. The Instructor then cora-

, putes the CR and CI and reports- the final amount of progress to the
.student.

There is,an important concurrent activity to be done during these
final essays to enableothe student to transfer his newly acquired skills
in speed reading to nonLO. R. A: materials. ".It is this emphasis upon
skill transfer that differentiates this 0. R. A. program from other pro-
grams: Such a transfer is more apt to assure that the student will be
able to maintain his new speed skills with only ,about 100 words per
minute loss even a year later.

Below are five suggested transfer activities. The decision as to
which one to use remains with the Instructor, in conference with the
student, based upon an understanding of the student's needs and abil-
ities. The techniques are' summarized below. The Modules used by
the students should be consulted for further details.

1. The'Alarm Clock, or Timer, Activity is covered by Module No.
70. This- Provides practice in speed reading outside of the class-
room using any reading material the student chooses. .

2. The Speed Reading. in Book Module No. 48 utilizes paperback
books which have a special chart on the inside of -the cover. How-
ever, if a comptiter to figure these charts is not available, then
technique 3 beloW may by used.

3. Paperback Book Reading. 'The student chooses his own paper-
back book. Advise him how to determine the Guide Number based

24
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on the instructions for the make of reading pacer used. Have him
begin at about 100 WPM below' his ORAL figure. He reads on the g

pacer at that speed, then increases his speed 50 WPM and reads
at the new figure for another five minute period. This process 'is
repeated'until he believes :he is reading asfast as.he can and still
able'to understand and enjoy the book. Then he leaves the pacer,
and over several claSs periods reads in five minute intervals to
see if he .can.push himself to keep up with his,new speed. He re-
turns to the pacer and checks 'to see how he is doing. If he cannot
maintain the speed away from the machine,s repeat the process
until he can. If he can come close to it; then ,he most likely does

of need the pacing machine and has achieved a maintainable high
s ed.

4. To encourage a flexible rate for different types of reading mate-.
rial is also excellent training. The student should bring-some
class textbooks he'uses in other classes to the Center and prac7
tices with them, as follows: (The student uses the Pater for this
work.)

a. Skim kchapter at:double his ORAL speed with the purpose ,
being to discover only the main, or general, purpose of --;

the chapter. - ,
b. Then read the first and last couple of paragraphs in the

same chapter at one -half his ORAL speed for more care;
ful, detailed reading. 6ti

c. Practice xeading different chapters at many different
speeds. Use one-quarter to double, or even triple,

.

the ORAL WPM.

5. Use the Techniques of Speed Reading by Davis covered in Module
55. This is a unique method involving a book with Specially pre-

-pared tapes. The tapes have a beep sound at varying speeds. The
. entire procedure is well explained on the Introduction tape:' .s

Once the 0. R. A. materials are concluded, the Instructor and the
Student should plan together other reading and study techniques; Such
a plan should include more advanced.O. R. A. or Purdue III programs.
How to conduct such a planning conference is covered in another Mod-
ule.

Now go to Checkpoint 12.
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Once you *have concluded the Checkpoint 12, you should be ready to
lake the. Mastery Test for this complete Module. It is suggested that
ru review your work in the .Checkpoint Manual as you review this
Module booklet itself BEFORE you take the Mastery Test. 'You, will
not.be able to use the Module booklet, nor the Checkpoint Manual;
while taking the Mastery Test.
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THE END
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THE CHECKPOINT MANUAL
,

1 for, Step 1

A. Using the figures

Step 1
ComprehNision .80
Vocabulary + .90

FOR THE

O. R. A. MODULE

.

upplied, compute the Comprehension Rate"below:
4** r

:Step 2 Step 3 -.-e .prop tn decinug.
. 'fraction and the

325 WPM CR=2/ X

B. Using the figures supplied, compute the Coniprehension Rate below:

Comprehension ..60 + Vocabulary .70 ss X 325 T.

2

Then, drop the decimal fraction and the CR =

C. Using the data supplied, compute the Cft for each of the following .

I. Vocabulary 75 v2. Comprehension 90 Compiehension 50
Comprehension 85.' Vocabulary 70 'Vocabulary 40
.WPM 350 WPM 750 WPM 110'

4

cri= CR =

See the answers on Page 10 Then return to Module, Step 2.
If errors occur, recheck math and

'also recheck the Module, Step 1.

tHECKPOliiT No. 2 for Step 2

k

a

1,1 Using the figures supplied, compute the Comprehension Improvement

Step 1: Comprehension Rate of Essay 10 350
Subtract Comp. Rate of Essay 1 .90

Step 2:
A

Divide the answer at by the CR of Essay 1

The Comprehension- linproienient
.is S

Sec the Answers on P. 10.

9.

11 errors, recheck math and Step 2 in.the Module."

1
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CHECKPOINT MANUAL -continue"'

= B. Using the data beloW, compute the CI for each of the following:

` 1;., CR.of Essay 10
CR of Essay 1'

CI st

780
250

%

2'. CR of Essay 10
CR of Essay 1

CI =

340''
80

%

83. CR of Essay 10
CR of Essay 1

440
55

4. CR of Essay 10
CR of Essay 1

550 .

125

'CI= S CI=

See the Answers on,Page 1Q Then return Lo Step 3
If errors occur, recheck math
and recheck MOdule, Step 2

CHECKPOINT No. 3 for, Reference B

A. Directions: Fill in the blank in the statement below:
.2e

Speed reading involves maintaing the (1) and thus maintaining

the (2) process. The material is simpler than the student.

can read because the difficulty is built into the (3) The
o

objective of the first 10 essays is to find a student's (A)

speed. The last 10 essays effects a (5) of new skills to non-ORA

type materials.

B. Complete the diagram below, to illustrate how comprehension and
speed are related.

200 wpm
copy 70%

O

(8) wpm
C. Mark the following.either T for True, F for False or N for-not-applicable:

(9)

(1o),

In speed reading 70ro comprehension is a satisfactory criterion .

The transfer of ORA skills to other materials must be built into
the speed reading program.

See- Page for the answers. Then go to page 8 of The Manual.
In case of errors, rttheck-Ref-D_______2________

233
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CHECKPOINT MANUAL continued

CHECKPOINT No. A, for Step 3

,birettions: Fill in the missing word below:

Check (1) information on the book-cover.

Check Essay I for Box (2) and (3) being correctly used.

Checkthe answer pages for (4) and (5)
questions being answered in the proper area, etc.

Check. the Answer pages to be sure incorrect answers are (6)'''

Check to see if the (7)-
percentage.

Check the correct usage of the (8)

is consistent to comprehension

Chart.

Check to be sure the (9) were. followed 100% 'Correctly.

Check that the student understands the (10) for
Essay 2.

See Answers on Page 10 If errors occur, recheck Step 3. Then go to Step 4.

CHECKPOINT No. 5, for Step 4

Essay 1 2 3 .4 5 6,CV C VC V C V 'C V C V
Compute Score 7 7 7 8 7 7 9 9 7 8 8 8

-.-1:,Clt and CI Speed' ,180 230 280 330 380 220 ;.r': --

CR (1) (2)
CI (3)

CHECKLIST1for Essay 6 Yes Higher Lower No ? .

.

Check the A. Is El wpm consistent with C score? (4)
Answers as B. Is C score in range of 7-10

. (5)'applicable. C. Is V score in range of 7 -10? (6)
D. Is V score generally igher than El ?(7)
E. Is E6 wpm equal or higher than El ? (8)
F. li there over-all progress? (9)

(10) This is the pattern of a '' student.

(continued on next page)

3
, .
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CHECKPOINT" MANUAL continued

CHECKPOINT No. 5, for Step 4 continued

For the following itenis, fill 'in the' blank, or circle the correct statement:

(11) At Essay 1 the student has a speed of 300 or over and the comprehension
score is low. In such a case the student may need instruction about reading
for and not only for speed.

(12) In spiedeading the criterion for comprehension is not lower than

(13)' If a student continues to have a low vocabulary score after Essay 1 or 2,
he may need instruction' in the use of the
Machine.

(14) The reading speed at Essay G may at.times be,nearly the same as that of
Essay 1. Is this a serious concern? Yes No

15. The scores in Essays 1 to 6 may fluctuate. What are some possible causes
for this apparent inconsistency?

SEC PAGE 10 forthe Correct answers.
If you have errors, review Step 4 and correct.your answers. If you have no
errors, continue with Step 5.

CHECKPOINT NO. 6, for Step 5

Essay 1 2 3 .. 4 5 6
SC V C V C V C V CNC V

Compute Score 6. 6 6 7 8 5 5 4 5 6 6 7
CR and CI Speed 240 290 340 390 440 200

.CR (1) (2)
CI (3)

Essay 6 Checklist Yes Higher iFver No ?
A. Is El wpm consistent with C score? (4)

Check the B. Is C score in range of 7 -10? (5)
nmrTOTFas C. Is Vscore in range of ? -10? (6)

applicable. D. Is V score generally higher than,E1 ?(7)
E. Is EG wpm equal or higher than El ? (8)
F. Is there over-all progress? (9)

(10) This is the pattern of an student.
(continued next page)
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CHECKPOINT MANUAL CONTINUED

CHECKPOINT NC), .6, for Step 5 continued

. Insert the proper word in the blank spaces below:
Here arc some items to investigate with a student-who has this Pattern:
Were thc(11) in the Student Record Book understood and followed?
The negative check for Question A (in the Essay 6 Checklist) may indicate
he was 'placed in too (12) material. The student may
not have had a (13) after Essayl.

Whatrecommenilation should be made for this type of a.performance?

(14)

See Page 11 for the correct answers. If you have errors, review Step 5
and correct youranswers.- If you have no answers, go to Step 6.

CHECKPOINT NO. 7, for Step 6

ESsay 1 2 3 .4 5 6C V C V.0 V C V C V C V
Compute Scores 4 5 5 6 6- 7 5 4 4 6 5 "5
CR and Cl Speed 100 150. 200 250 300 120

Ca 2) *.*
CI,

(1) (
3)(

Ilssay 6 Checklist '-tes Higher Loyer No ?.,,
A. Is E 1 wpm consistent with C score ?(4) \\ .

Check the B. Is C score in rangeg 7-10? (5) \
Answers as C. Is V score in range of 7-10? (6) \applicable. D. Is V score generally higher than El ? (7)

E. Is E6 wpm equalor higher than El ? (8)
F. Is there over-411 progress? (9)

(10) This is the. pattern of a

nrther inquiry might include:

(11)

student.

(12).

(13) Recommendation for this student should be:

For Answers Sec Page 11, . If errors occur, recheck Step6, then go Step 7.

5
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CHECKPOINT MANUAL,CONTINUED

CHECKPOINT No. 8, for Step 7

Compute
Cl

Check the
Answers as
applicable,

EssN 1
C V

-gores 8 7
;'Speed 400

CR (1)
CI

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

228

2 3 3 5 6C VC VC V CV C
8 9 8 8 9 9 8 , 10 8, 9
450 500 550 600 540

(2)
(3)

Essay 6`Checklist
Is El wpm consistent with C score? (4)
Is C score. in range of 7-10? (5)
Is V score in 'range of 7-10? (6)
Is V score generally higher than Ell (7)
Is E6 wpm equal or higher than El r (8)'
Is there over -all progress? (9)

Yes Higher Lower No ?

(10) This is .a Pattern of a student who is an
(11) The wpm(speed) with 8-67:En-Tprehension is one indicator.
Also the (12) and
Also the fact that at (13) he could achieve high C and V scores
when (14)

scores are consistently high.

(15) The recommendation for this type of pattern is

For Answers See Page 11 .

CHECKPOINT 9, for Step 8

Compute the
.C11. and Cl

If errors occur, recheck Step 7, then to to Step 8.

EsSay 1 2 3 4 ,

C V C V CV C V
Scores 7 7 6 7 7 8 6 7
Speed 100 150 200 250
CR (1)
CI

Essay 6 Checklist
A. Is El wpm consistent with C score?
B. Is C score in range of 7-10?
C. Vscore in range of 7-1,0?
B. Is V score generally higher than El ?
E. Is. E6 wpm equal or higher than El ?
F. Is there Over- all progress

(10) The is a Pattern Of the

5CV CV
7 7 7 6
300 140

(2)
(3)

Yes Higher Lower No ?
(4)
(51
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

(continued on next page)

6
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CHECKPOINT MANUAL CONTINUED

Checkpoint 9 for Step 8 continued
Following each Question from the Essay 6 Checklist, give a brief
analysis of the Chart:

Question A(11)

Question B (12)

Question C (13) t
. Question D(14)

Question E (15)

Question F(16)

In the space below, list some of the main items to investigate concerning a
student who has this type of Pattern:
(17)

(18)-Give a general procedure for this type of Pattern...

For Answers See Page 11 If errors occur, recheck Step 8. The, go to p.16 of
the 0. R. A. Module itself.. \

CHECKPOINT 10 for Step 9

The purpose of the ORAL is to predict a speed for success at not less than
(1) I % comprehension. 1

It is during the last (2) that the student develops a habit,
or "set" for his new reading skills.

The chief function of the conference at Essays(3) and(4) . Is to assit
the student in his (5) . . skills.

The final terminal conference at Essay 20 is twofold: One (6)

Explain the formula for the ORAL computed at the end of Essa y 10:
(8)
an cittia---1'13ox on the Progress Chart.

7
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CHECKPOINT MANUAL CONTINUED

Checkpoint 10 for Step 9 continued
r. .

Below is given an-excerpt from a Progress Chart for a Successful Pattern.
Compute the CR, CI and ORAL figures:

Essay 1 6 i 10C V C v.cv
Scores 9 '1 8 8 6. 8
Speed 170 250 570
CR 110) (11) (12)
CI 7 (13T%
ORAL (14)

oPor Answers see Page
. .

CHECKPOINT 11 for Step 10

Below is given an excerpt from a Progress Chart for aUndera,chiever Paticrn.
Compute the CR, CI and ORAL figures:

Essay 1 .6 10.
C V C V' C V

Scores 8 9 8 8 7 8.
Speed 300 450 700
CR (1) (2) (3)
CI (4)
ORAL (5)

For Answers see Page . If errors occur, recheck Step 1-0, then go to Step 11.

. If errors occur, recheck Step 9, then go to Step 10.

CHECKPOINT 12 for Step 11

Belau is given an excerpt from a Progress Chart for Struggling Student Pattern.
Compute the.CR, CI and ORAL figures.

'Essay 1
C

Scores 7
Speed 125

6 10
V C V C V
6 7 8, 4 7

140 475
CR (1) (2) (3)

ORAL

For Answers see Page . If errors occur, recheckStep 11, then go to Step 12.
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CHECKPOINT MANUAL CONTINUED

CHECKPOINT 13 for Step 12

Circle the correct answer:-

1. TheORAL speed the student uses is only for this specific type -

, of material. YES NO

2. When a student stops using a.machine for training, he should use a speed of:
200 wpm 20% less 100 wpm higher 100; wpm lower

3. The student MUST read at exactly the same speed for each Essay 11-19 ?
YES NO

4. The student is instructed in the 0. R. A. Student Record Book that he will
be reading:-

a. All films for essays 11-20 at the same speed as on the Shadowscope:
b. At a different rate on some films- that as on the Shadowscope
c. No filmSfor any of the Essays 11-20.

5. The student is instructed in the O.R. A. Student Record Book that at Essay 14,17: -
a. No inatter how his wpm changes, lie reads at the ORAL sneed only.
b. That if his wpm is the same, or lower, than in Box L, tci,stay at the

O. R. A. speed.
c. That This wpm is higher thin in Box L, to read at the higher speed

6. At Essay 20 the Instructor computes the CR and CI figures: TES NO

Supply the proper answer for the following:

I. What is the general concurrent activity a student uses with Essays 11-20?°

8. Why. is the general concurrent activity named in Question 7 above, so
important to the' student's future- reading activity?

0. Give the names only of the 5 types of concurrent activities. that may be used
by the student while reading Essays 11-20:

IIMNI

10. After the 0. R. A. materials.are completed at Essay 20, what should
the Instructor do next ? (1f,more room is required, ,use the backof this sheet.)

See Page 12 for Answers.
9
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ANSWERS FOR Checkpoint No. 1, Step 1
A. Step 1 Step 2 ,
Comprehension .80 .85%
Vocabulary + .90 '2 .70

Tr 0

Step 3
325 WPM

X .85%
276.25.

ANSWERS

Drop the decimal
fraction and the >.
CR = 276

B.
. c

Comprehensioti .60 + Vocabulary .70 = 1.30 - = .65 X 325 "=, 211.25
2 2

Then drop the decimal fraction and the CR " = 211 WPM

C..1. CR=280 2. CR = GOO

ANSWERS FOR Checkpoint 2, Step 2'
Step 1 'Step 2

A. 350
- 90 2.88

260 9072-0. 000

3. CRr-- 49

CI = 288%

B. 1. CI = 212% 2. CI = 325% 3. CI = 70 :%

ANSWERS FOR Checkpoint 3, Reference B

4. CI = 340%

Jn

A. (1) comprehension (2) thinking (3) films (4) potential (5) transfer

B. C. (9) T (10) .

(6) spee

(8) 4 0 wpm

ANSWERS FOR Checkpoint 4; Step 3

.(1) identifying, (2) A, (3) B, (4) C, or comprehension, (5) V, or vocabulary,
(6) circled, (7) speed or wpm, ,(8) Reading Rate, (9) directions, (10) directions

CR (1) 126, (2) 278. CI (3) 120%. (4) yes, (5) yes, (6) yes, (7) yes or
(8) _highe r, (9) yes, (19) successful___

ANSWERS FOR CHECKPOINT No. '5, Step 4

(1)126, (2) 176, (3) 39% , (4) yes, (5) yes, (6) yes, (7) yes, (8) Ilighcr, (0) yes
(10) successful, (11) understanding or comprehension, (12) 70%, (13) Language
Master, (14) No, (15) interest in the subject, emotional and physical health, etc.

10
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ANSWERS FOR. CHECKPOINT' 6, for Step 5

(1) 144, (2) 130, (3) -9%, (4) No, ..,(5) No, (6) No, (7) No, (8) No, (9) No,
(10)-unsuccessful, (11) directions, (12) difficult, (13) conference,
(14) re-evaluation and reassignment in-alternate materials.

ANSWERS FOR CHECKPOINT 7, fcir Step 6

(1) 45, (2) 60, (3) 33%, (4) Yes, (5) No, (6) No, (7) ? or No, (8)'Yes,
(9) Yes, but very<minimal, (10) barely successful, more nearly unsuccessful,
(11) Is he using the Language Master correctly? May need personal help in
this part of the work-., (12) May be confused with directions. procedures or
machines. , (13) Needs much personal help from the Instructor. Should uses
alternate materials until ready for a. speed program.

ANSWERS TOR CHECKPOINT 8, for Step 7

(1) 300, (2) 459, (3) 53%, (4) Yes, (5) Yes, (6) Yes, (7) Higher, (8) Higher,
(9) Yes. (10) successful student who,is an overachiever., (11) El or initial,
(12) Comprehension and Vocabulary,: (13) E6, (14) self-timed, or- off machines,
(15) Give him a challenge, shift to a higher level of ORA at Essay 7.

ANSWERS FOR CHECKPOINT 9, for Step 8

(1) 7p, (2) 91,13) 30%. (4) Yes, (5) ?, (6) Yes, (7) No, (8) Higher, (9) Yes, even
though it is minimal. (10) struggling student. (11) Even though CI is low- some
progress made. (12) somewhat atmstionable, but more 7s in general., '(I3) He
doesgenerally alright, (14) No,- he is haying some difficulty, (15) Higher, even
(hough low, some progress., (16) There is progress. although it is minimal.
(17) See the 6 items at bottom of p.15 in the 0. R. A. Module- itself.
(18) First check to see if his' 0.12. A.- -level material is too high, if so lower it:
If not, continue it.- But keep wpm(speed) for' E7 the-same as E5.

ANSWERS FOR CHECKPOINT 10, for Step 9

(1) 70%, (2) 10 essays, (3) 14, (4) 17, (S)'new, or speed, (6) assess over-all
improvement using the CI comparing E20 to El, (7) plan a future program
to expand his acii It efficiency level, (8) add 50 w,pm to the CRscore, (9) L
(10) 136, (11) 200, (12) 399, -(13) 193%, (14) round off to 450. wpm.

ANSWERS FOR CHECKPOINT 11 for Step 10

(1),255,'(2) 360, (3)V5, (4) 105%, (5) 575 wpm

ANSWERS FOR CHECKPOINT12 for Step 11

(1) 81, (2) 105, (3) 261; (4) 222%, (5) add 25 wpm = 284 or round off to 285.

11
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ANSWERS

ANSWERS FOR CHECKPOINT 13 for Step 12

(1) Yes, (2) 100 wpm less, (3) No, (4) b, (5) b, c, (6) Yes, (7) materials
to assist in transferring his new sliced to nor.--ORA program, (8) to be
Able to maintain his new speed skills even a year later, (9) The Alarm Clock,
or Timer, Acitity, The Speed Reading in Books- Module, Paperback Book
Reading, Reading in other class textbooks, The. Techniques of Speed Reading.
(10) He should compute the CR and CI data, then plan with the student

. further reading and study technique training.

The End
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MASTERY TEST FOR O.R. A. MODULE

1. Given below are the names of different check lists, or items to investigate
at spebific student conferences. Match these up with the actual items
themselves given below them. Use the correct letter in the blank space .
before each item. More than one letter may be required for some Itersis.

A. The Conference Checklist for Essay 1
B. The Conference points to investigate for the UnsuCcessful Pattern

at Essay 6
C. The Conference points to investigate for the Struggling Student

Pattern at Essay 6

Has the student filled in the identifying information on the record book cover?
4.101aln.M11.

41

The student may need more instructioriin the process for Essays 7-10.

Has the student had,an eye-check for possible visual problems?

is the speed'apparently consistent with the number of correct questions?

Are there any physital or emotional problems of recent date?'

Check that the Readifig Rate Chart for wpm was correctly Utilized.

Has the student followed the directionS correctly?

the student,working with the Language Master correctly for Essays 1 -6?

The student may NOT have had a conference after doing Essay 1.

Has he circled incorrect answers and re-read to find out why a question
was incorrect?

2. Name the five suggested activities used to help a student make the transfer
of his new speed skills to non-0. R. A. materials. Also briefly describe the
essential contents of each activity. (If you need more room, usethe reverse
skfeor this page.)

1

fa
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0. R. A. MASTERY TEST continued

J
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A

\ ...
3. This question consists of 5 Patterns of typical responses on the Progress

Chart for the first, 6 Essays. YOu are expected to compute the CR and CI .
formulas for Essays as indicated by the blank lines. You arc then expected
to complete the 'Essay 6 Cbectlist, to identify the type of PatterQ, and
provide a recommendation concerning a student represented by such a
pattern. '.

A. Essay

Score
Speed
CR
.CI

1 .2 3 4 5 6C ircler C vcycirc v
5 6 5 6 6 7 5 7 5 5 '6 7
280 330 380 430 450 170

A.

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Type of Pattern:.
Recommendation:

4.

Essay 6 Checklist .

wgm consistent with C score?
Is C scoren range of 7-10?
Is V score in. range of 7-10
Is V score generally higher than El?
Is E6 wpm equal or higher than El?
Is there over-all progress?.

Yes High .Low No ?

B. Essay

Score
Speed
CR
CI

.4

C' v c v c v c V.0 V
7 7 7 8 8 9 -7 6 7 8 7 8

. 160 210 260 310 36q, 290

Essay 6 Checklist Yes High Low No ?
A. Is El wpm consistent with.0 score
B. Is C score in range of 7-10?
C. Is V score in range of 7-10k
D. Is V score generally higher than El?
E. Is E6 wpin equal or higher than,E1?
F. Is there over-all progress?

Type of Pattern

Recommendation

2 4 5
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'MASTERY TEST Continued

,

C. Essay 1 2 3 4 5 6
C V C V\ C V - C' V '.."C V C. V

Score 7 7 8 8 8 9 7 8 ,8 9 8 .. 8.
Speed 325 375 425 475. 525 480 '

..

CR, \

\II
\

Essay 6 Checklist :Yes Higher Lower'No ?
A. Is 31 wpm consistent with C score?
B. 'Is C score in range of 740?
C. Is V score in range of 7-10/
D. Is V scoregenerally higher than El? .

E. Is EG wpm equal or, higher than El?.
F. Is there over-all progress?

Type of Pattern:
. I

Recommendation'

D. essay O

CV-C V-04.VC.VC VC V
Score 7, 6 7 8 8 8 7 8 . 8 8 7 7.
Speed 7 135 185 : 235.. 285 .335 505
CR
CI

. 0

Essay 6 Checklist
A. Is El .wpm consistent with C score
B. Is C score in range of 7-10? ,
C.. Is V score :n range of 7410?
D. Is V score generally higher than El ?
E. Is EG wpm equal or higher than El ?
F. Is there over-all progress?

el

Yes Higher Lower No ?

Type of Pattern

Recommendation

0

3
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0 O. R. A. MASTERY TEST continued

. Essiy . /c v 0 v c v c v c v c v
Score 7 7 6; 7 '7 7 6 7 5 8 7 7

Speed 90 140°" 190 . 240 290 130

CR ,-

CI

Essay 6 Checklist
A. Is El wpm consistent with C score? .

B. Is C score in rrenge of 7-10?
C. Ulf score in range of 7-10?
D. Is .V score generally higher than El?
E. Is E6 wpm equal or higher than El?
P. Is there over-all progress.? .

Type of Pattern

-Yes Higher-Lower No, ?.

Recommendation

t.

4. This question will present 3 different patterns of Progress Charts at
$ the conclusionof Essay 10 The CR and CI have been filled In You, are
to supply the ORAL figure, nape the pattern, and make a recommendation
gor Essays 11 through 20:

1

tuty 1 2 3 4 $ 6 7 11 I it/
C. V CV C V CV CV C V"C IrCIP,C VC V

Store 1 1 7 $ $ $ $ 1 1 7 1. 7 II $ $ f. T 7, 1 T,
Speed 145 115 225 215 335 250 31$ 425 41$ $25

CR 101
341

Cl un
ORAL

The Tatlinu Recomtatndallon

O. bury 1 2 3 4 S 6 7,, $ 1 10

C v C v c YCV C VC YC''11/C VC 1I C V.
S c o t s $ $ 6 S $ $ 1 $ $ $ $ $ 1 $ 6 6
Speed 300 350 400 450 SOO 450 $50 100 450 700

CR 25$ $26
104

ORAL

Type of Patters: RetemmenUtlea'

411011.0.1111i

IL trio 1 2 3 4 5 7 I II 10

C Vt VC V CV C V. C V CV C V c,r'c v
Sore 7 $ I II I 7 7 I $ $ $ 1 7 7 $ 7 $ 1 ' 4 $

Opted 120 115 213 215 315. 150 31$ 30 413 442

CR 10 101

CI ( 13

ORAL ,ii ........

'Opt of Pattern: Sectsmeadallet-
TUC Ctito

Moue till tut Ott ItIoras4 lea so Us attl Skeet.

4
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. PLEASE PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION:

YOUR NAME:

239

(First) (Initial) (Last)

MAILING ADDRESS:
(Number) or (RR) .(Street)

.2r

TELEPHONE NO.
(Area Code)

Subject Area in which you Teich Grade Level
Approximate Number of Years Teaching Experience
Have you had either graduate or post-graduate classesin reading: Yes No.

Give the highett degree you hold and in that subject area

I

Please mail this completediTest, the Tape and any other materials for this Module
1 directly to:

MR. ARTHUR J. BATCHELDER' P.D. BOX 27
NEW CARLISLE, IN. 46552

Stamped, addressed, envelope has been provided you.

5
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Moduels Nos. 23, 24, 25 - 0. R. A. Reading Systems - Levels I, II, III

YOUR GOA
You will im rove your speed reading and thinking by demonstrating
your ability to follow with 100% accuracy the training procedures- -
given in the Optimum-Reading Achievement (0. R. A.) Student Record
Book for 20 Essays. You are expected to score 70% or higher, in
each of the Comprehension and Vocabulary tests for each of the
Essays 11 through 20. The amount of increase in speed depends
upon individual, ability of each student, therefore no exact percentage
of increase is expected.

RATIONALE:-

You are not being taught how to read. You already know-that, You
will be trained in ,how to read efficiently as an adult should. You will
using special machines and films to train yourself in efficient, modern
methods of reading and. thinking. When you finish this work you will
know what you have read better, and you will read. faster.

MATERIALS TO USE: -
1. Purchase the Student Recbrd Book from the book store.
.2. Use the 0. R. A. reading book of essays as given on the assignment form.
3. Use the special projector in your Learning Console. .

4. Use a time clock for Essays 1, 14, 17, .20.
5. Use the Language Master flash cards for vocabulary study.
6. Use the Shadowscope reading pacer.

1. 'See the videotape titled "How to Use the .0. R. A. Program".
2. Follow the directions in the Student Record Book very closely.
3. Use the time clock for ,Escsays 1; 6, 14, 17, xand 20.
4. Starting with Essay 2, use the Language Master vocabulary cards,

if this Module was also circled on your assignment form..

finish your 0. R. A. materials, also work,on other Mo

5.'Do at least 1 essay for Essays 1. through 10 each day.
6. Do at least 2 essays for Essays 11 through 20 each day";
7. See the Instructor when you finish Essays 1, 6, 10; and 20.
8. When you

REMEMBER TO REMEMBER - The Instructor is always rea
to help you when needed!
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.Student
Record Book

Levels 1, 2, 3
Arthur J. Batchelder

Reading Spetialist
For use with the O.R.A. Reading Program

Student's Name

PROGRESS CHART *41

Essay 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
.

8
.

9 10
C V CV CV C V C V C V C V

Score
, .

.
.

Speed

Essay 11 12 13 14, 15 16 17 18 '' 19 20
C V C V C V C V C V C V C C1 -V C V C V.

Score ;-

Speed IL
O. R. A.
Level
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HOW TO 'SET THE TACHOMATIC MACHINE FOR STEP 2

A. For the gray Tachoniatic 500- (Using the Chart inside the lid of the machine.)

Essays 2-6 : Use the 3 fix column.

Essays 7-11: Use the 2 fix column.

Essays 12-17: First add 50 WPM to the ORA Level. Then use the 1 fix column

Essays 18 -20: Use the 1 fix column. -

B. For the new x500 (wood grained) Tachomatic Machine
Set the Dial in the center for the speed (WPM) at which you are to read.
Then set the small dial to the left for Words Per Frame as follows:

Level I Dial
Essays Setting

Lerel II Dial ,Level III Dial
Essays Setting Essays Setting

1-6 2 6 1-6 2.2 1-6 3.1
7-11 s.63.77-11 3.3 7-11

12 17 4.8 ti 12-17-- 4.3 12-17--- 4. 6
18-20 6.118-20 6.7 18 -20 7.0

C
This book has been designed to be used with the Optimum Reading Achievement
program as published by Psychotechnics, Inc. , Glenview, Illinois. It will make
the use of the program more self-instructiOnal for the student in reading centers.

1st Edition Copyrighted 1972 > publisher
2nd Edition Copyrighted 1975 EXECUTIVES SERVICES

by s Post Office Box 27
Arthur J. Batchelder. New Carlisle, In. 46552

All rights resented. No parts of thb publication may be reproduced or transmitted In any form or by
any means, electronic or mechanical. including photocopy. recording. or any information storage and
retrieval system. without peddssion in writing from the publisher.

Printed in the
United States of America
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CONTENTS
Essay 1 2
Essay 2 3
Essay 3 4
Essay 4 5
Essay 5 6
Essay 6 7
Essay 7 8
Essay 8 9
Essay 9 10
Essay 10 11
Essay 11 12
Essay 12 13,
Essay 13 13
Essay 14 14
Essay 15 14
Essay 16 15
Es6ay 17 . 15
Essay 18 16
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eading Rate (WPM) Chart 18
er Sheets 19-20

Answer Key 21
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Dear Fellow Student:

I'was one of the first students that tried out this Student Record Book

when the author first wrote it. I told him I wished I could tell every student how

much this book and speed reading had helped me. ifttold me to go ahead and

he would put it in this book for you.

You probably haVe some of the ,same ideas I used to have about

- reading. I thought I knew how to read 0. K. The thing was I just did not like

to read very much. It always took me so longthat I put it off. I thought I could

read good, the thing was I just forgot what I was reading. I also had lots of

trouble following directions.

Since' I worked at thi., speed reading system, I've found I can read

lots faster. I get through reading assignments Auicker and even get better grades

with less time spent on homework. I even like to read and actually pick up

books and magazines to read just for fun. This speed reading seems to have

helped me remember what I read better and longer. I even found out that by

following the directions in this book I could follow directions a lot better. This

helped, me even in the jobs I had.

Take a tip from me, as a fellow student. Really work at this speed

reading material and follow the directions carefully. You'll most likely even get

better grades and you will even like to read on your own more.

Good luckto you,
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ESSAY 1

1. Preview the Student Record Book itself. Using the
Contents on page 1, find the different parts of this

A book. Then look at the 0. R. A. reading book. Find
Essay 1. Read the title and the section under it
titled FOCUS. Do this work now.

- 2. Time your reading of Essay 1. Start timing as you
begin to read. Stop timing when you finish the Essay.
Do not include answering'of the questions in the timing.

3. Enter the number of minutes and seconds it took to.read here

4. Locate the Words and Minute Chart in this Record
,book. Use the minutes and seconds from Box A
to find the Words Per Minute (WPM). This is the
rate, or speed, at which you have read Edsay 1.
Enter the WPM here
Enter the WPM on the Progress Charton the Cover.

5. After res.-ding the Essay, answer the Comprehension
and Vocabulary Questions. Use the form nn page 19.
Do this now.

6. The correct answers for the questions are on page 21.
Check your answers. Circle any question you did
NOT answer correctly. Enter the number correct
on your Progress Chart on the front cover of this
Record book for Essay 1.

7. Review the Essay to understand why .you ,missed any
Comprehension or Vocabulary Questions. Use the
dictionary to check any vocabulary words you got
wrong. If you are not sure why your answer is
wrong, ask the Instructor.

8. Show this book to your Instructor.

9. During each class period you are to do different types
of work as assigned by your Instructor.

-21
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ESSAY 2 247

1. Add 50 WPM to the numbers in Box B on page 2 of this
Record Book. Enter the new WPM here

2. BEFORE YOU READ'ESSAY 2, do the following
First read the film for Essay 1.
See the' Chart on the inside of the front cover for
the way to set the machine for the film. .

Use the speed (WPM) as shown in Box C.

3. Turn to Essay-2. Read the title. Read the Focus section
under the title. Do this now. (See NOTE at bottom of page. )

Now read Essay 2 on a reading pacer. Read at the WPM
as shown in box C above. Keep up w}th the light, or the
shutter. If necessary, skip words and even entire lines
to keep up with the. speed of the machine. If you have too
much trouble, or read faster than the machine is going,
ask the Instructor for help. Read Essay 2 now.

5. After reading the Essay, answer the ComprehenSion and
Vocabulary Questions. Do not look back at the Essay.
Then using the answer key at the end of this book, correct
your work. Enter the number correct on your Progress
Chart on the front cover of this book for Essay 2. Also
enter the WPM as given in Bc.x. C on the Progress Chart.

6. Read the Essay as necessary to understand why you might
have missed any questions. Use a Dictionary to check any
vocabulary words you got wrong. If you are not sure why
your answer is wrong, ask the Instructor.

7. During each class period you should do different types of
work. See your Assignment Sheet for this work.

NOTE: You should use the Language Master machine to review your
vocabulary words BEFORE you read the new Essay. Do
this at Step 3 each time. Also, it is a good idea to read
over the Comprehension.Questions BEFORE you read the
new Essay so you know what to read.for.

-3-
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ESSAY 3 248

1. Add 50 WPM to the numbers in Box C, page 3.
Enter the new WPM here

2. Read the filin for Essay,2. Use the, Speed in Box D:
See the Chart on the inside of the front cover for the
way to set, the machine for the film.

3. Now read the Title and Focus for Essay 3. See the
Note on page 3.

4. Now read Essay 3 on the reading pacer. Use the
WPM given in Box D.

5. Now answer the Comprehension and Vocabulary
Questions. Do not re-read the Essay as you do this.

6. Now check your answers. Circle incorrect answers.
Enter the number correcton your Progress Chart on
the front cover of this Record Book for Essay 3.

7. 'Review the Essay to understand any question or word
you might have gotten wrong. Use the dictionary to
study missed vocabulary words. If you do not under-
stand why.you missed a question or a word, ask the
Instructor.

. 8. During each class period you are to do different types
of work. See your Assignment Sheet.,

-4-
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ESSAY 4 249

I. Add 50 WPM to the numbeis in Box D, page 4.
Enter the new WPM here

2. Read the film fdr Essay 3. Use the Speed in Boi. E.
See the Chart ooh the inside of the front cover for the
way to set the machine for the 'film.

3. Now read the Ti le and Fodus for Essay 4. See the
Note on page 3.

4. Now read Essay 4 on the reading pacer. Use the
WPM given in x E.

5. Now answer the Comprehensian. awl Vocabulary
Questions. Do riot re-read the Essay as,you do this.

6. Now Check your
Enter the numbe
the front cover

7. RevieW the Essa
you might have
study missed von
stand why you in
Instructor.

answers. Circle incorrect answers.
r correct on your Progress Chart on
f this Record Book for Essay 4.

y to understand any question or word
otten wrong, Use, the 'dictionary to
abulary words. If you do not

issed a question or a word, askthe

8. During each c leas period you are to.tio different types
of work. See yohr Assignment Sheet.

4
I

-5-
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ESSAY 5

1. Add 50 WPM to the numberkin Box E, page 5.
Enter the new WPM hero

2.' Read the filiii.for Essay 4. Use the Speed in Box F.
See Ahe Chart on the inside of the front cover for the
war to set the machine for the film.

3. Now read the Title and Focus for Essay 5. See the
Nbte on:page 3..

4. Now read Essay 4 on the reading pacer. Use the
WPM given in Box F.

5. Now answer the Compiehension and ,Vocabulary
Questions. Do not re-read the Essay as you do this.

6. Noiv check your answers. ,Circle incorrect answers.
Enter the number correct on your Progress Chart on
the front cover of this Record Book for Essay 5.,

7. Review the Essay to understand any question or word
you might have gotten wrong. Use the dictionary to
study missed vocabularywordS. yqu do not under-
stand why you missed a question or a word, ask the
Instructor.

8. During each c period you are to do different types
of work. See your Assitrnment. Sheet.

-6-
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ESSAY 6

1. Add 56 WPM to the numbers in Box F, page 6.
Enter the new WPM here

2. Read the film for Essay 5. Use the Speed in Box.G.
See the Chart on the inside of the front cover for the
way to set the machine for the film. (See Note p. 3. )

3. STOP! DO NOT USE THE READING PACER!
Use a. Time Clock ,to time your Essay 6 nowl

4. Enter the reading 'TIME here:

5. pse the'Time Chart at the back of this-book.
,iiter.3tie WPM here

.

6. Now answer the Comprehinsion and Vocabulary
Questions: Do not re-read the Essay as you do this.

7. Now check your answers. Circle incorrect answers.
Enter the number correct on your PkogreSs Chart on
the front cover of this Record Book for Essay.6.
Also enter the WPM from Box X -above on the Progress
Chart.

8. Read the. Essay as necessary to understand why you
might have missed any questions. Use a Dictionary
to Check any vocabulary words you got wrong. If yob,
are not sure why your answer is wrong, ask the
Instructor.

9. Show this 'Record Book to the Instructor NOW.

10. During each class,period you should do different typbs
of work. See your Assignment Sheet for this work.

tr.vs

260
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ESSAY 7

1. Add 50 WPM to the figure in Box G, page 7.
Enter the new WPM here

2. Read the film for Essay 6. Use the Speed in Box H.
See the Chart on the iride of the front cover for the
way td set the machine for the film.

3. Now read the Title and Focus for Essay? . See the
Note on page 3.

4. Now, read Essay 7 on the reading pacer. Use the
WPMgiven in Box H.

5. NoW answer the Comprehension and Vocabulary
Questions. Do not re -read the Essay as you do this.

6. Now check ydur answers. Circle incorrect answers.
Enter the -number correct on your Progres Chart
on the front'cover, of this'Record Book for Essay 7.

7. Review the Essay to understand any questiOn or word
you might have gotten wrong. Use the dictionary to °

study missed vocabulary words. If you do not under-
stand why you missed a question or a word, ask the
Instructor. .. 4

8.. During each class period you are to do different types
of work.- See your Assignment Sheet.

O

-8-
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ESSAY 8

1. Add 50 WRY! to the figure in Box H, page 8.
Enter the new WPM here

2.' Read the film for Essay 7. Use the speecl in Box I.
See the Chart on the iriside.of the frbnt cover fdr the
way to set the machine for. the film.

3. Now read the Title and Focus for Essay 8. See the
Note on page 3.

4. Now read Essay 8 on the reacling.pacer. -.Use the
WPM given in Box I.

5. Now answer the Comprehension and Vocabular
Questions. Do not re-read the Essay as you do this.

6. Now check ybur answers. Circle incorrect answers.
Enter the miniber correct on your Progress Chart on
the front cover of this Record Book for Essay 8.

7. Review the Essay to understand any question or word
you might have gbtten wrong. Use the dictionary to
study missed vocabulary words. IF yOu do, not under-
stand why you missed a question or a word, ask the
Instructor:

8. `During each class period you are to do different types
of work. See your Assignment Sheet.

-9-
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ESSAY 9

1. - Add 50 WPM to the figure in Box I, page 9.
Enter the new WPM here

1

2. Read the film for Essay 8. Use the speed in Box . .
See the Chart on the inside of the front cover for/ e
way to set the machine kir the filth.

3. Now read the ;kale and Focus for Essay 9. Se
Note on page 3.

4. Now read Essay 8 on the reading pacer. Use th1e
WPM given in Box J.

5. Now answer the Comprehension, and Vocabu aly
Questions. Do not re-read the Egsay as yo6;do this.

6. Now check your answers. Circle incorrect answers.
Enter the. number correct on your Progress Chart on
the frciiit.cover of this Record Book for Ess y 9.

,

'I. Review the Essay to understand any questi n or word
you might have gotten wrong. Use the dict onary to
study missed'vocabulary words. If you do not under-
Stand why you missed a question or a wor ask the
Instructor.

I

8. During each class period you are to do different types
of-work-.See-your-Assignment-She-et.

-10-
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ESSAY 10

255

1. Add 50 WPM to the figure in Box J, page 10.
Enter the new WPM here

2. Read the film for Essay 9. Use the speed in Box K.
See the Chart on the inside of the front cover for the
way to set the machine for the film.

3. Nowread the _Title and Focus for ESsay 10. See the
Note on page 3.

4. Read Essay 10 on.the reading pacer. Use the
WPM given in Box K.

5. Now answer the Comprehension and Vocabulary
Questions. Do not. re-read the Essay as you do this.

6. Now check your answers. Circle incorrect answers.
Enter the number correct on your Progress Chart on
the front cover d this Record Book for Essay 10.

7. Go over the Essay to understand any question or word
you might have gotten wrong. Use the dictionary to
stu5ly missed vocabulary words. If you do not under-
stand-why you missed a question, or a word, ask the
Instructor.

Turn this Record Book into the Instructor.
Go no further in the 0. R. A. material until
the Instructor returns this material to you.

NOTE TO STUDENT: You are half-way through your special
ORA material. You have been learning new skills and habits.
The Instructor will now determine a new speed for you to use
for the next ten Essays.

264.
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ESSAY 11 fi
1

s,

i j

1 /
1

.,:
SPECIAL INFORMATION FOR THE STUDENT ,,

Pt
. ei t,

I

/

'
II-4 t''A /The first 10 Essays were to help you achieVe new read* habits.

After completihg Essay 10, the .Instructor gave yo an 0. R. A.I

Level. This is the WPM you should now successful
t,
use'flor your ill

reading. You should be able to obtain at least 70 percen compre-
I

hension as you read at this new speed.

For. the next 10 Essays you will be reading at yo r ne4., speed.
Yoh 'will discover that these reading exercises w 1 be!imprint-
ing upon you the habits and skills necessary to rea continually at
your new speed and still keep satisfactory comprehension. It is
important that you practice reading quickly all materials iyou read. i

I

1. Enter the new ORA Level reading rate which is in BoxL
on the front cover here

2. Read the film for Essay 10. Use the speed in Box L.
See the Chart on the inside of the front cover for the
way td set the machine for the film.

3. Now read the Title andFocus for Essay 11. See the
Note on page 3.

4. Now read Essay 11 on the reading pacer. Use the
speed in Box L. This is your new 0. R. A. rate.

5. Now answer the Comprehension and Vocabulary Ques-
tions. Do not re-read the Essay as you do this.

6. Now check your answers. Circle incorrect answers.
Enter the number correct on your Progress Chart on
the front cover of this Rebord Book for Essay 11.

7. Go over the Essay to understand any question or word
you might have gotten wrong. Use the dictionary to
study missed vocabulary words. If you do not under-

, stand why you missed a question, or a word, ask the
Instructor.

Remember that during each class period you should do
different types of work. See your Assignment Sheet.

-12-
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ESSAY 12

1. Read the film for Essay 11. Use the speed in Box L on
the Progress Chart. See the Chart on the inside of the
front cover for the way to set the machine for the film.

'2. Read the Title and Focus fOr Essay 12. See the Note
on page 3.

3. Read Essay 12 on the reading pacer. Use the WPM
in Box L on the Progress Chart.

4. Now answer the Comprehension and Vocabulary Questions.
Do not re-read the Essay as 'rou do this.

5. Check your answers. Circle incorrect answers. Enter
the number correct and the WPM on your Progress Chart.

6. Re-read the Essay to understand any question or word you
might have gotten wrong. Use the dictionary to study any
missed vocabulary words. If you do not understand why
you missed a question, or 'a word, ask the Instructor.

ESSAY 13

1. Read the film for Essay 12. Use the speed in Box L on
the Progress Chart. See the Chart on the inside of the
front cover for the way to set the machine for the film.

2. Read the Title and Focus for Essay 13. See the Note
on page 3.

3. Read Essay'13 on the reading pacer. Use the WPM in
Box L on the Progress Chart.

4.. Now answer the Comprehension and Vocabulary Questions.
Do not re-read the Essay as you do this.

5. Check your answers.. Circle incorrect answers. Enter
the number correct and the WPM on your Progress Chart.

6. Re-read the Eisay to understand any question or word you
might have gotten wrong. Use the dictionary to study any
missed vocabulary words. If you do not understand why
you missed.a question, or a word, ask the InstructOr.

C.`

-13-
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ESSAY 14 258

1. Read the film for Essay 13. Use the speed in Box L on the
Progress Chart. See the Chart on the inside of the front
cover for the way to set the machine for the film.

2. Read the Title and Focus for Essay 14. Seethe Note on
page 3. Read Essay 14.

3. DO NOT USE THE-READING PACER! Use a Tiine Clock. Time:

4. Refer to the Time Chart. Enter the WPM here WPM
Enter this WPM on your Progress Charefoi- Essay 14.
.SPECIAL NOTE: If this WPM is higher than that given in Box L, then
in the future use this higher speed: If this WPM is lower than that
given in Box L, see the Instructor. Remember:-- Even when you do
not use a reading pacer,_ push yourself to read at your new higher speed.

5. Now answer the Comprehension and Vocabulary Questions.
Do notre-read the Essay as you do this.

6. Check your answers. Circle incorrect answers. Enter
the number correct and the WPM on your Progress Chart.

7. Re-read the Essay to understand any question or word you
might have gotten wrong. Use the dictionary to study any
missed vocabulary words. If you do not understand why
you missed.a 'question, or a word, ask the Instructor.

ESSAY 15

AAAAAAAAAAAiAAAAAAAA

1. Read the film fo- r Essay 14. Use the speed in Box L on
the Progress Chart. See the Chart on the inside of the
front cover for the way to set the machine for the film.

2. Read the Title and Focui for Essay 15. See the Note
on page 3.

3. Read the Essay 15 on the reading pacer. Use the WPM
in Box L on the Progress Chart.

4. N'ow answer the Comprehension and Vocabulary Questions.
Do not re-read the Essay as you do this.

5. Check your answers. Circle incorrect answers. Enter the
number correct and the WPM on your Progress Chart.

6. Re-read the Essay to understand any question or word you
might have gotten wrong. Use the dictionary to study any
missed vocabulary words. U you do not understand why
ybu missed a question, or a word, ask the Instructor.

-14-
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ESSAY 16

1. Read the film for Essay 15. Use the speed in Box .L on the
Progress Chart. See the Chart on the inside of the front
cover for the way to set the machine for the film.

2. Read the Title and Focus for Essay 16. See Note on p. 3.

3. Read Essay 16 on the reading pacer. Use the WPM in Box L.

4. Now answer the Conaprehension and Vocabulary Questions.
Do not -re-read the Essay as you do this.

5. Check your answers. Circle incorrect answers. Enter the
number correct and the WPM on your Progress Chart.

6. Re-read the Essay to understand any question or word you
might have gotten wrong. Use the dictionary to study any
missed vocabulary words. If you do not understand why
you missed a question, or a word, ask the Instructor.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

ESSAY 17

1. Read the film for Essay 16. Use the speed in Box L on the
Progress Chart. See the Chart on the inside of the front
cover for the way to set the machine for the film.

2. Read the Title and Focus for Essay 17. See Note on p. 3. Read Essay 17.

3. DO NOT USE THE READING PACERS Use a Time Clock. Time:

4. Refer to the Time Chart. Enter the WPM here WPM
Enter this WPM on your Progress Chart for Essay 14.
SPECIAL NOTE: If this WPM is higher than that given in Box L, then
in the future use this higher speed. If this WPM is lower than that
given in Box L, see the Instructor. Remember: Even when you do'
not use a reading pacer, push yourself to read at your new higher speed.

5. Now answer the Comprehension and Vocabulary Questions.
Do not re-read the Essay as you do this.

6. Check your answers. Circle incorrect answers. Enter
the number correct and the WPM on your Progress Chart.

7. Re-read the Essay to understand any question or word you
might have gotten wrong. Use the dictionary to study any
Missed vocabulary words. If you do not understand why
you missed a question, or a word, ask the Instructor,

-15-
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ESSAY 18

1. Read the film for Essay 17. Use the Speed in Box L on the
Progress Chart. See the Chart on the inside-of the front
cover for the way to set the machine for the film.

2. Read the Title and Focus for Etsay 18; See Note on p., 3.

3. Read Essay 18 on the reading pacer. Use the wpm in Box L.
2

4. Now answer the Comprehension and Vocabulary Questions.
Do not re-read the Essay as you dolhis.

5. Check your answers. Circle incorrect answers. Enter the
number correct and the WPM on your Progress Chart.

6. Re-read the Essay to understand any question or word you
might have gotten wrong. .Use the dictionary to study any
-missed vocabulary words. if you do not understand why
you missed-a question, or a word, ask the Instructor.

AAVAAAkiAGAAAkAAAAA'

ESSAY 19

1. Read the Film for Essay 18. Use the speed in Box L on the
Progregs Chart. See the Chart on the inside of the front
cover for the way to set the machine for the film.

2. Read the Title and Focus for Essay 19. See Note on-p. 3.

3. Read Essay 19 on the -- reading- pacer. Use the WPM in Box L.

4. Now answer the Comprehension and Vocabulary Questions.
Do not re-read the Essay as you do this.

5. Check your answers. Circle incorrect answers. Enter the
number correct and the WPM on your Progress Chart.

6. Re-read the Essay to understand any question or word you
might have gotten wrong. Use the dictionary to study any
missed vocabulary words. If you do mot understand why you
Missed a question, or a word, ask the Ihstructor.

26.9
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''''$SSAY 26-

-

Rek.the;film for Essay 19. Use the speed in Box L on the
o. ProeyessChart-.. Seethe Chart on the inside of the front

coVot=for-trie'vay to "set the machine for the film. .
:^ 0

2. Read the title arid liecufor Essay 19, See pote,im, p. 3.
ea

3. DONOt 1.1SE. THE READING PACER TO READ THIS ESSAY!
Use a time *Cit. Time

4. Refer iwthe Time Chart. Enter the WPM here WP I
Then enter this WPM on your Progress Chart.

5. ' Now answer. your Comprehension and Vocabulary Questions.

6. Now check your answers. Circle incorrect answers. Enter
the number correct and the WPM on your Progress Chart.
Use the-dictionary to study missed words. If you do not under-
stand'why you missed a question, or a word, ask the Instructor.

7. READ THE FILM FOR ESSAY 20, Use the FINAL WPM you
got when you timed your work. For a challenge, try a higher
WPM.

8. .CONGRATULATIONS!

You have now finished ybur 0. R. A. program of Rapid Reading.
Look at the progress you have made since Essay 1!
Please give this material to your Instructor.

THE END

0 I
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READING RATE (WPM) CHART

6 Elapsed Reading
Reading Rate

Time (WPM)
...e...--44.1* s '''..,--, 1:00-1:14 1000.

s'-';'4:15-1:29 800
1:30-1:44 665
1:45-1:59 570

(,

2:00-2:14 500
2:15-2.29 445
2:30-2:44 400
2:45 2.59 365

3:00-3:14 335
3:15-3.29 30u
3:30-3:44 285
3:45 3.59 265

4:00-4:14 250
4:15-4.29 230
4:30-4:44 220
4:45-4.59 210

5:00-5.14 200
5.15 5.29 190
5:30-5.44 180
5:45-5:59 In,
6:00-6:14 165
6:15- 6.29 160
6:30-6:44 155
6:45 -6:59. 150

7:00-7:14 140
7:15-7.29 135
7:30-7:44 130,
7.45 '159 ' 125

8:00 -8:14. 120
#:15-8:29 117
8:30-8:44 114
8:45-8:59 110
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RECORD YOUR COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS BELOW

Ques.
No.

Essay
1

Essay
2

Essay
3

E6say
4

Essay
5

Essay
6

4

Essay
7 ,

Essay
8

Essay
, 9

Essay
10

Ques.
No.

1 1

'2 - 2

3 .

i . .
3

,

4,
A 4

4

5 5

6 . 6

7 7

8 8

9 5. 9 ,

10 . , 10

RECORD YOUR VOCABULARY QUESTIONS BELOW
4

Ques.
No.

Essay
1

Essay
2

Essay
3

Essay
4

Essay
5

Essay
6

Essay
7

Essay
8

Essay.
9

Essay
10

Ques,
No.

t

ii
\

,,
1

2 2

3 3

4\ 4

5
...A...-"

5

61 6

7 .
7 .

8 . 8'

9
J

,

.

.
9

10 10

2 7 2
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RECORD YOUR COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS BELOW

Ques
No.

Essay
11

Essay
12

Essay
13

Essay
1A

Essay
15

say
16

Essay
17

Essay
18

Essay
.. 19

Esse
20

I es.
No.

1 1

2 2

3 . 0 ,

4 ...._
j 4/ 41 ,

'6 .
6

7 7

8 -
.

8

9
. . 9.

t 10 AK

RECORD YOUR VOCABULARY ANSWERS BELOW

Rued
No,

Essay
11

Essay'Eseay
12 013

EssaylESsay
14 15

Essay
.16

Essay
18

Essay
. 19

Essay
20

Ques.
No.

. . 1,

2 t
I

1 .
2

3 . 3

4 { .
I

.

5
l . .

1040.- 5
I .

e
1

. .."-T-- ---....-.-__ -6
7'

0
4

7

8
> 8

9 Ni 9

10 '10

-20-
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